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Epigtoaphic Bulletin for Greek Religion 1996
(EBGR 1996)
The ninth issue of the BEGR contains only part of the epigraphie harvest of
1996; unforeseen circumstances have prevented me and my collaborators from
covering all the publications of 1996, but we hope to close the gaps next year. We
have also made several additions to previous issues. In the past years the BEGR
had often summarized publications which were not primarily of epigraphie
nature, thus tending to expand into an unavoidably incomplete bibliography of
Greek religion. From this issue on we return to the original scope of this bulletin,
whieh is to provide information on new epigraphie finds, new interpretations of
inscriptions, epigraphieal corpora, and studies based p;imarily on the epigraphie
material. Only if we focus on these types of books and articles, will we be able to
present the newpublications without delays and, hopefully, without too many
omissions.
The epigraphie publications presented in this issue include important con-
tributions to several aspects of Greek religion whieh have attracted scholarly in-
terest in recent years. Of primary importance, one should mention the studies
concerning the 'Orphie' texts. In addition to a new critieal edition of the text of
Hipponion (n° 238), two new lamellae have been published recently, one from
Sicily with a text similar to the well-known metrical inscription of Hipponion
(nO 62), and a second one from Pherai in Thessaly with a new version of the
secret words exchanged between the mystes and the guards of the underworld
(nO 40); the latter text confirms the central role of Persephone (Brimo) in Orphie
eschatology. The finds of the last decade have demonstrated the close connection
of the 'Orphie' lamellae with the mysteries of Dionysos (see esp. BEGR 1994/95,
148; cf infra nOS 40, 62, 97, 234). New philological investigations suggest now that
the 'Orphie' text of Hipponion is the Dorian adaptation of a text originally com-
posed in Ionia or in the Ionie dialect (nos 33 and 62), and this view seems to be
confirmed by the new text found in Sicily (n° 62). The Olbian graffiti associated
with 'Orphie' views (cf n° 62) can now be conveniently found in the new Olbian
corpus (nO 76). In this city, it is tempting to attribute to 'Orphie' influence a graf-
fito on a vase whieh names members of the cult association of the Boreikoi (cf
Apollon Bores) and seems to list the properties of Apollon: Bioç - Bioç, 'A1toÀÀrov
- 'A1t6ÀÀrov, "HÀw[ç] - "HÀwç, K6allOÇ - K[6a]lloç, cI>ÔlÇ - cI>ÔlÇ. There is a striking
similarity between this text and the texts written on bone plates, whieh have been
attributed to the Olbian 'Orphies' Ｈ ｾ ｩ ｯ ￧ Ｌ 8ava'toç, ｾ ｩ ｯ ￧ Ｌ aÀTj8Etu, dpTjvll, 1toÀEllOÇ,
aÀTj8Etu, 'VEÛÙOç, aÔlllu, 'VUXTJ, etc.).
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With regard to the study of mystery cults, it should be mentioned that new
finds suggest that the telesterion in the Kabeirion of Lemnos is older than the
telesterion of Samothrace (n° 17); new epigraphie finds at Sardeis show the
important part played by associations of mystai there (nO 117). According to a
new interpretation of rupestral inscriptions on the Pnyx and Mouseion Hills in
Athens, these texts may be related to the mysteries of the Mother of Gods
(nO 212),
One of the most important inscriptions of religious interest published in
recent years is an archaie or early c1assieal lex saCl'a from Selinous concerning
purifieatory rituals, presented in an excellent edition with thorough commentary
[EEGR 1993/94J, Naturally, the new inscription has excited some controversy both
with regard to the nature of its text and to the interpretation of several proble-
matie passages and terms - such as the signifieance of the Erinyes / Eumenides
(distinct deities or two opposite aspects of the same group of deities) and the
terms ÈÂ.aO''tEpoç and <Xll'WpÉK't<xç, The relevant articles and book reviews have
been summarized in a single lemma (nO 45). The new studies suggest that the
document was issued by the city of Selinous and that the rituals fn it were
arranged chronologieally (e.g" annual, biennial, 'triennial, and quadrennial rituals,
followed by rituals not performed at regular intervals). The analogy between the
new text of Selinous and the 'cathartie law of Kyrene' has been pointed out by ail
commentatorsj the Kyrenean text is no less enigmatie than its Selinountian
counterpart; a new study is devoted to the interpretation of one of its most
difficult passages, whieh apparently prohibits those who have visited a grave
from participating in certain ceremonies (nO 69),
The interest in magic, especially in curses, remains vivid (e.g., nOS 53-55, 81,
153-154, 166, 168, 193, 274) and is being nourished every year by new finds, l
single out the new corpus of Olbia, whieh contains several defixiones (nO 76), a
new defixio from Britain belonging to the group of prayers for justice (nO 109; cf
EEGR 1994/95, 362), and new defixiones from Akanthos (nO 262), Olbia (n° 270),
and Carthage (nO 130), The substantial progress in the study of ancient magie has
also contributed to a better understanding of Iiterary texts whieh reflect magieal
practiees and formulae (e.g" EEGR 1994/95, 120-121, 183; cf infra nOS 81-82), It
now seems probable that two of the earliest Greek inscriptions, 'Nestor's cup' of
Pithekoussai and an Eretrian graffito (SEG XXXIX 939), are magieal incantations
(EEGR 1994/95, 377; infra n° 82), There is also a number of new phylacteries and
amulets (nos 109, 112, 132, 148, 186, 267), including a long and very interesting text
which imitates the language of the defixiones, against whieh it was ment to be
used (nO 112), Scholars interested in oracles should welcome the collection of
the metrieal oracles of Apollon Klarios (nO 183).
Several studies are dedieated to festivals and partieularly to the way festivals
and processions reflect the social and political organisation of a community -
e,g., new studies on the Panathenaie procession (n° 25), on the purifieatOlY festi-
val Xandika in Thessaly and Macedon (nO 42), on the organisation of the Athe-
nian Thesmophoria (nO 44, with conclusive arguments for the view that the festi-
val was not administered by the central polis authorities, but by the demes), on
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the Mouseia of Thespiai (nO 143), and on processions (n os 99, 114, 141, 144; cf.
BEGR 1994/95, 67).
The organisation, administration, and economic role of sanctuaries is
another area of research which is based primarily on the epigraphic evidence.
Several new studies highlight the economic importance of sanctuaries: One study
is dedicated to the financial administration of the sanctuary at Eleusis in the 5th
cent. (nO 34); there are sorne indications of banking activities in Delphi in the 4th
cent. (nO 241); and a new study focuses on the economic role played by frontier
sanctuaries (nO 247). Among the subjects related to the legal status of sanctuaries,
the phenomenon of supplication and inviolability (asylia) occupies a central
position; the relevant research has been enhanced through the publication of a
corpus of inscriptions concerning the asylia of sanctuaries in the Hellenistic
period (n° 229); related studies are dedicated to the history of this institution
(n° 74; cf. n° 259), and particularly to the attempts to limit the misuse of the asylia
(nO 38 bis). Further contributions to sanctuaries are related to architects regularly
employed by sanctuaries (n° 73) and the assembly' of political bodies in sanc-
tuaries (in the sanctuary of Zeus Stratios near Amaseia, nO 90).
The interest in the phenomenon of sacred manumissions has increased in
recent years because of the discovery of new inscriptions. New documents from
the sanctuary of Herakles Kynagidas at Beroia (Macedon, lst. cent. B.C.!A.D.)
attest the (obligatory?) dedication of silver vases of a certain weight (50 drach-
mai) by the manumitted slaves (nO 4). The conditions under which sacred manu-
missions occasionally took place can be seen in a new text from Macedon
(nO 198, A.D. 223): a slave was freed on the day of a festival in the sanctuary of
Enodia, under the condition that he offered his services to the goddess on the
days of festivals. Similar practices are known elsewhere. A very interesting group
of inscriptions concerning the dedication of slaves and family members in the
sanctuary of Apollon Lairbenos in Phrygia presents sorne similarities to Macedo-
nian manumission records (nO 227); and a new manumission record from Phana-
goreia (nO 40, A.D. 51) may support the view that freedmen converted to the
]ewish religion according to the conditions of their manumission (or, according
to a different understanding of the text, offered their services to the synagogue).
With regard to the cult of particular deities, l single out studies on the cult of
Athena (n os 96, 231, 232), the Charites (n° 221), Homonoia (nos 256-257), Zeus
Hypsistos in Macedonia (nO 41), and Achilles, Apollon Ietros, and Apollon
Delphinios in Olbia (nO 76). There are sorne new attestations of cuIts and
epithets: Zeus Kladea(tas?) in Olympia (n° 121), Poseidon Pontios in Chalkidike
(n° 272), Apollon Bores (?) in Olbia (nO 76), Asklepios Poliouchos and Hygieia
Poliouchos in Messena (n° 170), the river-god Kalykadnos in Seleukeia (nO 107),
Zeus Kronion in Miletos (nO 145), Zeus Pigindenos in ,Karia (nO 200), and Zeus
Nikator in Arykanda (nO 284). As usual, there are many studies and finds pertai-
ning to dedïcatory pt"actïces, e.g., the relation between metrical dedications and
rituals (nO 60), the anatomical votives (nO 86), the dedicatory practices on the
Athenian acropolis (n° 96), the display of power by means of dedications in
c1assical Athens (nO 158), and family dedications (n° 160). The ruler cult in
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antiquity continues. to be of central interest, e.g., with prosopographical contribu-
tions to high priests and their families (see the index) and studies of particular
aspects, such as the naming of months after members of the imperial family
(n° 14), the interpretation of the cult of imperial Kalliteknia (a reference to Julia
and her sons Caius and Lucius Caesar, nO 104), the early history of the emperor
cult in the Greek East (nos 122, 178, 226, 277), and the function of the Panhel-
lenion (nO 128). l single out a recent find which puts an end to the controversy
about whether king Antigonos Gonatas was worshipped as a god; it is now clear
that he was awarded divine honors (icr68EOt 'ttfl.cxO in Athens (nO 103).
Among the new texts l would like to single out the publication of a new
document related to the Salaminian association of worshippers of Bendis
(nO 252); clay vase moulds from Macedon with an iconography related to the
epic cycle (nos 2-3); an honorific decree from Xanthos which attests the establish-
ment of the cult of a benefactor (nO 95, 196 B.e.); an inscribed vase at Taras
whose inscription urged the participants in a ritual to keep religious silence
(nO 159); numerous inscribed vases found at the sanctuary of Artemis and
Apollon at Hyampolis (Phokis), probably used during sacrificial banquets
(nO 206); a new funerary epigram from Kyrenaika which expresses the idea that
the soul of the deceased child has gone to the land of the Blessed (n° 190. Ist
cent. A.D.); and an interesting funerary epigram of the Imperial period, in which
a woman expresses the idea that after her death she will continue to live through
her sons (n° 253, near Stratonikeia).
The principles explained in Kemos, 4 (1991), p. 287-288 and Kemos, 7 (1994),
p. 287 also apply to this issue. The abbreviations used are those of L'Année Philo-
logique and the Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum. If not otherwise speci-
Fied, dates are B.e. l would like to express my thanks to my research assistants
Dr. Sophia Aneziri, Ulrich Thaler, and Stella Theodoridou. We are also velY much
obliged to James Cowey (Heidelberg), for' improving the English text. [AC]
Abbreviations
ACSS
CCETI
ArkDerg
AST, XIII
Boeotia Antiqua, V
Africa Romana, XI
Ancient Ciui/izations /rom Scytbia to Siberia.
M. KHANOUSSI - P. RUGGERI - C. VISMARA Ceds), L'Africa Ro-
mana. Atti del/'XI conuegno di studio, Cartagine, 15-18
dicembre 1994, Sassari, 1996.
Arcbaeological Researcb in Egypf
D.M. BAILEY Ced.), Arcbaeological Researcb in Egypt (fRA,
Suppl. 19), Ann Arbor, 1996.
Arkeoloji De/gis.
XIII. Arastirma Sonuçlari Toplantisi, Ankara, 29 Mayis-2
Haziram 1995, Ankara, 1996.
].M. FOSSEY - P.]. SMITH Ceds), Boeotia Antiqua. V. Studies on
Boiotian Topograpby, Cuits and Terracottas, Amsterdam, 1995.
Z. GOCEVA, CO/pus Cultus Equitis 71J1'acii, Vol. l, Leiden, 1981.
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Edessa G. KIOUTOUTSKAS Ced.), llpmcwcrx A' llaveÀÀryv{ov 'ETrUHryJ.i0V[/(Ofj
};VJ.iTrOO'{ov' 'H "E8eaaa ml 1] TrEplOXr1 TryÇ, iarop{a ml TroÀmaJ.i6ç',
"E8eaaa, 4, 5 Kal 6 L1EKEJ.if3p{OV 1992, Edessa, 1995.
Energeia ].H.M. STRUBBE - RA. TYBOUT - H.S. VERSNEL Ceds) , 'EvépYEIa.
Studies on Ancient History and Epigraphy Presented to H.1V,
Pleket, Amsterdam, 1996.
Ephesos H. KOESTER Ced.), Ephesos. Metrapolis of Asia: An Interdiscipli-
IlalJI Approach to its Archaeology, Religion, and Culture, Valley
Forge, 1995.
Epigraphes Makedonias E. VOUTIRAS Ced.), 'EnrypaqJèç Ti)Ç MaKEoov{aç. r' tJlE8vèç };VJ.iTr6alO
Yla TT1 MaKEoov{a, 8-12 t1EKEJ.if3p{OV 1993, Thessalonike, 1996.
Ergon 1995 B.C. PETRAKOS Ced.), Ta ''Epyov ri)ç i1pxalOÀoYIKi)Ç 'ETalpdaç mTa
Ta 1995, Athens, 1996.
Festschrift Lieb R. FREI-STOLBA - M.A. SPEIDEL Ceds), R6mische Inschriften -
Neufunde, Neulesungen und Neuintelpretationen. Festschrift
für Hans Lieb, Basel-Berlin, 1995.
Fremde Zeiten F. BLAKOLMER - K.R KRIERER - F. KRINZINGER - A. LANDSKRON-
DINSTL - H.D. SZEMETHY - K. ZHUBER-OKROG Ceds), Fremde
Zeiten. Festschrift für Jürgen Borchhardt zum sechzigsten
Geburtstag am 25. Februar 1996 dargebracht von Kollegen,
Schülern und Freunden, Wien, 1996.
Griechische Heiligtümer F. BUBENHEIMER - J. MYLONOPOULOS - B. SCHULZE - A. ZINSMAIER
Ceds), Kult und Funktion griechischer Heiligtiimer in archai-
scher und klassischer Zeit. 1. Archaologisches Studenten-
kolloquium, Heidelberg, 18.-20. Februar 1995, Mainz, 1996.
InventolJI of Poleis M.H. HANSEN Ced.), Introduction to an IIwentolJI of Poleis.
Symposium, August 23-26, 1995. Acts of the Copenhagen Polis
Centre, vol. 3 CDet Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab,
Historisk-filosofiske Meddelelser, 74), Copenhagen, 1996.
La Montagne des Muses A. HURST - A. SCHACHTER Ceds), La Montagne des Muses
CRecherches et Rencontres, 7), Genève, 1996.
A Passion for Antiquities A Passion for Antiquities. Ancient Art fram the Collection of
Barbara and Lawrence Fleischman, Malibu, 1994.
Pnyx B. FORSÉN - G. STANTON Ceds), nJe Pnyx in the History of
Athens. Praceedings of an International Colloquium Organised
by the Finnish Institute at Athens, 7-9 Octobel; 1994, Helsinki,
1996.
Religion in the Ancient World
M. DILLON Ced.), Religion in the Ancient World: New Themes
and Appraaches, Amsterdam, 1996.
Religion and Power P. HELLSTROM - B. ALROTH Ceds), Religon and Power in the
AncielU Greek World (Boreas, 24), Uppsala, 1996.
The Raie of Religion R HAGG Ced.), The Raie of Religion in the Early Greek Polis,
Stockholm, 1996.
Scritti Stucchi 1. BACCHUELLI - M. BONANNO ARAVANTINOS Ceds), Scritti in
memoria di Sandra Stucchi CStudi Miscellanei, 29), Rome, 1996.
Subject and Ruler A. SMALL Ced.), Subject and ｒ ｵ ｬ ･ ｬ ｾ The Cult of the Ruling Power
in Classical Antiquity. Papers Presented at a Conference Held
in the University of Alberta on April 13-15, 1994, to Celebrate
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the 65th Anniuersary ofDuncan Fishwick (IRA, Suppl. 17), Ann
Arbor, 1996.
Tranquil/itas M.-O. JENTEL - G. DESCHÊNES-WAGNER (eds), Mélanges en
l'honneur de Tran tam Tinh, Québec, 1994.
VoluntaJY Associations ].S. KLOPPENBORG - St. G. WILSON (eds), VoluntaJY Associations
in the Graeco-Roman World, London - New York, 1996.
Select Topics
Geographical areas Cin the sequence adopted by SEG)
Attika: 19.20.25.26.29.32.34.44.85.86.96.99.103.122.128. 129. 158. 178.
180. 194. 209. 212. 220. 221. 231. 233. 242. 250. 252. 266. 278. 279. 283. Aigina: 136.
Peloponnesos: Korinthia 277; ArgoNs 173. 218; Epidauros 56.83.86. 125. 159. 220;
Lakonia 65.73.86. 173. 203. 246; Messenia 255; Olympia 73. 121. 151. 159; Achaia
192.204. Megaris: 13. Boiotia: 58. 87.121. 124. 143. 189. phokis: 206. Delphi: 35.
125. 155. 159. 184.241. Thessaly: 33. 40. 42. 86. 97. Ionian Islandsi 208. Epeiros:
222. 265; Dodona 159. Macedonia: 2-4. 41. 42. 86. 110. 157. 167. 198. 207. 227. 234.
240. 262. 268. 271-274. 282. Thrace / West Shore of the Black Sea: 12. 13. 18. 23.
31. 98. 126. Danubian provinces: 55. North Shore of the Black Sea: 57. 62. 76.
111. 153. 154.239.270. Delos: 27. 30. 52. 86. 159. 178. 179. Rhodes: 15.86. Lesbos:
86. 152. Kos: 15. 86. 105. 221. Cyclades: 26. 30. 86. 172. 197. Samos: 86. 121. 210.
Lemnos: 17. Samothrake: 105. 177. Euboia: 142. 264. Crete: 37. 38. 86. 92. 125.
235.249. SieUy: 7. 8. 45. 54. 62. 67. 168-170.256.265. Italy: 7. 10.33.39. 52. 83. 131.
159. 161. 162. 182. 203. 244. 265. Iberia: 53. 267. Britain: 109. Asia Minor: 49. 68. 72.
86. 134. 183. 201. 202. 213. 214. 229; Karla 21. 68. 77. 104. 113. 137. 162. 200. 225. 226.
253. 256; Jonia 11. 61. 73. 99. 101. 102. 114. 116. 141. 145. 149. 245. 259. 261. 281;
Lydia 117. 129.215.216; Troas 228; Mysia 156. 254; Bithynia 68. 237; Paphlagonia
188; Pontas 89. 90; Galatia 63. 150; Phlygia 49-51. 165. 227; PamphyNa 230; Lykia 1.
28.35.95. 106. 132. 135. 146; Lykaonia 91; Kilikia 59. 107. 243. Cypms: 6. 176. 186.
195.196.230. Armenia: 163. Kommagene: 71. Syria / Phoenicia / Palestine /
Judea: 5. 66. 138. 139. 171. 224. 248. Egypt: 14. 16. 43. 78. 88. 108. 123. 164. 185. 191.
229.236.275.276. North Africa: 130. 193. 205. Kyrene: 45. 69. 80. 94. 174. 190
acclamation: 62. 76
accounts of sanctuaries: 27. 34
Aeschylus: 45
afterlife: 97. 190. 234.' 238. 253; see also death, ghost, Orphies, rebirth, soul,
underworld
agonistie inscriptions: 120
agons: Antigoneia (Epidauros): 56; Chrysanthina (Sardeis): 117; Lysimachea
Tatianea (Aphrodisias): 72. 77; Megala Epinikia (Ephesos): 79; Mouseia
(ThespiaO: 143; Panhellenia CAthens): 128; Ptolemaia (Eresos): 152; see also
festival
agons, in Aphrodisias: 77. 226; Crete: 235; Ephesos: 84; Miletos: 101. 102
agons, funerary: 167; among sculptors / painters: 72
Alexander of Abonouteichos: 188
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altar: 15. 66. 76. 89. 90. 95. 98. 133. 141. 145. 165. 170. 215; funerary 15. 49. 149; of
homs 27
amphictyony: 37; Delphic a.: 241
amulet: 47. 76. 109. 112. 126. 132. 148. 175. 186. 188. 217. 267; see also apotropaic
objects
anatomical dedication: 86, cf. 159
ancestors, divine: 111. 155. 162
angels: 130. 267
aniconical objects: 161
animaIs, birds: 64 (oionomanteia); bull: 47. 97; cow: 94; dog: 42. 230; dolphin: 76;
eagle: 216; frog: 157; goat: 76; kid: 97; lion: 47. 76. 186; ox: 45. 76. 95; pig: 76;
ram: 97; sheep: 76; snake: 98. 188; wolf: 76
apotropaic objects: 7. 168; see also amulets
architects, employed by sanctuaries: 73
Aristophanes: 43
arktoi: 29
assimilation of deities: 24. 28. 39. 110. 164
associations cult: 10. 15. 18. 41. 73. 76. 117. 140. 181. 209. 215. 228. 252. 266; of the
Dionysiac artists: 63
astrology: 112. 123
asylia: 38 bis. 74. 143. 155. 229. 247. 259
banquet: 18. 206. 220. 244
benediction: 47. 163. 207. 223
benefactors, cult of: 95
birthday, of a god: 141. 178; of the emperor: 178.226
calendar: 14. 38 (Crete). 76 (Olbia). 83 (Lokroi). 123. 152 (Lesbos). 163
(Macedonian)
Christianity: 132. 162. 182. 217. 286
chthonic cult: 164
colonisation: 76. 128; see also foundation, ktises, ktistes
conflicts, religious: 153
conversion: 57
crown, crowning: 117
cult, of mortals: 95 (Lyson); renaissaince, of cults: 113; see also agon, banquet,
chthonic cult, crowning, emperor cult, festival, funerary cult, introduction
of C., leaping, libation, marriage (sacred), obscenity, pilgrimage, prayer,
procession, purification, ritual, royal cult, sacrifice, statue, taurobolium,
theoria, washing
cult, objects: see altar, crown, lamp, mirror, perirrhanterion, phallus; see also
Greek words
cult, personnel: agonothetes: 63. 79. 84. 101. 102. 137. 152. 208. 251. 268; aisymnetes:
114; alytarches: 84; archenbates: 117; archiereia, of the CI'vic emperor cult 1;
of the provincial emperor cult in Asia 50; in GalaNa 63; archiereus: 152; cf
the civic emperor cult 1. 68. 226. 285; of the provincial emperor cult, in Asia
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50. 79. 101; on Crete 235; in Galatia 63; of the Seleueid dynastie eult 95;
archiehoros: 152; enbates: 117; heptadeuon: 76; hiarapolos: 67; hiereia: 19. 50.
147. 174. 285; hiereus: 15. 41. 50. 61. 76. 80. 94. 95. 104. 122. 165. 174. 195. 196.
200. 226. 228. 248. 251. 268. 284; hierokeryx: 152; hieromnemon: 67. 83. 260;
hierophantes: 117; hieropoios: 27. 34. 152; hierothytes: 67; hydrophoros: 101.
102; kissophoros: 152; megabyzos: 259; metragyrtes: 153; molpos: 76. 114;
naokoros / neokoros: 50. 117; panegyriarchos: 84. 101. 137. 152; parake-
leustes: 152; paredros: 152; periegetes: 152; pompaios strategos: 116; pro-
phetes: 101; prosetairos: 114; prostates: 101; prothytes: 152; pyrophoros: 101;
sebastophantes: 63. 117. 226; sekobates: 117; therapeutes: 117; zakoros 152;
lists of priests: 174; pairs of archiereis: 1. 50. 63; see also priesthood, Greek
words
curse: 37. 53-55. 82. 131. 153. 154. 193; see also funerary imprecations
dactylic heptameter: 97
Danaos, Danaids: 218
death: 138; see also afterlife, ghost, Orphies, soul, underworld
dedieation: 34. 46. 50. 60. 63. 76. 79. 86. 96. 158-160. 179. 210. 220. 242; see also vow,
Greek words
dedieations, family: 96. 160; for the well-being of a ruler: 139. 171. 237. 251; for
family members: 63. 86. 179. 224: by priests/priestesses: 61. 80. 147. 165. 196.
202. 226. 251; of family members: 227
dedieations, after a manumission: 4; a vietory in an agon: 96. 161; a war vietory:
79.96.151; recovery from a disease: 86.179; rescue: 43
dedieations, anatomieal: 86; anieonieal: 161; metrical: 43; of mill-stones: 169;
phalli: 168; slaves: 227; weapons: 251; weights: 121; see also inventories;
Greek words
defixio: 53-55. 76. 109. 112. 130. 139. 262. 270. 274; see also curse, imprecation
deifieation: see cult of mortals, emperor cult, royal cult; cf. heroes
deities: Achilleus: 76; Heros 76; Pontarehes 76; Prostates 76; Soter 76. Admsteia:
105. 152. Aglaut"Os: 19. Aither Alexichalazos: 89. Ake: 45. Amerimnia: 226.
Ammon: Eleutherios 152. Amphiaraos: 86. 121. 229. Amphitrite: 82. 229.
Anemoi: 159. Aphaia: 220. Aphrodite: 7. Il. 13.24.65.76.82.86.133.153 a).
159. 164. 179.220.221. 225. 229. 239. 265. 277; Apatoure 76; Areia 203; Basilis
159. 203; Enoplios 173; Epiphanes 225; Geneteira 226; Hegemone 20. 221;
Hypakouos 221; Oreia 6; Pandemos 13. 105. 221; Prometor tou genous ton
Sebaston 225; Stratonikis 229; Syrie 76. Apollon: 7. 13. 19. 27. 28. 36. 42. 61. 65.
76. 80. 83. 86. 89. 94. 114. 117. 136. 152. 155. 159. 161. 169. 174. 178. 187. 206.
220. 229. 230. 235. 245. 265; Aleus 159; Amyklaios 249; Bores 76; Delios 178.
229; Delphinios 76; Didymaios 76. 229; Hekatos 251; Hylates 176. 196. 230;
Ietros 13. 76. 239; Isotimos 229; Karneios 159. 173. 197; Killaios 251; Klarios 61.
183. 229; Lerbainos 227; Lykeios 7. 76. 161; Lykeios Nikaios 7; Neomenios 76;
Patroios 11. 178; Pleurenos 117; Pornopios 251; Ptoios 229; Pythaios 229;
Pythios 36; Smintheus 228. 251; 7bargelios 76. Ares: 19. 39. 65. 129. At'temis:
13.24.29. 36.61. 65. 86. 89. 94. 110. 117. 126. 141. 152. 163. 177-179. 206. 220.
229. 247; Agrotera 159. 227; Astyrene 251; Chryselakatos 282; Chthonia 13;
Digaia Blaganitis 157. 227; Dynatera 86; Ephesia 73. 259; Ephesienne 227;
Gazoria 227; Kalliste 86; Kindyas 21; Kolenis Epekoos 86; Kyparissia 86;
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Leukophtyene 144. 229; Metaxy 142; Orthosia 251; Persike 229; Phylake 142;
Soteira 179. Asklepios. 11. 24. 73. 83. 86. 124. 152. 159. 169. 171. 220. 228. 229.
243.251; Epekoos 86; Hypataios 86; Poliouehos 170; Sehoinatas 173; Soter 86.
152. 170. 229. Athena: 7. 11. 24.36.60.65.76.86.96. 133. 136. 153. 159. 163.
169. 214. 220. 229. 231-233. 241. 242. 246. 265; AlalkomenÎS 229; Arehegetis 122;
Chalkioikos 203; Etgane 96; Hygieia 7. 231; Itonia 229; Nike 231; Nikephoros
229; Pallas 60; Polias 25. 128. 152. 233; Tritogeneia 60. Bendis: 99. 252.
Bores: 76. Borysthenes: 76. Brimo: 40. Charites: 20. 179. 221. Chit'on: 7.
Damia: 159. Demeter: 7 (?). 24. 26. 62. 65. 76. 86. 89. 110. 128. 133. 153 (?).
154. 167. 169. 179. 220. 226. 229. 243; Epilysamene 159; Mallophoros 13.
Demos: 50. 217. 226. Dikaiosyne: 24. Dionysos: 2. 7. 24. 40. 62. 65. 66. 73. 76.
97. 110. 127. 152. 153 (?). 154. 156. 159. 169. 172. 227-229. 234. 265; Bakeheus
13; Bakehos 2. 62. 159. 229; Dasyllios 13; Kadmeios 229; Mitrephoros 153;
Patroios 13; see also Iakchos. Dioskou1'oi: 73. 76. 104. 159. 169. 184. 239. 264;
Apheterioi 173. Eileithyia: 86. Eleuthera: 24. Eleutheria: 226. En(n)odia: 42.
110. 133. 198. 227; Alexeatis 42; Astike 42; Hosia 42; Korillos 42; Mykaike 42;
Patroia 42; Pheraia 42; Stathmia 42. Erechtheus: 25. Erinyes: 45. 152. Eros:
11. 159. Etephila: 152. Eumenides: 45. Ge: 24. 159. Glykon: 10. 188. Hades:
24. 127. 153 (?). 159. Hekate: 10. 11. 24. 42. 153 (?). 228. 229; Aphrattos 159;
Polyonymos 228. Helena: 24. 73. Helios: 19. 24. 39. 76. 159. 166. 202.
Hephaistos: 73. 283. Hera: 7. 24. 76 (?). 87. 121. 159. 174. 195. 220. 221. 229;
Eleutheria 7; en Pedioi 7; Hoplosmia 7 (?). Herakles: 7. 15. 50. 76. 89. 126.
159. 162. 169. 255; Alexikakos 251; Anax 7; Genarehas 173; Kallinikos 105.
243; Kynagidas 4; Pankrates 86. Hermes: 11. 65. 76. 153. 159. 165. 239. 255.
Hestia: 24. 133. 159. 265. Homonoia: 99. 128. 221. 226. 256. 257. Horai: 19.
Hyakinthos: 159. Hygieia: 47 (?). 73. 86. 159. 226. 243; Poliouehos 170;
Soteira 170 . Hypanis: 76. Iakchos: 62. 76.154. Ino: 40. Kabeit'oi: 17.58.76.
154. Kalykadnos: 107. Koœ: 24. 26. 65. 76. 86. 89.117. 128. 154. 167. 173. 179.
229; Soteira 229. Korybantes: 273. Korythalia: 159. Kronos: 13. 24. Kybele:
6.11.76.113.239. Leto: 13.24.28.89.178.179.229. Leukathea: 40. Ma: 110.
117. 227. 229; Parthenos 110. Maniai: 45..Mes: 229. Meter: 141; Andeirene
251; Magna (sic) 63; Oreia 202; Phtygia 76; Theon 6. 24. 76. 89. 110. 212. 227.
239; Autoehthon 110. Miloxenos: 89. Moirai: 173. Mousai: 124. 143. 159.215.
229. Mychia: 152. Mychios: 152. Nemesis: 11. 24. 105. 220. 227. Nike: 47. 159.
226. Nymphe: 7. Nymphs: 86. 89. 189. 218; Minoides 179. Ouranos: 243.
Pan: 20. 81. 159. 171. 189. Parthenos: 110. 222. Pasikrata: 110. 227. Peitho:
13. Persephone: 7. 40. 62. 76. 127. 154. 159. Persike Thea: 229. Plouton: 24.
229. Polis: 255. Pnistia: 152. Poseidon: 15. 16. 65. 152. 159. 192. 229. 247. 271;
Asphaleios 15; Domatitas 173; Pontios 272. Pylon: 89. Rhea: 15. 24. Rhome
(Dea Roma): 118. 122. 178.226. 277. Samothracian Gods: 12. 13. 31. 229.
Satyra: 159. Selene: 24. Senatus (Synkletos): 63. 226. Themis: 133. 220.
Theos: Thea Pais 7; Theoi Doideka 35; Epekooi 86; Kataehthonioi 15; Theoi
Pantes 251. 255; Samothrakes see Samothracian Gods; Theos Agathos 243;
Epekoos 89; Hypsistos 57. 86. 89. 111; Ouranos 243. Tritopatores: 45. 69.
Twelve Gods: 35. Tyche: 24. 47; Autokratoros 284; Kyrion Tyehe 89. Zeus:
16. 24. 65. 68. 76. 86. 110. 117. 121. 126. 152. 159. 165. 195. 216. 229. 271; Aglaos
7; Agoraios 7; Aitherios 152; Akraios 213. 214; Aptoehos 45; Arehegetes 250;
Basileus 229; Bobeomenos 89; Chtysaoreus 229; Demetrios 154; Disabeites 89;
Dodonaios 265; Elasteros 45; Eleuthet'ios 76. 128. 246; Epikarpios 89; Eumenes
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45; Heliopolitanos 171; Hellenios 128; Hypatos 215(?); Hypsistos 41. 85. 86. 110;
Kalos (?) 121; Kladeates (?) 121; Kronion 145; Labraundos 217; Mainolios
152; Megistos 51; Meilichios 7. 11. 42. 45; Mesapeus 246; Nikator 284;
Nineudios 226; Olympios 121; Omanes 89; Osogo 217; Panhellenios 73. 128;
Patroios 11.226; Phonios 42; Pigindenos 200; Polieus 13; Sarapis 89; Sosipolis
144; Soter 36. 51. 76. 95. 169; Stratios 89. 90; Tbaulios 42. Xenios 7; Sabazios
Arselenos 23
deities, Egyptian: 11. 24. 52. 78. 152. 164. 166. 172. 179. 229. 258. 263. 267. 275. 281.
286; Oriental: Agdistis 117; AnaitisiAnahita 24. li53. 215; Astarte 24; Atargatis
24; Attis 63. 117; Dousares 46; Mithras 24. 108; Thea Syria 24. 110. 227;
Sabazios 6. 10. 117; Palmyran: 39; Roman: 89 CIuppiter Optimus Maximus
Augustus, Fortuna Augustorum). 105 (Venus Genetrix). 109 (Mercurius). 115
(Lar). 159 (in Taras). 179 (in Delos); Syrian: 179; Thracian: Bendis 252;
Disernos 23; Souregeses 18; Thracian rider god 23. 98. 107
deities, assimilation of : 24. 28. 39. 110. 164; patrons of birth: 86; of the dead: 141; of
ephebes: 20; of fertility: 41. 42. 141. 157; of healing: 86; of magistrates: 20; of
marriage: 221; of purifications: 42; of sailors: 164. 232; of soldiers: 20; of
women: 86; of the youth: 221; river god: 76. 107; synnaos: 178; virgin d.: 110;
weather-god: 41. 213 .
deme: 43. 114. 250
. demon: 132
disease: 179. 183; as punishment: 109. 130; see also anatomical dedication
divination: 28. 64. 123. 153
donation: 73. 208
dragon: 10
dream: 41. 222
Eleusis: 34. 44. 96. 99. 128. 154
emperar, birthday of: 178. 226; identification with a god: 15 (Claudius/Poseidon
Asphaleios). 178 (Augustus, Claudius, Nera/Apollon). 226 (Augustus/Zeus
Patraios, Livia/Nea Demeter). 246 (Antoninus Pius Soter/Zeus Eleutherios).
277 (Augustus/Apollon); months named after members of the imperial
family: 14. 226; phylai named after an e. 63
emperor cult: 1. 14. 15. 50. 51. 63. 65. 79. 84. 89. 104 (Kalliteknia). 111. 117. 120. 122.
128. 134. 152. 165. 178. 217. 225. 226. 235. 236. 246. 251. 263. 268. 277. 284;
Asiarches: 84. 106. 134. 251; Lykiarches: 106. 146; see also cult personnel
(archiereia, archiereus)
envy: 5. 163. 168
ephebes: 19. 20. 37. 173. 221
Epicureans: 248
epigrams: see metrical inscriptions
epiphany: 36
eponymous priest: 67. 95. 118. 195
Etruscans: 17. 280
eunuchs: 259
Euripides: 2. 163. 240
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eye, evil: 132. 168. 186
family, dedications: 96. 160; for family members: 63. 86. 179, 224; of family
members: 227; devotion of a family to a particular cult: 52; families of
sacred officiaIs: 63, 84. 101. 134
fertility: 41. 42, 141. 157
festival: 144. 155, 198. 251; Akamantia (? Kyrene): 69; Anthesteria (Athens): 62;
Antigoneia (Epidauros?): 56; Arrhephoria (Athens): 19; Dionysia (Korkyra):
208; Eisiteria: 20; Katagogia (Miletos): 62; Kotytia (Selinous): 45; Panathenaia
(Athens): 25. 60, 233; Soteria (De1phi) 36; Thesmophoria: 26. 43; Xandika
(Macedon): 42; see also agon, panegyris; Greek words
festivals, in Aphrodisias: 77; Crete: 37, Ephesos: 84; Eresos: 152; Miletos: 101; Taras:
159; Xanthos: 95; of Athena: 231; commemorative: 73. 251; ephebic: 37; Isiac:
164; recognition decrees for f.: 152
fire: 117
foundation myths: 66; oracles: 183
foreigners: 25. 30
frontier: 37, 247
funerary cult: 45. 49, 51. 69, 149, 165, 167, 191. 215. 228. 251. 276; f. altar 15, 149; f.
imprecation 21. 49. 201. 215; f, legislation: 92; fines for violation of the grave:
201. 215. 251; see also Greek words
gems: see amulets
genealogy: 106
ghost: 45; see also spirits
grove: 68
gymnasium: 95. 255
healing: 86
hero cults: 11 (Androklos). 45 (? Euthydamos, Myskos), 69 (Onymastos?). 76
(Heuresibios ?), 86 (Amynos, Iatros), 106 (Amyklas, Kleandros), 135 (Sarpe-
don). 159 (Achilleus, Agamemnonidai, Aiakidai, Atreidai, Hyakinthos,
Laertidai, Phalanthos, Soteres, Taras, Tydeidai), 172 (Heros Ktistes). 192. 218
(Danaos), 220 (Amynos). 261 (Androklos)
Hesiod: 124, 163
Homer: 62. 82
homicide: 45
hymn: 60. 124
imprecation: see curse, defixio, funeralY imprecation
impurity: See pollution
incantation: 82
initiation: 167; see also mysteries
introduction of cults: 52. 152, 172, 209
inventories: 34, 63, 136, 159. 220. 242, 279
invocation: 37
Jews: 57. 111. 130. 181
justice, divine: 93, 109
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ktisis: 159
ktistes: 66. 172. 261; cf. also colonisation, foundation, oikistes
lamp: 46
land, sacred: 180. 278
leaping: 91
lex sacra: 25. 26. 30. 45. 64. 69. 71. 76. 99. 105. 114. 136. 180. 212. 220. 273
libation: 45. 76. 159
light: 76
Maenad: 127
magic: 47. 76. 81. 82. 109. 112. 123. 126. 130. 148. 153. 154. 166. 175. 258; magical
papyri: 81. 112. 166. 258; uterine magic: 109; see also amulet, curse; Greek
words
manumission: 4. 57. 110. 111. 157. 198. 227
marriage: 221; sacred: 195
metrical inscriptions: 35. 43. 6o. 82. 94. 97. 124. 156. 162. 163
milk: 97; Milky Way: 97
mirror: 76
Inoon: 47. 123. 166. 217
Mousaios: 212
mystelY cuIts: 10. 17.40.58.76.105.117.144.152.212.267; see also Greek words
mythology: 2. 3. 26 (Baubo). 70 (Phaethon). 129 (Ares' trial). 159 (Taras). 218 (Da-
naos, ｄ ｡ ｾ ｡ ｩ ､ ｳ Ｉ ［ epic cycle 2. 3; foundation myths: 66
names, related to Dionysos: 40 (Thyrsos). 62; related to Hera: 87 (Herakon); of
demes: 135
numbers: 76 (seven)
oath: 31. 37. 221. 251. 260
obscenity: 26
officiaIs: see cult personnel
oikistes: 45; cf. also ktistes
oionomanteia: 64
Olympie year: 45
oracles: 28. 38 bis. 76. 163. 180. 183. 185. 245. 248; theological oracles: 183
orgas, hiera: 180
Orphies, Orphism: 33. 4o. 62. 76. 82. 97. 127. 234. 238
pagans, late: 182. 286 (?)
panegyris: 251; see also festival
Pausanias: 13
peak sanctualY: 213. 216
perirrhanterion: 136. 220
personifieation: see deities (Amerimnia, Demos, Dikaiosyne, Eleutheria, Homo-
noia, Nike, Peitho, Senatus, Tyche)
phallus: 154. 168
philosophy: 183. 248
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phylactery: see amulet
phyle, named after an emperor: 63 (Sebaste)
piety: see Greek words
pilgrimage: 46. 59. 88; cf. also proskynema
polities and religion: 25. 34. 35. 37. 90. 93. 125. 152. 154. 158. 180. 183. 209. 226. 252.
256. 263
pollution: 38 bis. 45. 69. 71. 92
prayer: 43. 60. 81. 132. 226
priest: see cult personnel
priesthood: accumulation of p.: 178. 284; eponymous p.: 67. 95. 118. 195; families
of sacred officiais: 63. 84. 101. 134; hereditary p.: 84. 197. 200; honorific p.:
174; iteration: 63. 146; life p. : 84. 251; purchase of p.: 105. 228. 273
procession: 18. 25. 99. 114. 116. 133. 141. 144. 183
proselytism: 57
proskynema: 88. 275; cf. also pilgrimage
purification, purity: 42. 45. 69. 92. 183. 220; see also Greek words
Pythagoras, Pythagoreans: 97
rebirth: 238
renaissaince, of cuits: 113
rituals: see arktoi, Ieaping, libation, marriage (sacred), obscenity, prayer, proces-
sion, sacrifice, taurobolium
rider god 23. 98. 107
river god: 76 (Borysthenes, Hypanis). 107 (Kalykadnos)
royal cult: Antigonos Doson: 56; Antigonos Gonatas: 103; Antiochos of Komma-
gene: 71; Arsinoe Philadeiphos: 164. 172; Attalids: 156; Marc Antony: 236;
Ptolemies: 152. 205; Rheskouporis: 111; Seleucids: 95
sacrifice: 19. 20. 25. 32. 34. 45. 64. 76. 94. 95. 117. 183. 206. 221. 226. 233. 244. 255. 279;
at the beginning or the end of the year; 20; dog s.: 42; purificatory s.: 42; see
also animaIs, banquet, Greek words
salt: 45
sanctuary: 90. 113; accounts of s.: 27. 34; administration of s.: 34. 76; architects
employed by s.: 73; assembly in a s.: 90. 152; asylia: 38 bis. 74. 143. 155. 229.
247. 259; banking activities in s.: 241; boundary stones of s.: 89. 113. 228. 251;
buildings in s.: 29. 194; economie role of s.: 247; federal s.: 95. 152; finances:
34. 76. 158. 278; fines paid to s.: 251; frontier s.: 37. 247; inventories: 34. 63.
136. 159. 220. 242. 279; manumission in a s.: 4. 227; perirrhanteria in s.: 136.
220; restricted areas in s.: 110, 117; smiths empIoyed by s.: 88 (?); supplica-
tion: 38 bis; thesauros: 76; tiles of buildings in s.: 76. 246; upkeep of s.: 68;
weights used by s.: 187; written records in s.: 260; see aiso altar, telesterion,
temple; Greek words
Satyrs: 2. 127
society and religion: 25
souI: 62. 76. 112. 190; see also afterlife, death, Orphies, underworld
spirits: 45. 112. 267; see also demons, ghost
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statues, cult: 183; dressing of: 141; detachable heads of: 133
sun: 47. 76. 217
supplication: 30. 38 bis. 74; see also asylia
syncretism: 24. 28
synnaos: 178
taurobolium: 182
telesterion: 17
temple: 73. 113. 162. 240
Theocritus: 81
theophorie names: see names
theoria: 178 (dodekais). 241
theorodokos: 83. 125
thesauros: 76
trees: 76. 245; cypress: 238
tmce: 229
underworld: 40. 45. 127; see also afterlife, death, ghost, Orphies, soul
virginity: 110
vow: 86. 107. 111. 171. 251; see also Greek words
washing: 45. 220
water: 220
weather-god: 41
weights, in sanctuaries: 121. 187
wine: 45
womb, in magie: 109
women: 10. 19. 26.97.137.147.179
wreath: see crown
youth: see arktoi, ephebes
Zoroastrism: 153
Greek W01"ds
acclamations: aya8n 'tûxn 66; €lai 76; dç IlÉyaç 8(€oç) 217; lOuai 62. 76
associations: 8iacroç 76; i€pà lloucrtKl1 ｉｅｏｵ｡ｰｴｯＺｶｾ crûvoooç 63
cult: aicrXpoÂoyia 26; y€vÉ8Âwç (ayffiv YUllvtKàç y€v. W1> 8€a'tpou) 73; y€vÉcrta 226;
OCOO€K<i{Ç 178; €lcrayroyna 19; €lcrtTIjpta 19. 20; ÈStTIjpto: 20; €uayyÉÂta 251; 8Éat
251; Ｑｴ｡ｶｾｹｵｰｴ￧ 251; 1tavvuXiç 19; 1t11oaco 91; cr't€<pavoco 'tàv 8€ov 117; ｣ｲｵｶ｡ｹ｣ｯｾ
198; ｣ｲ｣ｯＧｴｾｰｴ｡ 251; Ｇｴ€ￂ€Ｇｴｾ 198; see also funerary cult, mystery cult
cult objects: ｡ ｹ ｴ ｏ Ｇ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ ｷ ｶ 220; ｾｃｏｬｬｯￇ 15. 49; ËIl1tUpa 117; K€pa'trov 27; K€panVOç ｾ｣ｯｬｬｯￇ
27; 1t€ptppavTIjpwv 220
cult, personnel: ｡ ｰ ｸ € ｶ ｾ ｡ ｮ ｬ ￧ 117; apxtO'uvaycoyoç 41; ypallllo:'t€ÛÇ 41; O€t1tVOKpinlÇ 244;
O€VOpo<popoç 245; OtaKOvoç 41; ￈ｶｾ｡Ｇｴｔ｝￧ 117; ￈Ｑｴｴｬｬ€ￂｔｬＧｴｾￇ 41; E1t'taO€ûcrav't€ç 76;
KocrllTl't€îpat 'tftç 8ëü1> 141; KptTIjÇ 41; ￂｯｹｴ｣ｲＧｴｾ￧ 41; VÛIl<PTl opaKatva 10 (?);
1tapavull<p€Ûov't€Ç 195; 'tftç 1toÂ€COÇ 50; 1tpà 1toÂ€COÇ 95; 1tpocr'ta'tT]ç 41; ｏＧｔ｜ｋｏｾ｡Ｇｴｔ｝￧
117; <pu'toupyoç 245
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curses: ayalloç 49; àltapaiTIj'ta 215; àltoÀullat 49; acrltEPIlOÇ 49; a'tElCVoç 49; ËÇEt 'toùç
Ka'tax80viouç 8EOÙÇ KEXOÂOlIlÉVOÇ 215; Ka'taypa<pOl 274; 'tÉlCVa 'tÉlCVotÇ 215
dedication, dedicatory formulae: ayaÂlla 96. 220; àva'ti811llt 43. 89. 272; àltapm 96.
220; OEKaTIj 96; EiKOcr-nl 76; Élt' àya8ép 275; EÙÇallEvoÇ 43. 89; EùcrÉpEtaç Xaptv
275; EùXaptcr-nlPWV 86. 89; EùXaptcr'tiaç Xaptv 46; EÙm(v) 47. 63. 86. 96; EùXa-
ptcr'tw 86; EÙxollEVOÇ / EÙÇallEVOÇ 96; iEPOç/tEp&/tEPOV 17. 121. 159. 169. 206. 272;
Ka8tEpoOl 237; ｋ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｡ ｹ ｰ ｡ ＼ ｰ ｾ Ｌ Ka'taypa<pOl 227; Ka'ta'tuxmv 86; Ka't' ￉ ｭ Ｇ ｴ ｡ ｾ ｶ 183.
227; Ka't' ovap 41; Ka't' OVEtpOV / Ka'tèt. 8Eîov OVEtpOV 227; Ka'tèt. opalla 222; ViKllV
63; 0'0l8EÎç ÉK IlEyaÂOlv KtvOUVOlV 89; crwcr'tpov vaunÂi'T]Ç 43; crOl'tllPiaç xapiÇoll<Xt
86; 'tUXmv 86; Xaptç 86. 275; UltÈp uyEiaç Kat crOl'tllpiaç 215; UltÈp O'OlTIjpiaç 224.
275; Xaptv 89; xaptcr-nlpwv 66
dedication, objects: àÉ'tOllla 63; Évmnov 63; KtoVWV 63; 1l1lVicrKOÇ 63; O''tE<pavwv 63;
't{moç O'TIjStaîoç 63
divination: à'tpÉKEta 245; 8EOltpOltOç 76. 153; iEpoO'KOltia 64; oiOlvollav'tEia 64;
crEÂllVOOpolltOV 123
epithets of deities (a selection): àpipacr'toç ltâmv 24 (Isis); àya80ç 24 (Sarapis). 243;
àyaSupcroç 40 (?, Dionysos); aytoç (Sarapis) ,24; àyÂaoç 7 (Zeus); ￠ ｹ ｶ ｾ 251;
àyopaîoç 7 (Zeus); ateÉptoç 152 (Zeus); àKpaîoç 213-214 (Zeus); àÂ&Âll'toç
(Sarapis) 24; àÂEçEanç (Enodia); àÂEçiKaKoç 24 (Isis, Sarapis). 89 (Zeus
Disabeites). 251 (Herakles); àÂEçtxaÂaçoç 89 (Aither): àlliav'tOç 24 (Isis);
avaÇ/avaO'cra 7 (Herakles). 24 (Isis). 184 (DioskouroO; àviKJl'toç 39 (Helios/
Sol). 110 (Ma); àltapaiTIj'toç 152 (Erinyes); amOlxoç 45 (?, Zeus); àpXllYÉ'tllç/tç
122 (Athena). 250 (Zeus); ￠ ｣ ｲ Ｇ ｴ ｴ ｋ ｾ (Enodia); àcr<paÀEtoç 15 (Poseidon);
aù'toxSOlV 110 (Ma); ￠ Ｇ ｬ Ｇ ｅ ｕ ｏ ｾ ￇ (Sarapis) 24; ￠＼ｐｅＧｴｾｐｗￇ 173; pacrtÂEuç / pacrtÂiç
159. 203 (Aphrodite). 229 (Zeus); YEV a PXll ç 173 (Herakles); YEvÉ'tEtpa
(Aphrodite); oOllla'tiTIjç 173 (Poseidon); ÉÂ&cr'tEpOÇ 45 (Zeus?); ÉÂEu8Éptoç/pia
7 (Hera). 76. 128. 246 (Zeus); ÉVOltÂtoç 173 (Aphrodite); ￉ ｬ ｴ ｾ ｋ ｏ ｏ ￇ 18 (Soure-
geses). 24 (Isis, Sarapis). 73 (Asklepios, Hygieia). 89 (Miloxenos, Pylon); mt
OpollOlt 7; ÉlttKapmoç 89 (Zeus); ÉmÂucrallÉvll 159 (Demeter); Ém<pavÉcr'ta'toç
227 (Apollon); ￉ ｬ ｴ ｴ ＼ ｰ ｡ ｶ ｾ ￧ 18 (Souregeses). 24 (Isis, Sarapis). 225 (Aphrodite);
Eù&KOOÇ 24 (Isis); ｅ ￙ ｉ ｬ ｅ ｶ ｾ ￇ 45 (Zeus); ElmÂoia 164 (Arsinoe, Isis); i]YElloVll
(Aphrodite); iO'o'ttlloç (Apollon); KaÂÂivtKOÇ 105. 243 (Herakles); KaÂÂt-
O''tÉ<pavoç 82 (Aphrodite); KaÂ6ç 121 (?, Zeus); Kaplto<popoç 159; Ka'taxSovwç
15. 215; KUptoç/Kupia 24 (Isis, Sarapis). 66 (Dionysos). 139 (Heliopolites);
llaKap 43; IlEyaSupcroç 40 (?, Dionysos); IlÉyaç 24 (Sarapis). 89 (Pylon);
IlÉytcr'toç 51 (Zeus); IlEtÀiXtoç 7. 11. 42. 45 (Zeus); lluxwç/a152; VtKa'tOlp 284
(Zeus); VtKJl<popoç (Athena); çÉvwç 7 (Zeus); oiKÉ'taç 173; 'OÂUllltWÇ 226; opEia
6 (Aphrodite). 202 (Meter); DO'ia (Enodia); ltaVOllllOÇ 13. 105. 221 (Aphrodite);
ltapSÉvoç 110 (Ma). 222; ltaO'tKpa'ta 110. 227; lta'tpwç 129; lta'tpépoç/a 11 (Apol-
lon, Zeus). 13 (Dionysos). 39 (Ares/Arsu). 42 (Enodia). 178 (Apollon). 226
(Zeus); ltEÀayta 164 (Isis); ltOÂtEUÇ / ltoÂtaç 25. 128. 152. 233 (Athena). 13
(Zeus); ltoÂwûxoç (Asldepios, Hygieia); ltoÂumvulloç (Hekate); ltovnoç 272
(Poseidon); ｬ ｴ ｐ ｏ ｉ ｬ ｾ Ｇ ｴ ｏ ｬ ｐ 'toû yÉvouç 'twv LEpacr'twv 225-226 (Aphrodite); cr'ta8llta
(Enodia); ｏ Ｇ ｏ ｬ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ Ｏ ｣ ｲ ｭ Ｇ ｴ ｅ ｴ ｰ ｡ 16 (Poseidon, Zeus). 24 (Sarapis). 36 (Zeus). 51
(Zeus). 76 (Zeus). 95 (Zeus). 152 (Asklepios). 159. 169 (Zeus). 170 (Asklepios,
Hygieia). 178 (Augustus). 179 (Artemis). 229 (Asklepios, Kore). 246 (Antoni-
nus Pius); 'tEIlÉVtoÇ 173; UltaKOUOç 221 (Aphrodite); ülta'tOç 215 (Zeus); Ü'l'tcr'toç
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24 (Sarapis). 41 (Zeus). 57 (Theos). 85-86 (Zeus). 89. 110 (Zeus). 111; <povwç
42 (Zeus); XeOvta (Artemis)
funerary cult: acopoç 276; PCOIlOÇ 49. 150. 251; EVcrOPWV 149; Ècrtll 276; e\n!'uxêt 276;
ｾｰ｣ｯ￧Ｏｨｰ｣ｯＧｻ￧ 165. 254; KaelEpOCO 215; ￠＼ｊＱ［ｏ･ｾｋｬｬ 149. 150; poolcrllOÇ 228; "Cu<poç 150;
U1tocropwv 215
Judaism: Ｑ ｴ ｰ ｏ ｣ ｲ ｅ ｕ ｘ ｾ 57. 111; cruvayCO'fI1 57
magic: aywç/a/ov 112 (àvolla"Ca). 132 (cr"COIXEîa, xapaK"CflpEç); avuYKll 112; av"Ct'tOlloV
82; a1tuv't1']lla 132; a1tEMUVCO 132; a1tOOlcOKCO 132; acopoç 112; pucrKavoç 132. 168;
ptawç 112; ｰｏｾ･ｅｉ 132. 186; YOll"CEla 112; OatllCOV 132; OE<J1tO't1']ç "CéOv llop<péOv 166;
Ola't1']pÉco 122; Oto:<pUMXcrcrco 112; ouva"Coç/Mov 122 (àvolla"Ca). 132 (xapaK'tf\pEç);
E1t1']Âucrtll 82; EpucrllOÇ 82; flÛ1'] 132; llpoYEvllÇ 153; llpo<PavllÇ 153; eUlloKU"C0Xov 82;
1crXupoç/u/av 112 (àvalla"Ca). 132 (xapaK'tf\pEç); Ka"Ca1tpcoK"Co"CpU1tavov 168; KlX'ta-
eÉ<Jllla 112; àvalla"Ca 122 (aYla, ouva"Cu, 1crxupu); apKtÇCO 132; à<peaÂlloç pucrKa-
voç 132; <J'tOIXEÎa 132; cruvuv"Clllla 132; cruvKUPlllla 132; "Caxu 132; uÂo"Calloç 82;
U1tO'tlXIlVaç 82; <papllaKEla 112; <pUPllaKOV 82; <paûÂoç 132 (oatIlCOV); xapaK'tf\pEç
132
mystery cult: aou'tOv 117; ｡ ￂ ｾ ･ ｅ ｬ ｡ 76; avopIKE1tal06eupcrov 40. 127; a1tOlVOç 40;
a1tapPll"Coç 26. 212; apXEVpu't1']ç 117; ptoç 76; YUM 97; YU1tEOOV: 40; ｅｩｰｾｖｬｬＺ 76;
Etcrlel: 40; lllcr1tOPEUOllal 117; ËIl1tUpa 117; Evpu"CllÇ 117; Ë1tOç 212; ËPI<pOÇ: 97;
ｾￂｷ￧ 76; euva"Coç 76; eupcroç: 40; tEpO<PUV't1']ç 117; KacrlloÇ 76; ÂElllcOV, tEpaç: 40;
ｉｬｵ｣ｲｾｰｷｶ 117; llucr"CllÇ 40.117.234; 1taÂElloç: 76; crllKOPU"CllÇ 117; crullPoÂa 40;
créOlla: 76; <pcovft 212; <p&ç 76; 'l'EÛOOÇ: 76; 'lfUrn: 76
piety: ｅ￙｣ｲｅｉＳｾￇ 165. 234. 276; EÙcrEl3éOç 200; eEîov 200; tEp01tpE1téOç 200; <pIMeEOÇ 165
pilgrimage: ｾ Ka 46; Ilvllcr8ft 59; 1tPocrKUvlllla 88
prayer: Ｑ ｴ ｰ ｏ ｣ ｲ ｅ ｕ ｘ ｾ 57 ('house of the prayer'); créOÇE 43. 217
purity: àyvoç 69; aù"CopÉK"Caç 45; l3ul3aÂoç 69; EMX<J'tEpOÇ 45; tKÉcrWÇ E1taK"Caç 45;
Kaeapaç 45. 76; Illapaç 45; acrta 69
sacrifice: ｡ Ｑ ｴ ｡ ｰ ｸ ｾ 34; a1tuPxollal 76; ｹ｡ｬｬｾￂｴｯＺ 221; E1tt8UcrIÇ 68; Eù<pallta 159; tEpU 45;
tPEUCO 45; KaeayiÇco 45; Ka"CalytÇco 45; 1tpO"CÉÂEto: YUIlOU 221; Ｂｃｰ｡ｾｬｬ｡Ｂｃ｡ 95
sanctuaries, cult buildings: al3a"Cov 76; aou'tOv 117; all<Pl1toÂEîov 29. 194; aVE"Ca 110;
"CÉIlEvoÇ 275; "Ca1toç 275; U1tE1tOtKIOV 110
various terms: aKullav"CEç 69; apxallaoç (?) 8; eEla't1']ç 226; ･ｅｏｙｅｖｾￇ 226; eEOElKEÂOÇ
215; epialll30ç 2; <peavoç 5
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1) M. ADAK, Claudia Anassa - eine Wohltaterin aus Patal'a, in EA, 27 (996),
p. 127-142 [BE 1998, 417); Ed. pro of six inscriptions pertaining to Claudia Anassa,
member of a prominent family at Patara and benefactor of the city (four honorifie
inscriptions, a building inscription, the epitaph of Anassa and her relatives, first half of
the 2nd cent. A.D.). The building inscription (5) shows that Anassa served as high
priestess of the Augusti - probably in the city of Patara, together with her husband Ti.
Claudius Eudemos. [AC]
2) LM. AKAMATIS, ITTIAlveç pfjrpeç ayydmv ana rT1V IIéAAa. I:Vpf30AI] (HI] peAér1] rfjç
éAA1]V10'Uldjç lœpaplK'fjç, Athens, 1993 (with English summary) [SEC XLV 785]: A.
presents a corpus of the clay vase mouIds found at Pella (2nd cent.). Many moulds
belong to the 'Homeric' group, with representations inspired from the epic cycle and
from Attie drama (Iliou Persis: p. 122-125, 238-243, nOs 298-302; the blinding of the
Polyphemos: p. 125f., 244, nOs 303-304; the sacrifice of Polyxene: p. 126-128, 247-254,
nOs 305-306; cf EURIPIDES' Hecuba; the contest between Autolykos and Sisyphos: p. 128f.,
255-261, nO 307; cf EURIPIDES' Sisyphos; the slaying of the suitors: p. 130f., 267-269, n° 310)
[cf infra n° 3]. Often inscriptions identify the persons involved in these mythological
scenes (Agamemnon, Aias, Antikleia, Antitheos, Autolykos, Diomedes, Epeios, Hermes,
Kelados, Kyklops, Neoptolemos, Nestor, Odysseus, Polyphemos, Polyxene, Sisyphos,
Teukros). [Cf J. TOULOUMAKOS, Die klassische BUdung im Makedonien der romischen Zeft,
in Tekmeria, 2 (996), p. 200-201, who underlines the evidence these moulds provide for
the reception of classical literature in Macedonia]. There is one Dionysiac scene with
inscriptions (p. 136, 284-290, nO 316: Aiyirr(ouç] or Aiym(iXv], (B(XK:X]OÇ, 'Iwo, Mat(voÀT]ç] or
Mat(VOI1EVOÇ], ru,tUpOt, Ｈ･｝ｰｩ｣＾ＺｬＱｾｯ￧ＩＮ [AC]
3) LM. AKAMATIS, Spolium Homericttm Pellense, in Tekmeria, 2 (996), p. 1-6 [BE
1998, 250]: Ed. pro of a small fragment of a large relief vase of the 'Homerie' group. The
inscription dT]110rrtoÀ(EI10v] I1ÈV 'ÜOUO"O"E(UÇ] (cf HOM., ad. XXII 266) identifies the represen-
tation, which does not survive, with the killing of the suitors [cf supra n° 2]. [AC]
4) V. ALLAMANI-SOURI - E. VOUTIRAS, New Documents from the Sanctuary of
Herakles Kynagidas at Beroia, in Epigraphes Makedonias, p. 13-39 [BE 1997,370]:
Ed. pr. of four inscriptions engraved on a marblé slab, originally set up in the sanctuary
of Herakles Kynagidas in Beroia. The longest text is the fragment of a royal letter
concerning privileges given to the soldiers who had participated in a campaign (probably
of Antigonos Doson, in 223 B.e.) [now in 1. GOUNAROPOULOU - M.B. HATZOPOULOS,
'Emyparpèq KaTro MaKeoovlaq. TeiJxoq A'. 'Emyparpèq Bepolaq, Athens, 1998, n° 4; cf the
detailed discussion by M.B. HATZOPOULOS, BE 1997, 370]. The letter possibly mentions
Delos, which is kown to have had close ties with the Antigonids throughout the 3rd cent.
[However, GOUNAROPOULOU - HATZOPOULOS, op.cft., p. 96 suggest reading ￈ ｹ ｯ ｾ ￀ ｯ ｵ Ｌ instead
of ÈK ､ｾ￀ｯｵｬＮ The dossier includes three records of dedications made by manumitted
slaves Ost cent. B.C./A.D.) [= GOUNAROPOULOU - HATZOPOULOS, op.cft. , nOs 31-33]. The
dedieated objects were (silver?) skyphoi (cf the qltuÀat ÈÇEÀEUeEptKai in Athens); each
manumitted slave dedicated a skyphos weighing 50 drachmas, an amount probably fixed
by the sanctuary which served as warrantor of the manumission. Another inscription
(249/48 B.C.; M.B. HATZOPOULOS, Cultes et rftes de passage en Macédoine, Athens, 1994,
p. 103 = GOUNAROPOULOU - HATZOPOULOS, op. cft., n° 3) stipulated that the manumitted
slaves should offer skyphoi instead of phialai. [AC]
5) F. ALPI, Beyrouth: une nouvelle mosaïque inscrite, in La lettre de Pallas, 4
(996), p. 18-19 [BE 1997, 19]: Ed. pr. of an inscription written on a Byzantine mosaic
found at Berytos. The text, known from the Greek Anthology (XI, 193) and from
inscriptions in Lyon (KAlBEL, EG 1115) and Dokimion in Phrygia (Th. REINACH, in BCH,
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24, 1900, p. 291-299) castigates envy; and yet, envy is also praised, because it causes the
eyes and the heart of the envious persan to melt away (6 <jl8ovoç Èa1:( K(h:tcrtoç' ËXEt ÙÉ tt
KaÀ.Üv Èv m'mp' ｴ ｾ ｋ ｴ yàp <jl80VEp&V ofLfLam Kat KpaO(llv) lef SBC XXXVIII 1103 = BECR
1993/94, 57: ｾ｡｣ｲｋ｡ｶｯ￧ yàp 'Aloaç 1 Ècr8Â.Olcrt raxxov o,u,uar'/iv tocrav xaptv]. [AC]
6) A. ANASTASIADIS, Kvf3ék'l Ka! };af3aswç, ouo ffJPVYlI(È;Ç 8e6r'lreç CH'IV Kunpo, in
RDAC, 1995, p. 229-235: A. presents the scanty evidence for the cult of Kybele on Cyprus
(Tamasos, Achna, Cholades, Aphrodision, Palaikastro); the epigraphic testimonia show
that she was identified with Meter Theon and Aphrodite Oreia. The cult of Sabazios was
not widely diffused; his name appears on two lamps of the Hellenistic period near
Paphos. [AC]
7) R. ARENA, Iscrizioni greche arcaiche di Sicilia e Magna Grecia IV. Iscrizioni
delle colonie achee, Alessandria, 1996: Corpus of the Archaic Greek inscriptions of
the Achaean colonies and their respective sphere of influence, in South Italy and Sicily
(Greek text, basic bibliography, linguistic commentary; no new texts) lef the corpus of
R. GIACOMELLI, BECR 1988, 5SJ. In an introduction, A. discusses the historical questions
and the literary tradition concerning the presence of the Achaeans in Magna Grecia.
Sybaris (with Laos, Pandosia, San Sosti, Sirino, Pissunte, Molpe): A dedicatory inscription
on a bronze plate addressed to Athena by the Olympic victor Kleomrotos (2);· graffiti on
vases dedicated to Athena (9), Dionysos (8), and. a 8Ea (0); a miniature bronze axe
dedicated to Hera Èv 1tEO(Ôt OS, San Sosti). Poseidonia. Dedications on metal objects to
Athena (24), Hera 09, Hera Hoplosmia ?), Zeus Xenios (23), Thea (20-21) [Demeter ?,
according to GIACOMELLI], and Thea Pais (22, Hera or Persephone ?); further inscriptions
attest the cuits of Chiron (25) and of Nymphe (26) [Persephone, according to GIACO-
MELLrJ; an apotropaic inscription (30). Kroton (with its colonies, esp. Kaulonia, Terina,
Temesa, Petelia, Crimisa): Evidence for the cuIts of Zeus Meilichios (41) and Hera
Eleutheria (39). Metapontion. Dedications on stone attest the cuits of Apollon Lykeios (56-
58, 67, 72) [for n° 56 see now the new edition by Lo PORTO, infra n° 161], Apollon Lykeios
Nikaios (60), Zeus AgoraCios?) (59) lef EECR 1988, 58], Zeus Aglaos (64, 65), Athena
Hygieia (68); graffiti on vases dedicated to Aphrodite (73-74) and Hera (75); a metrical
inscription addressed to Favaç Herakles (79). In the chora of Metapontion, an inscription
on a bronze plaque lists dedications to the 8Eà È1tt r(pt È1tt 0POfLÔt (81, Siris) [Hera or
Demeter ?, cf BECR 1988, 58]; an inscription on a bronze vase dedicated to Apollon (82).
[ES]
8) R. ARENA, Per la lettura di un 'iscrizione di Megara Iblea, in PP, 51 (996), p. 46-
48 [BE 1997, 727]: A. restores 1. 2-4 of a controversial Archaic inscription of Megara
Hyblea (SEC XXVI 1084, ca. 600-575): hoç Ka tô ùPXô fLà?OUE, ày06ay ù1totEtcratô ("whoever
does not obey to the archos, shall pay one 8th"), instead of hoç Kà(t) tO ùPxofLaô 8UE(t)
ày06ay ù1totEtcratô. [According to earlier Interpretations (cf BECR 1988, 62; 1989, 6 and 29)
the text attested the cult official archomaos (M. GUARDUCCI) or the month Archomaos
(L. DUBOIS)]. [AC]
9) R. ARENA, Review ofMB. Jameson - D.R. Jordan - R.D. Kotansky, A Lex Sacra
from Selinous, Durham, 1993, in PP, 52 (997), p. 428-439: A. gives a usefullinguistic
commentary of the new lex sacra of Selinous and an Italian translation. For further
remarks see infra n° 45. [AC]
10) J. ARONEN, Dragon Cuits and NUJ.lffJ'I opaxmva in IGUR 974, in ZPE, 111 (996),
p. 125-132: The Greek expression YUfL<jlll opaKatya is used in the Latin funerary inscription
of an Imperial liberta (Rome, Imperial period, lCUR 974). ｾｰ｡ｋ｡ｴｶ｡ is frequently attested
in the literary sources and not unparalleled in epigraphy (CIL III 8238; VI 30159). In this
epitaph, the expression VUfL<jlll opaKatya occurs next to the phrase coniux sine exempto.
This indicates that it was not used in a negative sense (as suggested by M. LEIWO), but as
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an honorific attribute, probably denoting the deceased woman's membership in an
esoteric religious association - perhaps even the assumption of sacerdotal duties. The
mystelY cuits of the Imperial period predominantly used the Greek language. One could
suggest a dragon cult or a cult with dragon imagery (e.g., Glykon, Hekate, or Dionysos
Sabazios). DM]
11) M. AURENHAMMER, Sculptures of Gods and Heroes from Ephesos, in Ephesos,
p. 251-280: A. focuses on the sculptural repertoire in Ephesos in the Hellenistic and
Roman periods and presents a selection of Ephesian sculptures of goddesses, gods, and
heroes. In this context, A. discusses briefly the cult of these divinities, based mainly on
epigraphical sources: Aphrodite CI.Ephesos 1202), Apollon Patroios (I.Ephesos 101-102),
Asklepios (I.Ephesos 1600 1. 48), Athena, Nemesis (I.Ephesos 2042), Eros (I.Ephesos 724,
3015), Hekate CI.Ephesos 567, 1233), Hermes (I.Ephesos 1248), Kybele CI.Ephesos 101-104,
107-109, 1203, 1214-1227, 1576), Zeus Patroios (I.Ephesos 101-104), Zeus Meilichios
(I.Ephesos 1241), Isis and Sarapis, and the Hero Androklos [on Androklos cf infra n° 261].
DM]
12) A. AVRAM, Ka,1,,1,lXrzlXVlXI, in Studii si Cercetari, 45 (1994), p. 303-325 [BE 1996,
286]: Ed. pro of a decree from Kallatis (2, 3rd cent.) which was to be erected in the
sanctuary of the Samothracian gods av 'tÔll Lallo6a[Jdcot], 'sic) [cf infra nO 13]. [AC]
13) A. AVRAM, Les cités grecques de la côte ouest du Pont-Euxin, in Inventory of
Pole is, p. 288-316: In a study of early colonization on the western coast of the Black Sea
A. discusses the cuits of the five early colonies (Istros, Apollonia, Odessos, Mesambria,
Kallatis), founded before the end of the 6th cent. (p. 303-305). The cuits attested in Istros,
Apollonia, and Odessos reveal a Milesian origin (Apollon Ietros, Artemis, Leto, Zeus
Polieus, Aphrodite, the Samothracian gods) [on the Samothracian gods, cf supra n° 12].
The cuits of Dionysos Patroos and Dasyllios, Aphrodite, and Peitho (Kallatis), Demeter
Mallophoros (Mesambria), and Apollon (Mesambria, Kallatis) were introduced by the
Megarian colonists. A list of divinities from Kallatis (4th cent.) [EBGR 1994/95, 23:
Dionysos Patroos, Dionysos Bakcheus, Aphrodite Pandemos, Peitho, Dasyllios, Artemis
Chthonia, Kronos] shows a remarkable conformity with PAUSANIAS' report on the cuits of
Megara (I, 43, 5-6: Dionysos Patroos, Dionysos Dasyllios, Aphrodite, Peitho). [AC]
14) A. BEGERT, Die Ehrenmonate in der Zeit Caligulas. Zur Familienpropaganda
des letzten julischen Kaisers, in Tyche, 11 (1996), p. 11-43: Discussion of the month
names introduced to the Egyptian calendar in A.D. 38 in order to honor Caligula (faÙ;tos,
in commemoration of Caligula's dies imperii in 37 A.D., and ｌ ｃ ｏ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ Ｌ in comemmoration of
his recovery in the same year) and the gens Iufia. The new month names focused on the
family of Germanicus and on the relation between Caligula and Augustus. Caligula was
more cautious in Rome, where he introduced only one new month name, Germanicus
(September). [AC]
15) D. BERGES, Rundaltare aus Kos und Rhodos, mit Beitragen von V. Patsiada
und j. Nollé, Berlin, 1996 [BE 1997, 90]: B. studies the form, fabrication, typology, and
chronology of round altars (mainly funerary) found on Kos and Rhodos (p. 14-83);
P. presents the funerary tables and altars found in the necropolis of Rhodes (p. 84-109);
N. comments on the inscriptions (p. 153-172). The catalogue (p. 110-152, 280 pieces)
contains many inscribed altars, but only five texts are of religious interest: A funeralY altar
with a bilingual inscription (Greek/Latin) is dedicated to 0EOt Ka'tax66vtol / D(is)
M(anihus) (9, Kos, lst/2nd cent.); the word pcoll6s is used in nO 16 (Kos, lst cent.; IGR IV
1076); an altar was dedicated (in second use) to the emperor Claudius identified with
Poseidon Asphaleios (24, Kos, ca. 41-54, unpublished); a funerary altar names the priest
of Rhea Parmeniskos (91, Kos, 2nd cent.); an inscription records the crowning of Marsyas
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of Ephesos by the association of the Herakleistai Poseidaniastai 040, Rhodes, late
Hellenistic). [AC]
16) A. BERNAND, Les veilleurs du Phare, in ZPE, 113 (1996), p. 85-90: The Theoi
Soteres mentioned in the dedicatory inscription of the Pharos of Alexandria - known
from the Iiterary sources - should be identified with Zeus and Poseidon. [AC]
17) 1. BESCHI, 'H imopzd) ŒIJJ.laŒîa raD iepoD rwv Kaf3eîpOJv mr, A i)J.l VO, in Ai)J.lvoç
cI>zÀnxrIJ. npaT<:fllcà raD 10v l:vveopîov ,1IJWXPXOJv raD Airaîov, Mvpzva AryJ.lvov 21-
24.8.1992, Athens, 1994, p. 65-77 [SEG XLV 11941: B. presents the results of the Iatest
excavations in the Kabeirion of Lemnos; the telesterion is older than the telesterion of
Samothrace C8th-6th cent.). A dedicatory inscription on a vase found in the telesterion
(p. 77, fig. 7: Novaisa Zari) attests relations with the Tyrrhenians (cf HESYCH., s.v. Aiaot,
8EOt TUPPllV&V). A Hellenistic vase bears on its base the inscription tEp6v (p. 77, fig. 8)
[cf EBGR 1989, 27]. [AC]
18) V. BESEVLIEV, eeàçl:ovpeyÉ8IJç, in Studia Mihailov, p. 55-58 [SEG XLV 862): Ed.
pr. of a plate of Iimestone found at Dobroplodno (near Varna) with a dedicatory
inscription addessed to Theos Epiphanes Epekoos Souregeses (= Souregethes) by five
men with Thracian names [republished now in lGBulg V 5329J. The relief on the panel
shows a procession, probably of the members of a cult association who are about to
attend a banquet. B. collects the epigraphic testimonia for the Thracian god Souregethes
from Batkun, Sillistra, and Philippoi and discusses the role played by banquets in his cult.
[On Souregeses see also SEG XXXVII 610 = lGBulg V 5610, Prilepci]. [AC]
19) G. BEVILACQUA, Eisitetèria - eisagàgeia: Considerazioni sul decreto onorario
pel' Timokrite, sacerdotessa di Aglaura, in RAL, Ser. 9, 6 (1995), p. 757-766 [BE 1996,
175): In the honorific decree for Timokrite, the priestess of Aglauros (Athens, 247/46 or
246/45, SEG XXXIII 115) [cf EBGR 1990, 227] B. argues that the subject of the verb ë8uEV
(1. 11) is not the priestess, but her son Aristophanes, who was serving as an ephebe. Thus,
one should distinguish between two different rituals: the sacrifices offered to Aglauros,
Ares, Helios, the Horai, Apollon, and the other gods by the ephebe Aristophanes, on the
occasion of the ephebic festival of the dat Ｇ ｴ ｔ ｊ Ｇ ｴ ｾ pto: (1. 11-14) and the sacrifices offered by
the priestess on the occasion of the initia tory festival dao:yroyeto: (1. 25-30), which was
probably reserved for women and included a no:vvuxC;. It is not c1ear whether the
Eisagogia are related to the ritual of the Arrhephoria. [See the justified objections of Ph.
GAUTHIER, BE 1996, 175, who observes that Aristophanes must have been a citizen, since
he made an apangelia to the council; since the decree was passed in the Metageitnion
(2nd month of the year), this must be a reference to the sacrifices offered by the priestess
at the beginning of the year (eisiteria), and not to the ephebic eisiteria, which were
celebrated in the prytaneion in the Boedromion (3rd month)J. [AC]
20) G. BEVILACQUA, Exitèria pel' Afrodite Hegemone da Ramnunte, in MGR, 20
(1996), p. 55-67 [BE 1997, 223): The sacrifice ￈ ｉ ［ ｜ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｯ Ｚ for Aphrodite Hegemone is
attested in a decree of Athenian soldiers in Aphidna in honor of the general Nikomachos
CRhamnous, 222/21; SEG XLI 90 = EBGR 1991, 183). The sacrifice was offered by the
general at the end of his term of office. Sacrifices of a similar character, at the beginning
or the end of a public service, are known from Athens and other Greek cities Ｈ ￈ ｬ ［ ｴ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｯ Ｚ at
the end of the ephebic year: lG Il2 1039, 2221; ､｡ｴＧｴｾｰｴｯＺ offered by various magistrates at
the beginning of the year: lG Il2 689, 690, 974, 975, 1006, 1008, 1011, 1028, 1315; SEG XXXIII
115; Hesperia, 29, 1960, p. 78; SEG XLI 1003 II 37, Teos: ､ ｣ ｲ ｴ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｯ Ｚ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ￧ ￠ ｰ ｘ ｾ ￧ ［ l.Didyma 314:
ｩ｣ｲ｜Ｇｴｾｰ｜ｏｶ［ GGlS 339, Sestos; cf the ､ ｣ ｲ ｴ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｯ Ｚ offered before a battle: lG Il2 17; the
commemorative festival Eisiteria for Artemis Leukophryene in Magnesia on the Maiander:
I.Magnesia 100). The exiteria were offered to Aphrodite Hegemone, a patron of the
magistrates and civic concord; sacrifices to Aphrodite by magistrates at the end of their
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term of office are also attested in Thebes CXENOPH., Hell. V, 4, 4) and Olbia (BE 1959, 325).
Aphrodite Hegemone, closely associated to the Charites [cf. infra n° 221], was not
primarily of a warlike nature, but she cou Id be regarded as a patron of soldiers and
ephebes; e.g., a priestess of Aphrodite is associated with a dedicaton to Pan in Thasos Ccf.
IC XII Suppl. 430). [AC]
21) W. BLÜMEL, Kopien A. Biliottis von Inschriften aus Halikarnassos, Bargylia,
Keramos und Kas, in ArkDelg, 2 (994), p. 99-117 [SEG XLIV 871]: A few of the
inscriptions copied by the British Vice-Consul Alfred Biliotti in 1865 were unpublished;
in sorne cases he gives better copies of already published inscriptions. The texts include a
funerary imprecation from Halikarnassos C26: ['tm'Hep Il.tT\1:]e yfj l.nl'te Sa,,-acrcra Kapnàv [cpÉpot])
[= now]. STRUBBE, 'Apai brrrV/l{3lOl. Imprecations against Desecrators of the Crave in the
Creek Epitaphs of Asia Minor: A Catalogue (JCSK, 52), Bonn, 1997, n° 80; SEC XLIV 885].
An inscription from Bargylia honors a person who carried out building work in the
sanctuary of Artemis Kindyas C46, undated) [SEC XLIV 868]. [AC]
22) W. BLÜMEL, Epigraphische Forschungen im Westen Kariens, 1994, in AST,
XULl, p. 235-244: see EBCR 1993/94, 23 and 1994/95, 37.
23) B. BORISOV, Nouvelles découvertes sur le sanctuaire du cavalier Thrace au
nord du village de Karanovo, département de Sliven, in Studia Mihai/ov, p. 75-80
[SEG XLV 847]: Ed. pro of a statue base with remains of the statue of a rider, found in a
sanctuary of the Thracian rider god at Karanovo, dedicated to L'.tcrepvoç; by a Thracian
Cearly 3rd cent. A.D.). The building inscription of the temple of Zeus Sabazios Arselenos
(JCBulg 12 1588, 202 A.D.) thought to have been transported to Karanovo from Augusta
Traiana, was probably originally from Karanovo. This temple may be identified with a
round building excavated there. [AC]
24) 1. BRICAULT, Myrionymi. Les épicleses grecques et latines dIsis, de Sarapis et
d'Anubis, Stuttgart-Leipzig, 1996: A useful alphabetical list of the epithets of Isis,
Sarapis, and Anoubis attested in inscriptions, papyri, and literary sources. In addition to
many common epithets of Isis Ce.g., à,,-eçtKaKoç;, avacrcra, ￈ｮｾｋｯｯ￧［Ｌ ￈Ｗｴ｜｣ｰ｡ｶｾ￧［Ｌ eùaKooç;, KUpta),
one finds sorne less common attributes Ce.g., àptpacr'toç; nâcrtv, àlltav'toç;). Isis is identified
with numerous deities Cesp. with Athena, Anaitis, Artemis, Astarte, Atargatis, Aphrodite,
Ge, Demeter, Dikaiosyne, Hekate, Helena, Eleuthera, Hestia, Hera, Kore, Leto, Meter
Theon, Nemesis, Rhea, Selene, Dea Syria, Tyche). Similarly, Sarapis is called among other
things àyaSôç;, ay\Oç;, à,,-eçlKaKoç;, ￈ｮｴ｣ｰ｡ｶｾ￧［Ｌ ￈ｮｾｋｯｯ￧［Ｌ KUP\OÇ;, IlÉyaç;, ｣ｲｏｈｾｰＬ ü'!'tcr'toç;, but also
à,,-a"-T]'toç; and ￠ Ｌ Ａ Ｌ ･ ｵ Ｘ ｾ ￧ ［ Seôç;; he is identified with Ammon, Hades, Asklepios, Dionysos,
Zeus, Helios, Mithras, and Plouton; finally, Anoubis is assimilated to Hermes, Helios, and
Kronos. [Unfortunately, there is no attempt to classify the epithets according to their
composition; the mistakes in the Greek texts, esp. with regard to accents, are countless
Ce.g., ayta, ppapeu'ttç;, 'tà ÈpOlTlKa [!J, \J'!'tcr'tT], Ka"-"-lcr'tT], Kpa'tlcr'tT], ｋｐｾｉｬｖＰＱￇ［Ｌ Nel,,-âywyoç;, opyta,
npEcrpu'ta'tT], n,,-ou cr ta, ｮｰｯｋ｡ｓｾｬｬ･ｖｔ｝Ｌ \J'!'tcr'tT], Ü'!'lcr'tWV); one misses sorne necessary cross-
references; e.g., under the word Ｑ ｬ ｾ Ｇ ｴ ｔ ｝ ｐ there is no reference to no,,"u'tlllT]'te ＱｬｾＧｴｔ｝ｐ［ avw
appears under the letter T C'tà avw)]. [AC]
25) P. BRULÉ, La cité en ses composantes: remarques sur les sacrifices et la
procession des Panathénées, in Kernos, 9 (996), p. 37-63: B. explains the ways in
which the procession and the sacrifice of the annual Panathenaia and the procession of
the Great Panathenaia reflect the civic organisation and the ideology of the Athenian
state. He discusses in particular the recipients of the sacrifice at the annual festival (JC n2
334 = LSCC 33 B 19-20, ca. 336-330; the recipients of the sacrifice in 1. 8-10 are both Athena
Polias and Erechtheus); the distribution of the meat of the sacrificial animais and its close
relation to the arrangement of the procession Cl. 10-27); and the participation of
foreigners in the procession of the Great Panathenaia. [AC]
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26) A. BRUMFIELD, Aporreta: Verbal and Ritual Obscenity in the CuIts of AncielU
tVomen, in The RaIe ofReligion, p. 67-74: Based on the literary sources B. argues that
the wards spoken at the various cuits of Demeter and Kare were 'unspeakable' in both
senses of the ward à1tÔPPll'tOÇ: 'indecent language' and ritual secret. Demeter cuits are
attested ail over the Greek world; they feature obscene language (cdcrXpoÀ,oyta) and
imagery (e.g., pastries baked in the shape of male and female genitals). B. examines
briel1y the myth of Baubo as one of the possible explanations for the ànôPPll'ta in the
cuIts of women. B. also discusses a few inscriptions concerning Demeter cuits in a more
general context (e.g., IG n2 1177: decree of the Peiraieis coricerning the Thesmophoria;
LSCG 96: cult calendar of Mykonos). The paper concludes with a [superficial and hardly
relevant] comparison between women in ancient and modern Greece and a polemical
outlook on the relation between male and female in ancient Greece. UM]
27) Ph. BRUNEAU, L'autel de cornes à Délos, in CRAf (995), p. 321-339 [SEG XLV
1041; BE 1997, 60]: The altar of horns (lCEpa'tmv, lCEpanvoç PWl.lôç) made according to the
literary tradition by Apollon (cf Hymn. Apoll. 58-63) and the aÀ,Et\jftç of which (applying
of pitch) is mentioned regularly in the Delian accounts of the hieropoioi (Ph. BRUNEAU,
Recherches sur les cultes de Délos à l'époque hellénistique et à l'époque impériale, Paris,
1970, p. 250 may be identified with an apsidal building (Guide de Délos nO 39); a largè
rectangular building in its vicinity should be identified with the Ilu8tov, where a laurel-
tree was kept, probably the tree under which Apollon was born. [Cf the remarks of
F. CHAMOUX, ibid., p. 336-339]. [AC]
28) T. BRYCE, The Gods and Oracles of AncielU Lycia, in Religion in the Ancient
tVor/d, p. 41-50: B. discusses the interaction between Greek and Lykian elements in
religious matters, in general, and in divination and oracles, in particular [cf EEGR
1993/94, 84, 97). Our knowledge about the indigenous gods of Lykia derives primarily
from rock-eut inscriptions - mostly Lykian texts inscribed on tombs; the longest surviving
inscription in the Lykian language (TAM l 44, Xanthos), is of great significance, since it
describes the rituals for and the properties of a number of native deities. Explicit
equations between Lykian and Greek deities begin in the 4th cent. In one of the bilingual
inscriptions, the local Mother Goddess is equaied with Leto (TAM l 56, Antiphellos). In his
discussion of the oracular shrine at Patara and its relation to Apollon, B. suggests that the
shrine was associated with Apollon only from the 4th cent. onwards, when it began to
achieve prominence outside Lykia. UM]
29) F. BUBENHEIMER - J. MYLONOPOULOS, Die Stoa von Brauron - Gestalt und
Funktion der éiltesten ll-formigen Séiulenhalle in Griechenland, in Griechische
Heiligtümer, p. 45-60: In the light of a document issued by the Athenian nomothetai,
concerning restorations in the sanctuary of Artemis in Brauron (ca. 250-200; preliminary
publication in Ergon, 1961, p. 25), B.-M. propose a new reconstruction of the form and the
function of the stoa in this sanctuary [cf MYLONOPOULOS - BUBENHEIMER, infra nO 194].
According to a new interpretation of 1. 2-7, part of the stoa served as an àl.lqJt1toÀ,EÎov; the
stoa probably had a second storey (unEp<pa), possibly the dormitory of the arktoi. In the
'Prostoon', north of the stoa, B.-M. locate panels (À,EulCml.la'ta) and exclude the possibility
that the horse stalls O. 5: InnrovEç) were located in this building, so close to the center of
the temenos. UM]
30) P.A. BUTZ, Prohibitionmy Inscriptions, ÇéV01, and the Influence of the Early
Greek Polis, in 77Je RaIe of Religion, p. 75-95: In Greek religion, access to a precinct or
participation in ritual activities couId be denied to a variety of individuals for a variety of
reasons. In her thorough study, B. focuses on the exclusion of the SÉvot, in the light of the
only four surviving examples of prohibitionary inscriptions directed againt SÉvot in a reli-
gious setting - ail from the Cyclades (IDelos 68 A+B, 5th/4th cent.; IG XII 5, 225, with
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sorne modifications in the reading, Paros, ca. 450 B.C.; IG XII 7, 2, Amorgos, 4th cent.;
Syll.3 1024 = LSCG 96, the cult calendar of Mykonos, 2nd cent.; cf a brief discussion of
IDelos 15, 30, 35, 87; IG V 2, 3; IX 1, 334,867; XII 5, 105, 134, 183; XII 7, 1, 68; XII 8, 358). B.
suggests that the four inscriptions from the Cyclades do not reflect a general attitude of
isolationism againt foreigners; they just indieate that, in certain religious situations,
boundaries were enforced in this part of the Greek world [See also P. BUTZ, The Double
Publication of a Sacred Prohibition on Delos: ID 68, A and B, in BCH, 118 (1994), p. 69-98].
[]M]
31) W.M. CALDER III, The Seuthopolis Inscription. IGBR 1731, a New Edition, in
R.W. WALLACE - E.M. HARRIS (eds), Transitions to Empire. Essays in Greco-Roman
Histoty, 360-146 B.e., in Honor of E. Badian, Norman-London, 1996, p. 167-178:
C. gives a full edition of the inscription whieh records the oath taken by Berenike and
her sons with regard to the safe departure of Epimenes, a suppliant in the sanctuary of
the Samothracian gods (Seuthopolis, 4th/3rd cent.: lGBulg 1731) [with no knowledge of
the critieal edition by K,-L. ELVERS: SEG XLII 661; EBGR 1993/94, 68). C. also presents an
English translation and brief commentary, assuming that Epimenes, was the ruler of a city
attacked by the sons of Seuthes and Berenike. [AC]
32) ].M. CAMP, Excavations in the Athenian Agora 1994 and 1995, in Hesperia, 65
(996), p. 231-261 [BE 1997, 210]: An honorifie decree for the phylarchos Theophilos,
who offered the customary sacrifies to the gods ([ËSUcrEv 'teXç Su]crtaç nacraç 'toÎç SEOÎÇ) was
found in the foundation of the Augustan temple of Aphrodite in the Athenian Agora
(3rd/2nd cent.). aM]
33) A.c. CASSIO, Da Elea a Hipponion e Leontinoi: Lingua di Parmenide e testi epi-
grafici, in ZPE, 113 (996), p. 14-20 [BE 1997, 28, 718]: In the 'Orphie' text of Hippo-
nion [cf irifra nO 238], C. defends the reading 1ttÉvat 'tEç MVE/-lOcruvEç in 1. 12 Cinstead of 1ttEV
aù'tEç MvEJ.lOcruvEç; cf nEÂ-ÉVal in PARMENID. fr. 8, 22 and 45 ed. Coxon); similarly, in the
'Orphie' text from Pharsalos [SEG XXIII 410; cf EBGR 1994/95, 96 nO 115] one should read
1ttÉv' ànà Ｇｴｾ￧ ｋｰｾｖｔ｜ￇ (with crasis of -al and àno). The variants MVE/-lOcrÛVT\Ç (1. 12) and
MvaJ,locruvaç O. 1, 6, 14) indieate that the text of Hipponion is the Dorian version of a text
originally composed in the Ionian dialect (but possibly in the West, and not in Ionia).
[AC]
34) M.B. CAVANAUGH, Eleusis and Athens: Documents in Finance, Religion, and
Politics in the Fifth CentUlY B.e. (American Philological Association, 35) Atlanta,
1996 [BE 1998, 153]; C. studies the administration of the sanctuary at Eleusis in the 5th
and 4th cent., focusing on a series of Attie documents, esp. the 'Epistatai Decree' (IG 13
32), the decree concerning the offering of aparchai (IG 13 78), and the Eleusinian account-
inventories (new edition of and commentary on IG 13 386-387, 40817). e. reconstructs the
history of the financial administration of Eleusis in the 5th century as follows: In the
period between ca. 460 (IG 13 6) and ca. 435 B.e. (IG 13 78) the hieropoioi alone were in
charge of the sanctuary's funds; with the money they received from the selling of the
aparche they covered the expenses for sacrifices, for the construction of additional ware-
houses, and for the dedieations; no provision was made for a surplus. The creation of the
board of the epistatai in 432 B.e. (IG 13 32) as the primary financial administra tors of the
sanctuary and supervisors of the hieropoioi marks a new period. The hieropoioi are not
mentioned in lG 13 391 (422-418 B.C.) and in the account-inventories for the year 40817
B.e., whieh reflect the circumstances of the Dekelean War; e. assumes that the office of
the hieropoioi did not exist in these diffieult years, when, in the absence of the aparche,
there was scarcely any need for their services. A new board of hieropoioi CtEponolOt Èy
ｾｯｵￂＭｾ￧ＩＬ whieh took over sorne of the functions of the earlier hieropoioi of Eleusis, is
attested for the year 329/8 (IG II2 1672). The aparche was received by the epistatai, who
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also gave the Illoney to the hieropoioi for sacrifices and dedications; again, no surplus
was made. C. gives a useful summary of the information provided by the account-
inventories and sketches the administration of a major sanctuary. The items Iisted and the
religious funds were kept on the Akropolis, in the City Eleusinion, and at the main
sanctuary of Demeter and Kore at Eleusis. Only the dedications made of precious
materials are Iisted (no sculpture or pottery), following a distinction often made in 5th
cent. inventories. The financial resources of the sanctuary included, besides the dedica-
tions, the fees payed by the initiates; even without the revenues from the aparche the
sanctuary was in the position to make a loan of 20,000 drachmai to the Athenian State.
The wealth in building materials and equipment (e.g., timber, tiles, etc.) demonstrate the
sanctuary's ability to function almost on a self-sufficient basis. The evidence suggests a
symbiotic re1ationship between polis and sanctuary; in the Iight of this evidence it seems
plausible to date the 'First-fruits decree' in the 430's, in a period in which Perikles en-
couraged the offering of an aparche by the Athenian allies to Demeter and Kore, thus
fostering both the cult and Athens' hegemony. [ES]
35) P. CECCARELLI, La struttura dell'epigramma dei pilastro di Xanthos (TAM 144
= CEG 177), in A. DELL'ERA - A. RUSSI (ed.), Vil' Bonus Docendi Peritus. Omaggio
dell'Università dell'Aquila al prof Giovanni Garuti, San Severo, 1996, p. 47-69: e.
shows that the metrical structure of the dedicatory epigram addressed to the Twelve
Gods by the Lykian dynast Gergis (Xanthos, ca. 400, TAM l 44 = CEG 177), with a
sequence of (i) two hexameters+two pentameters, (Ii) two elegiac distichs, and (Iii) four
hexameters, is not due to the Iimited abilities of its composer, but corresponds to a
division of its content into three sections; this epigram is closely connected to the poetry
of Simonides. [AC]
36) C. CHAMPION, The Soteria at Delphi: Aetolian Propaganda in the Epigraphical
Record, in AfPh, 116 (995), p. 213-220 [BE 1997, 261l: e. discusses how the Aitolian
propaganda reshaped the tradition on the attack of the Gauls against Delphi (279/78). A
Koan decree which concerns thanksgiving sacrifices to Apollon (5yll.3 398, 278 B.e.)
underscores Apollon's epiphany, thus suggesting that the divine e1ements in the Iiterary
tradition (PAUS. X, 23, 1-9; JUST., epit. XXIV, 7, 6; 8, 3-7) derive from a De1phic tradition
established shortly after the invasion. The divine elements are conspicuously absent in
the later tradition, i.e., in the recognition decrees for the first celebration of the penta-
eteric Soteria at De1phi in 246/45 (JG HZ 680; F.Delphes III 1, 481-483; III 3, 215); these
decrees reflect the Aitolian version of the attack, emphasizing the Aitolian piety and
implying that the Aitolians repulsed a massive invasion before Delphi. In these decrees
Zeus Soter (not Apollon Pythios) occupies the most prominent position. The divine
element reappears later (ca. 241) in a decree of Smyrna (I.5myrna 574), which should be
dissociated from the group of the 'recognition decrees' [EEGR 1990, 82]; unlike the early
Koan decree which mentions only Apollon's epiphany, the decree of Smyrna refers to
more than one god CEm<péwElO:V ｾＦｶ 6E&V), perhaps Apollon, Athena, and Artemis (cf JUST.,
epit. XXIV, 8, 5), incorporating two AitoHan deities into the De1phic legend. [AC]
37) A. CHANIOTIS, Die VerN'age zwischen kretischen Poleis in der hellenistischen
Zeit (HABES, 24), Stuttgart, 1996 [BE 1998, 318]: Corpus of the treaties between the
Cretan cities in the Hellenistic period (critical edition, translation, commentary), with
detailed discussion of several subjects of a religious interest, such as the treaty oaths
(p. 66-77: swearing ceremonies, the gods invoked in the treaty oaths, the prominent posi-
tion of gods with epithets which derive from place names and often reflect the extension
of the territory of the parties to the treaty, imprecation formulae); invocation of gods,
which probably reflect prayers in the assembly which confirmed the treaty (p. 83-85);
ephebic oaths (p. 124f.); mutual participation of the citizens and the young men in the
festivals and agons, especially in festivals related to the institution of the ephebeia (p. 126-
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128): evidence for the existence of a regional amphietyony centered around the extra-
urban sanctuary of Hermes at Simi Viannou (p. 128-130): regulations concerning the
status of frontier sanctuaries (p. 130), Zeus. [AC]
38) A. CHANIüns, Bemerkungen zum Kalender kretiseher Stiidte in hellenistiseher
Zeit, in Tekmeria, 2 (1996), p. 16-41 [BE 1998, 322]: Based on an analysis of the
judiciary procedures and the deadlines mentioned in Cretan treaties (J.Cret. l, xvi 3-4: IV
181 = CHANIOnS, supra nO 37, nOs 43, 54-56) Ch. rejects the reconstruction of the calendar
of Gortyn, Knossos, Lato, and Olous proposed by M. GUARDUCCI (Note sul calendario
cretese, in Epigrap1Jica, 7, 1945, p.72-87) and supports the reconstruction suggested by
T. HmWLLE (Convention entre trois villes crétoises, in BCH, 3, 1879, p. 304f.). Leschanorios
and Koronios cannot be the Hrst months of Gortyn and Knossos respectively; they
probably were the Hrst months of the second half of the year. For Knossos, Lato, and
Olous the following sequence is probable:
Knossos Lato Olus
1) Nekysios Apellaios Thesmophorios
2) Velchanios? Agrianios? Hyakinthios?
6) Spermios Eleusinios Thiodaisios
7) Karonios/Koronios Delphinios Sartiobiarios (Lato)
This sequence can be conHrmed, in part, by further parallels (e.g., Apellaios is often the
first month of the year) and by an artiHcial 'Cretan calendar' of the Imperial period
(W. KUBITSCHEK, Die Kalenderbüc1Jer von Florenz, Rom und Leyden, Vienna, 1915, p. 42-
53) whieh gives Thesmophorios the Hrst and Thiodaisios the seventh place. The corres-
pondence of .the Cretan months with months of the solar year cannot be determined with
certainty: but in the year 116 B.C. Nekysios/Apellaios/Thesmophorios corresponded to
ca. September/November (cf the celebration of the Attie Thesmophoria in Pyanopsion
and of the Nekysia in Boedromion), Spermios/Eleusinios/Thiodaisios to ca. February/
April, and Karonios/Delphinios/Sartiobiarios to ca. March/May (cf the celebration of
the Attie Delphinia in Mounychion). The position of Velchanios/Agrianios/Hyakinthios,
whieh are usually months of the late spring, present an unsolved problem. [AC]
38 bis) A. CHANIOnS, Conflieting Authorities. Asylia Between Seeular and Divine
Law in the Classieal and Hellenistie Poleis, in Kernos, 9 (1996), p. 65-86 [BE 1997,
487, 491J: Discussion of the measures taken by Greek poleis in order to get rid of
suppliants in sanctuaries. Although the Greeks were extremely reluctant about the
introduction of laws that might limit or even regulate asylia, the documentary evidence
reveals three ways to deal with the problem: Ci) by prohibiting persons most likely to
seek asylum, e.g., convieted and polluted persons, from entering a sanctualY in the Hrst
place (JG 13 45, Athens, ca. 432: cf ANDOC. I, 33; Lys. VI, 24; [DEMOSTH.] LIX, 87; AESCH. III,
177; POLYB. IV, 35, 3; possibly LSCG 124, Eresos, 2nd cent.); (H) by having measures against
suppliant wrongdoers confirmed by the gods through oracles (JPArk 8, Mantineia, ca. 460:
cf LSAM 29, Metropolis, 4th cent.; cf LYs., Leocr. 93); (Hi) by prohibiting the food-supply
of suppliant slaves and by conferring on the religious personnel the authority to expel
them (LSCG 65, Andania, lst cent.; SEG XXVII 545, Samos, Hellenistie period; C. HABICHT,
Samiscbe Volksbescblüsse der bellenistisc1Jen Zeit, in MDAI(A), 72 (1957), p. 226-231,
nO 59, Samos, late 3rd cent. [for a new edition see now K. HALLOF - Chf. MILETA, Samos
und Ptolemaios III. Ein neues Fragment zu dem samiscben VolksbesclJluss AM 72, 1957,
226, NI'. 59, in C1Jiron, 27, 1997, p. 255-285]: cf AcHILL. TAT. VII, 13). [AC]
39) F. CHAUSSON, Vel Jovi vel Soli: Quatre études autour de la Vigna Barberini
(191-354), in MEFRA, 107 (1995), p. 661-765: C. assembles the Greek and Latin
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inscriptions found at Vigna Bonelli in Rome and pertaining to the cult of the gods of
Palmyra and Emesa (Sol, Sol Vietor, Sol Alagabalus, "HÂ,taç; 'AVlKT)'tOÇ;, BflÂ,oç;/Bel,
ｍ｡ￂＬ｡ｸｾｦｬￂＬｯ￧［Ｏｍ｡ｬ｡ｫ｢･ｬＬ ＧａｹￂＬｉｾＦￂＬｏￇ［Ｌ ｉ｡ｰｬｾＦￂＬｯￇ［Ｌ 'Acr'tap'tT), "ApT)ç; 8Eàç; 1ta'tpépoç; = Arsu, Dea
Syria, Sabazios) from the mid-lst to the early 3rd cent. A.D. (p. 663-718); discussion of the
cuits at Vigna Barnerini on the Palatine (p. 718-765). [AC]
40) P. CHRYSOSTOMOU, 'H Âarpeia rov LllOvvaov ad, fJeaaaÂÎa lCai ei81ICorepa miç
clJepéç, in Hypereia, 2 (1994), p. 113-149 [SEC XLV 646; BE 1997, 285]: C. discusses the
mythologieal traditions associating Dionysos and Ino/Leukothea with Thessaly. The cult
of Leukothea is attested in Pherai, Atragas, Phthiotie Thebes, and Larisa; the cult of
Dionysos is epigraphieally widely attested in Thessaly (p. 119-127). C. presents the ed. pr.
of a very important inscription, whieh offers new evidence for the 'Orphie-Dionysiac'
mysteries in Thessaly (p. 127-138) [cf EBGR 1994/95, 148). A gold, rectangular band, rolled
in the form of a cylinder, was found in the south cemetery of Pherai in 1970. As can be
inferred from the text (4th cent.) the band with the secret words whieh would help the
initiate to find his way in the underworld, was given as a token to the deceased person:
ｉ ￛ ｬ Ａ ｾ ｯ ￂ Ｌ ｡ Ｎ 'AV(O)plKE l1tal868upcrov, àVOP1KE1talIÙÔ8upcrov. Bp1l!CO, Bp1l!ro. Et0'l8(1) 1 lEpàv
Â,Ell!Wva. "A1to\Voç; 1 yàp 0 l!ûcr'tT)ç; ["Token. Andrikepaidothyrson, andrikepaidothyrson,
Brimo, Brimo. Enter the sacred meadow, for the initiate has atoned (the sin)"].' The letters
｛ Ｎ ｝ ａ ｮ ｅ ｾ ｏ ｎ ([y]a1tEOOV ?) were written upside down al' the end. The new 'Orphie' text gives
an otherwise unattested version of the words exchanged between the mystes and the
guards of the underworld (cf the papyrus of Gurôb: O/ph. fI'. 31; M.L. WEST, The O/phic
Poems, Oxford, 1983, p. 170f.). Il is also the earliest attestation of the word ｣ ｲ ￻ ｬ Ａ ｾ ｯ ￂ Ｌ ｡ in the
meaning of the secret words and tokens used for the recognition of the mystes in the
underworld. The mystes reveals the secret name of the god (àVOptKE1talo68upcrov, a
composite of ￠ ｶ ｾ ｰ Ｌ 1ta'iç;, and 8ûpcroç;), whieh is then repeated by the guards of the
underworld. The secret name refers to the symbol of the god (thyrsos) and his attributes
as a boy and a man. The epithet 'Aya8upcroç; is attested for Dionysos [only restored in an
inscription from Halikarnassos (GIBM 902 = SEG XXVIII 839, 3rd cent.: à[ya8u]pcrE or
[l!Eya8u]pcrE)). The personal name Thyrsos is attested in Thessaly, in Pherai 'cIG IX 2, 445)
and Halos (lG IX 2, 1906). The new text implies that Dionysos was the son of Brimo (the
'powerful'), Le., the goddess of the underworld Persephone (cf P. GUl'ôb 1). After this
dialogue, the mystes is led into the lEpàç; Â,Ell!roV already attested in other Orphie texts.
Since he had paid the penalty for the crime of the Titans through his initiation, he is
regarded as a1totvoç;. [On the understanding of Persephone as the mother of Dionysos and
on the idea that Dionysos delivered the initia te from punishment for the crime
committed by the Titans cf F. GRAP'S commentary on the 'Orphie' texts from Thessalian
Pelina: EBGR 1994/95, 148). [AC]
41) P. CHRYSOSTOMOU, 'H Âarpeia rov Lllàç 'YljI{mov ad)V"E8eaaa, in Edessa, p. 99-
110: C. presents a catalogue of the testimonia for the cult of Zeus Hypsistos in Edessa,
including two unpublished stone statuettes of eagles and five published inscriptions: M.G.
DIMITSAS, 'H Marœ8ov{a ev Â1801<; <p8eyyo/lévOl<; Kaz' /lV17/ld01<; ŒWSo/léV01<;, Athens, 1896, nOs 6
(5, 2nd/3rd cent.) and 38 (2, Ist cent. B.C.); S. PELEKIDES, in AD, 8 (923), p. 268 nO 1 (3, 51
A.D.; a dedieation of the ｣ ｲ ｕ ｖ ｾ Ｘ ｅ Ｑ ￇ ［ È1ttl!EÂ,T)'tal for M. Vibius Ambouas); SEG XXIV 532 (4,
2nd/3rd cent.; a dedication Ka't' ovap); SEG XL 537 = EBGR 1990, 750, Ist cent. B.C.). The
sanctuary of Zeus Hypsistos should be located on the hill of Hagios Loukas (east of
Edessa) and not on the acropolis [cf M.B.HATZOPOULOS, BE 1996, 252]. The epigraphie
evidence for this cult in Macedonia suggests that the worshippers represent the lower
social strata (freedmen, artisans); women are hardly represented among the dedieants.
Many different titles of sacred offieials are attested: tEpEÛÇ;, àpXtcruvayroyoç;, OtaKOvol,
ￂＬｯｹｴ｣ｲＧｴｾ￧［Ｌ 1tpocr'ta'tT)ç;, ypal!l!a'tEûç;, È1ttl!EÂ,T)tal, ｋｐｴＧｴｾￇ［ (responsible for screening the applicants
for membership in the cult associations). The cult of Zeus Hypsistos, who was worship-
ped as a weather-god who promoted fertility, probably originates in Macedonia. [AC]
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42) P. CHRYSOSTOMOU, ai 8eeJa"aÎl,opalœôovlIcoi 8eoi fmv Ka8appmv Kaii} palœÔovlld)
YlOpri) EavôlIClx, in Makedonika, 29 (1993/94), p. 175-201 [BE 1997,356]: C. discusses
the cult of divinities related to purificatory rituals in Thessaly and Macedon, particularly
with En(n)odia, Zeus Meilichios, Zeus Thaulios, Zeus Aphrios, and Zeus Phonios.
En(n)odia Pheraia was worshipped in Pherai and in other cities of Thessaly (Pagasai,
Larisa, Krannon, Atrax, Pharsalos, Phakion, Phthiotic Thebes, Olosson, Phalanna, Gonnoi,
Pythion), in Macedon (Pella, Beroia, Exochi, Agia Paraskevi Kozanis, Perseis, Lete?), in
Athens, and in Euboia (Oreoi). Various epithets of En(n)odia are attested: Pheraia, Astike,
Hosia, Patro(i)a, Stathmia, Alexeatis, Mykaike, and Korillos. She was related to purifica-
tory rituals (p. 175-181) and, thus, she shared the same properties as Zeus Meilichios, a
god of purifications and fertiity, whose cult is attested in Larisa, Pherai, Phthiotic Thebes,
Magnesia, and Pella. A joint cult of En(n)odia and Zeus Meilichios is attested in Exochi
(Macedon) and Pherai in Thessaly (p. 183-185). In Pherai, En(n)odia was also worshipped
together with Zeus Thaulios, whose cult is weil attested in Thessalian cities (Atrax,
Pharsalos, and Larisa). Two other gods who were associated with purificatory functions -
particularly with the punishment and expiation of violent manslaughter - were Zeus
Aphrios in Pherai and Zeus Phonios in Larisa (p. 185-189). The mythological traditions
which associate Apollon with Thessaly (Tempe) may be seen in the context of the Thes-
salian purificatory rituals (p. 190-194). The Macedonian festival Xandika (from Apollon
Xanthos?), during which the Macedonian army was purified at the the beginning of the
war period (in the month Xandikos) by means of a dog sacrifice, may have been of a
Thessalian orign. [This possibility is excluded by M.B. HATzoPouLOs, BE 1997, 356 and
C. TRÜMPY, Untersuchungen zu den altgriechischen Monatsnamen und Monaisfolgen,
Heidelberg, 1997, p. 227f.J. The dog is associated with the cult of Hekate and Ennodia,
who were connected with the festival of the Xandika. [AC]
43) W. CLARYSSE - M. Huys, A Vef:5e Inscription from the Temple ofAïn Labakha, in
ZPE, 113 (1996), p. 213-215 [BE 1997, 694]; C.-H. restore a metrical dedication found in
the temple of Aïn Labakha [cf infra nO 275), According to their analysis the inscription
consists of three distichs: [E]ÙÇUft[E]voç ftE[yuÂ.]rot 'AftftcÎJvwç 1 [N]tlwÂ.u[o]u / crÔlcr'tpOV 1
[vuU'tt]Â.[tll]Ç crot ft' àvéI8[111Œ] ftUKUp. / EÔlÇE 1B[É ft]tV yvro'tijç 'tE Miro [1t]tvu'tocppovuç UlUÇ, 1/
<t>tÂ.ov IIouÂ.uPtOV 't' 1[à]cr'tépuç àftcpo'télpouç, / Teu'iM 'tE XpulcrOyÉVEtUV, ￠￙ｅￂＮ｣ｰｅｴｬｾｶ 'tE T[t]ftoÛ8tv. 1
/ "Ecr'tt B' EftE'iO ＱｴｵＧｴｾｰ [---Jo The dedicatory inscription, an objet parlant, addresses the god
(ftUKUp) and explains the reason for the dedication (crÔlcr'tpOV vuu'ttÂ.tl1Ç). Then, Ammonios
himself prays for the well-being of members of his family. lJMl
44) K. CLINTON, The Thesmophorion in Central Athens and the Celebration of the
Thesmophoria in Attiea, in The Role of Religion, p. 111-125 [BE 1997, 56]: c. exa-
mines the literary sources and the epigraphic material concerning the festival of the
Thesmophoria in Athens. With an apparent exception, there is not a single mention of the
Thesmophoria in the public documents of the Polis. Documents issued by the Athenian
demes (piraeus: IG Il2 1177; Cholargos: IG Il2 1184; Phrearrhioi: SEG XXXV 113; Melite:
O. BRONEER, 1be 1besmophorion in Athens, in Hesperia, 11, 1942, p. 250-274) and literary
sources show that the festival was not administered by the central polis authorities, but
by the demes. Literary sources attest the celebration of the Thesmophoria in five more
demes. The situation in Eleusis (IG Il2 1363) is not clear; perhaps this is the only case, in
which the state organised and financed the celebration of the Thesmophoria. Surely, not
every deme had a Thesmophorion; in sorne areas a sanctuary may have been shared by
two or more demes. C. suggests that the City Eleusinion functioned as the Thesmopho-
rion of the deme of Melite; it may be the place where the action of the Aristophanic
1besmophoriazousai takes place. lJM]
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45) K. CLINTON, A New Lex Sacra from Selinus: Kindly Zeuses, Eumenides,
Impure and Pure Tritopatores, and Elasteroi, in CPh,91 (996), p. 159-179: In his
detailed review of M.H. JAMESON - D.R. JORDAN - R.D. KOTANSKY, A Lex Sacra from
Selinous, Durham, 1993 [EBGR 1993/94, 121; cf EBGR 1994/95, 180] C. makes a substantial
contribution to the interpretation of this difficult inscription. The text, written on two
columns on a lead sheet, contains a series of sacriFicial and purificatory regulations. It is
dated by the ed. pr. to the mid-5th cent. [An earlier date (first half of the 5th cent.) is
favored by GRAHAM, infra nO 100 (p. 367) and CORDANO, infra n° 48, p. 137f.J. We
summarize his most important suggestions: (i) A 7-9 is a new self-contained section of the
document; its beginning has not been lost in the preceding erasure. This section opens
with the expression 10V htapov ha 8ucrta (A 7: "the performance of the sacred sacrifices"
or "the sacrifice of the sacred things" rather than the editors' "--- the hiera (images?), the
sacrifices are to be performed", p. 160f.). [More plausible is GRAHAM'S (infra, n° 100,
p. 367) understanding of htapa: "sacrificial victims"J. (ii) The sacrifices in this section are
quadrennial, based on the Olympic year (p. 161). [DUBOIS, infra nO 75, p. 133 points out
that this is probably the earliest attestation of the Olympic truceJ. (Hi) The rituals in the
document were arranged chronologically (e.g., annual, biennial, triennial, and quadren-
niai rituals, followed by rituals not performed at regular intervals). Thus, the document
was probably not confined to the one sheet we have; there is no opposition between the
sets of rituals in col. A (rituals of groups) and col. B (rituals of individuals; contra ed. pr.);
and the regulations are not concerned with a single issue (purification), as suggested by
the ed. pr. (p. 161-163). (iv) The document was issued by the city of Selinous (p. 163). (v)
The sacrifices did not take place in the excavated sanctuary of Zeus Meilichios on the
Gaggera, which is believed to have been divided up into plots marked by inscribed
stones or cippi [a view shared by DUBOIS, infra nO 75, p. 134J, but in precints of Zeus
Meilichios in the sanctuaries of Myskos and Euthydamos (A 9: 10 tHt 10t MtÀIXtOi 10t Èv
Mucr90; A 17: 10 Èv Eu8uoal.lO); Myskos and Euthydamos may have been local heroes, not
necessarily founders of Selinous (p. 163-165) [cf CORDANO, infra n° 48, p. 139; DUBOIS,
infra nO 75, p. 129 and 137 does not exclude the possibility that Myskos should be
identified with an homonymous man of the 7th cent. (L. DUBOIS, Inscriptions grecques
dialectales de Sicile, Rome, 1989, nO 71) or with an oikistesJ. The primary function of the
inscribed stones and cippi found in the sanctuary of Zeus Meilichios on the Gaggera was
not to mark spots for sacrifices, but to serve as embodiments of the god (p. 164 note 18).
(vi) The Eumenides and the Erinyes were distinct deities and not names for two opposite
aspects of the same group of goddesses; Aischylos may have been the first to identify
them. The Eumenides appear as the recipients of sacrifices together with Zeus Eumenes
and Zeus Meilichios in a single set of related rites (A 8f., p. 165-170) [on Zeus Eumenes cf
DUBOIS, infra n° 75, p. 133f.J. (vii) Separate sacrifices were offered to the impure and the
pure Tritopatores [TritopatreisJ (A 10-13: 10îç fltapoîç... KfrrErTa 10îç K(a8)apoîç; cf the
separate sacrifices offered to the Maniai and Ake near Megalopolis: see PAUS. VIII, 34, 1-3;
contra ed. pr., who suggested that the polluted Tritopatores are the same as the pure ones;
they became pure, after they had received a sacrifice and then they were offered a second
sacrifice as 'the pure Tritopatores'). Both sacrifices were offered on the same altar, which,
however, had to be cleaned and renewed after the sacrifice to the polluted Tritopatores,
in order to receive the sacrifices for the pure ones (A 12-13). The ninth parts burned for
the impure Tritopatores were those of the victim sacrificed to them (A 11; contra ed. pr.:
the ninth part of the animais sacrificed to Zeus Eumenes, the Eumenides, and Zeus
Meilichios). The Tritopatores were worshipped by the city, and not by a group (p. 170-
172). [For an analysis of the sacrifices to the Tritopatreis see also DUBOIS, infra n° 75,
p. 134-136: it is not clear what the origin of the impurity of the impure Tritopatreis is
(recent death ?, pollution from the living ?); for the libation of wine cf PAUS. X, 4, 10. Cf
NORTH, infra, n° 199, p. 300, who adopts the view of the ed. pr. concerning the identity of
the impure and pure Tritopatores and points out how a ritual performed by human
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beings changes the status of superhuman beingsl. (viii) The rituals described in A 17-21
do not concern the Tritopatores, but Zeus Meilichios, who received a sacrifice in the
sanctuary of Euthydamos; the htEp& 1& Ùaf!oata (A 18) were various sacred objects (not a
plurality of images) [but see GRAHAM, infra nO 100, p. 367: "let him take out (remove,
separate off) the public sacrificial victims"l; it is not clear whether Foî?ot (A 20-21) means
'at home' or 'in a (public) sacred building'. [DUBOIS, infra n° 76, p. 137f. supports the
reading a<paÇov1o ÙÈ Kat pô[v 1tp)à a:yaÀf!a1wv (A 21) and provides parallels for the sacrifice
of an ox in a funerary contextl. Ox) The purification from vengeful spirits (ÈÀaa1Epot) in
the second column (B 1-4) should be translated as follows (after a restoration of the text
by C.): "If a person (who is an) mJ10pÉK1aç [homicide ?l wishes to be purified of ÉÀaa1EpOt,
having made a proclamation... , let him purify himself, and let the one serving as host give
(water) to wash with and (something) to breakfast on and salt to the aU1opÉK1aç." After
the purification had been accomplished by washing, the purificand was socially re-
integrated by partaking of the purifier's meal and salt (cf AESCH., Choeph. 219-296).
[ARENA, supra n° 9, p. 438 provides parallels for the use of salt in purificatory rituais
(THEOCR., id. XXIV, 97-98; SOPHRON III 330 ed. Page; MENAND., Phasma 53-56)]. Then, a
sacrifice was offered to Zeus, probably at the purifier's home, and the purified person
departed from the host's home (B 5: Èç aU1ô). [DUBOIS, infra n° 76, p. 141 understands the
phrase Èç mJ1ô as a reference to an object which represented the vengeful spirit (cf the
KoÀoaaoî in the analogous ritual at Kyrene)]. A separate ritual was followed for two
marked types of homicide, the murder ofa guest and that of a blood relative, which were
prosecuted by the ÇEVtKOt and 1ta1piOot ÉÀaa1EpOt (B 7-13). [The same Interpretation has
been suggested by DUBOIS, infra nO 76, p. 141, with reference to ApOLL. RHOD. IV 716f.
Cf GRAHAM, infra n° 100, p. 367, who also recognizes the beginning of a new procedure of
purification in B 7. NORTH, infra n° 199, p. 295-298, doubts in the Interpretation of
a{nopÉK1aç as a homicide and in the view that column B deals with bloodshed.
Cf DUBOIS, infra n° 76, p. 139, who considers the possibility of a more general sense
('agent responsable'), without excluding the Interpretation of the word as 'homicide'
(cf au8Évn,ç, 'murderer')]. The ÈÀaa1EpOt were supernatural beings (not gods) connected
with the underworld (p. 174-179). [Cf DUBOIS, infra n° 76, p. 138f.: 'poursuivant, vengeur';
D. observes that 'EÀaa1Epoç in B 12, the recipient of a sacrifice, is probably Zeus Elasteros.
GRAHAM, infra n° 100, p. 367, remarks that HESYCHIOS'S gloss aÀJ11Wp should be dissociated
from the ÈÀaa1EpOt in this text]. The analogy between the purification from the ÈÀaa1EpOt
in this lex sacra and the expulsion of a visitant or· ghost (lKÉatoç È1taK1oç) in the 'cathartic
law of Kyrene' (L55 115 B 28-39) is a superficial one. The ÈÀaa1Epot were supernatural
beings which haunted murderers, closely corresponding to the Erinyes, whereas the
lKÉatoç È1taK10ç was addressed as a human being (é!l &V8PW1tE, a'{1E ｡ｶｾｰ a'{1E yuva); the
visitant was regarded as the extention of its (human) sender (p. 175 with note 64, p. 179).
[For a close comparison of the text of Selinous with the 'cathartic law' of Kyrene see also
DUBOIS, infra n° 76, p. 140-142. On the wide diffusion of similar practices in the Medi-
terranean, cf CORDANO, infra nO 48, p. 139-141. Sorne further observations: The verb
Ka1hatyîÇEv (A 3) should be understood as a form of Ka8ayîÇw (DUBOIS, p. 131); cf ARENA,
supra nO 9, p. 432, who suggests a confusion of Ka8ayîÇEtv (consecration by means of the
sacrificial fire) and Kamty(ÇEtv (cf L5CG 18 r 11, li 11). The name of the festival of the
Kotytia is rather related to the Thracian name Kotys than to a Semitic word (DUBOIS,
p. 132; on the Kotytia cf ARENA, p. 432f.). The epithet Aptochos (sc. Zeus, if correctly
restored in A 23) possibly means 'fearless' (DUBOIS, p. 138). For the verb {moÀdpw (A 10-
11) see ARENA, p. 434: "versare nell'ipogeo", "versare guttatim". ARENA, p. 436 suggests
correcting 1& htEp& 1& Ùaf!oata Èçh(a)tpÉ1o CA 18-19) to 1& Imp& 1& ùaf!oata ÈçhtpÈ10 (cf the
expression lpEDW lEpJ1toV)]. [ACl
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46) W.E.H. COCKLE, Two Bronze Lamps with Greek Inscriptions, in D.M. BAILEY, A
Catalogue of the Lamps in the British Museum. IV. Lamps of Metal and Stone,
and Lampstands, London, 1996, p. 1-2 [BE 1997, 127]: Ed. pr. of a bronze lamp found
in Sinai, dedicated to the Nabataean god eEOÇ ｾｯｵ｣ｲ｡ｰｔ｝￧ by a man with a Semitic name (Q
3682, lst cent. B.C.!A.D.). The dedicant apparently came as a pilgrim (1. 2-3: ｾｋＨｸＩＮ [1. 3-4
may be restored as EÙ[Xaptcrti]aç Xaptvl. [AC]
47) Comune di Udine. Civici Musei di Storia e Arte. Museo Archeo!ogico, Gemme
Romane da Aquileia, Trieste, 1996: This catalogue of 207 gems from Aquileia includes
a few inscribed pieces (inedita are marked with an asterisk); (i) Representation of Tyche
and Nike and the text EYXI [= ｅ ￙ ｘ ｾ ?! (69, 3rd cent. A.D.). (H) Representation of a man
with lion's head and the text 1:ABAnK (obverse) and NEIKAPOTIAH (reverse; 181', 2nd/3rd
cent. A.D.) [Le., vtXapOltÀT]Ç]. (Hi) Representation of a lion killing a bull, a star, the sun, and
the crescent moon, and the text enBAP/PABAY 082, 2nd/3rd cent. A.D.) [cf PMGVII 977,
XIII 963l. (iv) Dexiosis and the text 'Yyia (200', lst/2nd cent. A.D.). (v) The magical sign
&&5 between the letters E and 1: 1 ABPAMAne (206, 2nd/3rd cent. A.D.). [AC!
48) F. CORDANO, Review of M.H. Jameson - D.R. Jordan - R.D. Kotansky, A Lex
Sacra from Selinous, Durham, 1993, in Aevum, 70 (1996), p. 137-141 [cf EAD., in
PP, 52 (1997), p. 423-427]: For Cs views see supra nQ 45.
49) Th. CORSTEN, Inschriften aus dem Museum von Denizli, in ArkDerg, 3 (1995),
p. 215-224: Ed. pro of a funerary imprecation 0, unknown provenance, 2nd/3rd cent.)
with the formulaic expression [a]crltEpJ10Ç t' ayaJ10ç t' atE[KvoÇ t' àlt6ÀoIto]. Notice the term
8ÉJ1a {mo t0 ｛ ｾ ＼ ｏ ｊ Ｑ Ｐ Ａ Ｌ i.e., the structure which supports the funerary altar. [AC]
50) Th. CORSTEN, Historisch-epigraphische Forschungen in Laodikeia, 1994, in
AST, XIII.1, p. 229-233 [BE 1997, 585]: Report on the discovery of new inscriptions at
Laodikeia [now in I.Laodikeia, to be presented in EBGR 1997], including the dedication of
a statue of Herakles to an unknown deity, the emperors, and the Demos (possibly near
the seat of the strategoi, I.Laodikeia 66), and an honorific inscription for Antonia,
neokoros and high priestess of the provincial emperor cult in Asia, priestess of an
unknown civic cult, and wife of 1. Antonius Zenon, high priest of the provincial emperor
cult in Asia and priest tf1ç lt6ÀE<OÇ (J,Laodikeia 53). [AC]
51) Th. CORSTEN - Th. DREw-BEAR, Inschriften aus Laodikeia am Lykos und
Eumeneia, in BA, 26 (1996), p. 31-42 [BE 1996, 584]: New edition of the dedicatory
inscription on the Syrian Pyle of Laodikeia on the Lykos (IGR IV 847); the building was
dedicated to Zeus Megistos Soter and emperor Domitian (p. 31-40). New edition of an
epitaph at Eumeneia (IGR IV 748, Imperial period). The text is the testament (otataçtç) of
the deceased who forbade the burial of other persons next to him, besides his own and
that of his wife. [AC]
52) G. CRESCI MARRoNE, Famiglie Isiache ad Industria, in A. MASTROCINQUE (ed.),
Culti pagani nell'Italia settentrionale, Trento, 1994, p. 41-51: c. suggests with con-
clusive arguments that the cult of Isis at Industria was supported by two wealthy families,
those of the Avilii and the (libertO Lollii. These families were probably responsible for
the introduction of Isis' cult from the East during the reign of Augustus. Several
inscriptions of Delos (J,Délos 1523, 1731, 2628 a III 34, 2nd cent.) attest the connection of
these families with the Egyptian deities. UM]
53) J.B. CURBERA, A Curse Tablet from Emporiae (IRC III 175), in ZPE, 110 (1996),
p. 292-294: New edition of a Latin curse tablet found at Emporion Ost cent.; G. FABRE -
M. AYER - I. RODÀ, Inscriptions romaines de Catalogne. Ill. Gerone, Paris, 1991, n° 175).
C. corrects the reading of several names. The text consists of a list of eight names in the
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nominative, followed by the formula omnes quei inimeiei Senecae. One of the cursed
persons was a Jewish or Syrian woman (Zodiana = Sosana), possibly a slave. [AC]
54) J.B. CURBERA, Venusta and Her Owner in Four Curse Tablets from Morgantina,
Sieily, in ZPE, 110 (996), p. 295-297 [BE 1997, 728]: C. shows that four of the de-
fixiones found at Morgantina (2nd/lst cent.; SEC XXIX 930-933) lef 1. DUBOIS, Inscriptions
grecques dialectales de Sicile, Rome, 1989, n° 195] are addressed against the same person,
Venusta, the slave of Sextius Rufus and makes minor restorations in two of the texts (SEC
XXIX 932-933). [AC]
55) J. B. CURBERA - D.R. JORDAN, A Curse Tablet from Pannonia Superior, in Tyebe,
11 (996), p. 45-50 [BE 1997, 99, 159]: New edition of a defixio from Siscia (Pannonia
Superior, 3rd cent. A.D.; cf V. HOFFILLER - B. SARIA, Antike Inschriften ails ]ugoslawien, 1.
Noricum und Pannonia Superior, Zagreb, 1938, n° 526). The lead tablet had been folded
thrice horizontally and then pierced with a nai!. The text consists of a list of 29 names of
men and women, followed by magical charakteres. [AC]
56) K. DANALI, 'H éÂÂ1)VI<J'flK"T) K"SpaplK"T) &"à 'l'à Ilpo"vÂo rov ''Tvpva<J{ov'' (HO
f1<JK"Â1)meîo ri)ç 'Em8avpov, in AEpbemeris (994) [1996], p. 255-298: Antigonos
Doson is known to have been honored in Epidauros (JC IV 12 589). D. suggests that this
king was responsible for the building of the Propylon in the Asklepieion (ca. 230-210)
and that the agon of the Antigoneia (POLYB. II, 70, 5; XXVIII, 19; XXX, 29; PLUT., Kleom. 16,
7; Arat. 45, 3; Iscr. Agon. Creche 45; M. ERRINGTON, CeschichtrJ Makedoniens, Munich, 1986,
p. 166, 255 note 21), which was established in 224 B.C., was celebrated in Epidauros. [AC]
57) D.I. DAN'SHIN, The jewisb Community ofPbanagoria, in ACSS, 3 (996), p. 133-
150: Ed. pr. of a manumission record (Phanagoreia, 51 A.D.): three slaves were freed by
the Jewish synagogue C&<pEtot 'tft 1tpOaEUxft), under the condition that they visit the syna-
gogue (XOlptÇ dç 'thv 1tpo(a)Euxhv Ｑ ｴ ｰ ｏ ｡ ｋ ｡ ｰ Ｇ ｴ ｅ ｰ ｾ ｡ ｅ ｏ ｬ ￧ Kat 80l1tlaç, "on condition of diligently
visiting and revering the house of ｰ ｲ ｾ ｹ ･ ｲ Ｂ Ｉ ［ the Jewish synagogue undertook their
patronage (auvE1tt'tp01tEOUallç Ｇｴｾ￧ auvaYOl[yijç) 'tiOv '!ouOalOlv). In Bosporos, the expressions
80l1tEla and Ｑ ｴ ｰ ｯ ｡ ｋ ｡ ｰ Ｇ ｴ ￉ ｐ ｄ Ｇ ｡ ｾ ￇ appear only in Jewish manumissions, the earliest dating to 16
A.D. (JOSPE II 364, p. 137). Based on the evidence of manumission records D. supports
the opinion of]. DERENBOURG and E. SCHÜRER (SB Ak. Berlin 1897, p. 203) that freedmen
converted to Judaism according to the conditions of their manumission; since many
manumissions were initiated by worshippers of 8EOÇ ü"'la'toç, this cult should be asso-
ciated with Hellenistic Judaism. [Cf infra n° 111. However, the association of 8EOÇ ü"'la'toç
with Judaism has been challenged by P.R. TREBILCO, see EBCR 1991, 241. ITpoaKap'tÉPllatç
can indeed have the meaning of religious devotion (e.g., Act. Apost. 1, 14; see also HEINEN,
infra nO 111), but the verbs 80l1tEUOl and 1tpOaKap'tEpÉOl often express the dulies of a servant;
e.g., DEMOSTHENES LIX 120: 'tàç 8Epa1talVaç 'tàç NEalplf 1tpOaKap'tEpouaaç; PLATO, Tbeaet. 173
a: 'tov OEa1to'tllv MYlJl 'tE 80l1tEÛaat; cf PSI V 525 !. 16. Thus, one cannot exclude alltogether
the possibility that this clause is analogous to the paramone-clause of manumission acts
which oblige the freed person to a conditional offering of services to the previous owner,
or to the obligation of the freedman to serve a sanctuary on the days of festivals (see infra
nOS 198 and 227); in this case, this would mean serving the sunagogue on certain occa-
sions]. D. collects the rich evidence (inscriptions, graffiti, drawings of Jewish symbols,
Jewish names) for the presence of Jews in Bosporos, especially in Phanagoreia, Pantika-
paion, and Gorgippia. The appearance of Jewish symbols on gravestones, the use of the
Hebrew script, and certain changes in onomastics (the use of the names Samuel, Isaac,
Menahim, Miriam, Moses, Abraham) from the 3rd-4th cent. onwards indicate that a new
wave of Jewish settlers came to Bosporos, with different traditions than those of the
Hellenized Jews and proselytes of the earlier period (p. 146). [AC]
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58) M. DAUMAS) Des stèles de Thèbes.' images d'un culte à mystères?, in Epeteris
tes Hetaireias Boiotikon Meleton, 2 (1995), p. 285-309 [SEC XLV 427]: On the basis of
a [rather superficia1] similarity in the ieonography of a group of Boiotian funerary stelae
(SEC XXXI 395, 448, 507), representing warriors and banquet scenes, and vases found at
the Kabeirion of Thebes, D. suggests that the deceased men had been initiated in the local
mysteries. [AC]
59) A. DAVESNE , Une prospection de l'IFEA en Cilicie Thrachée en 1988, in
Anatolia Antiqua IV, Paris, 1996, p. 147-179: Ed. pr. of a rupestral graffito at Davarca
Dag of the J.lVllcren-type (p. 170, fig. 38). [AC]
60) ].W. DAY, Interactive Offerings.' Early Creek DedicatGlJ! Epigrams and Ritual,
in HSCP, 96 (1994), p. 37-74: D. argues that an important function of archaie dedieatory
inscriptions was to stimulate an interaction between the dedieated object and its viewer
and, thus, to commemorate the original act of the dedieation. The archaie epigrams often
use the language of rituals; e.g., eight dedieatory epigrams addressed to Athena, on the
Athenian Acropolis, use epithets, like 'daughter of Zeus' (CEC 180: Lllas '?6phll), Pallas
(CEC 185), and Tritogeneia (CEC 185), whieh - in D.'s view - allude to the Panathenaie
festival. The reading of the epigrams brought the mood of the festival back to life. Thus,
archaie epigrams represent a mimesis of the original ritual (dedieation, prayer, singing of
a hymn, proclamation of a VietOlY). (TM]
61)]. DE LA GENIÈRE, Bilan sommaire des découvertes récentes à Claros, in Anato-
lia Antiqua IV, Paris, 1996, p. 303-309: Two archaie kouroi were discovered at Klaros,
deposited near a monument for 1. Valerius. According to an inscription, one of them was
dedieated to Apollon by Timonax, 10 1tpiil'tOV tEpEÛcrUS. The same expression is found in the
inscription on a kore, found in earlier excavations near the altar of the goddess and
dedieated to Artemis by the same Timonax. This expression does not mean that Timonax
was the first priest ever, since the cult activity is already attested in the 7th cent. [Timonax
may have been the first priest after a cult reform or a reorganisation of the cult]. [AC]
62) E. DETTORI, Testi 'Glfici' dalla Magna Crecia al Mar Ne1'0 , in PP, 51 (1996),
p. 292-310: D. discusses various new 'Orphie' finds. (i) A new 'Orphie' text, very similar
to the one found at Hipponion, but with a stronger presence of Ionie elements, was
found at Petro (near Entella on Sicily, 3rd cent.) [SEC XLIV 750; ed.pr. by ]. FREL, in
Eirene, 30 (1994), p. 183-184, non vidimus]. The new text presentes the form [iov] <ppucrt
1tEU!wÀIJ.lUcr1 (1. 10; cf Èv(i) <PPE<Jt 1tEUKUÀIJ.lUlcrl in 1. 8 of the text from Hipponion). The new
find is probably closer to the original version of the text - probably composed in Ionia -,
with the archaie form <ppucrl and the Ionie form 1tEUKUÀIJ.lUcrl; 1tEUKuÀ1J.latcrt in Hipponion is
a hyperdorism. In early poetry, the word ＼ ｐ ｐ ｾ ｶ is used with regard to the intelligence of
both mortals and gods; in the texts of Hipponion and Petro it is used with reference to
the guardians of the underworld (p. 294-299). (ii) A quotation of a verse of the Odyssey
(10, 39), inscribed on a vase in Olbia (SEC XXX 933, undated: 'IÀ16[eEV] 1 J.lE <p[ÉpOlV] 1
aVEJ.l[os 1 KIK]6vEcrcrl 1 [1tÉÀ]UcrcrEV), may be an allusion to the journey of the soui (cf
ARIST., de anima 410 b 19 = O/ph. fI'. 27 ed. Kern: Ｑｾｖ Ｇｖｕｘｾｶ ÈK 101> oÀOU dcrlÉVat cXvu-
1tVE6V10lV, <pEPOJ.lÉVllV {mo 1roV cXvÉJ.lCov). The land of the Kikones - Thrace - was associated
with Orpheus; being the land of the famous Ismarian wine, it is also associated with
Dionysos (p. 299-301). (iH) D. presents 12 early epigraphie testimonia (mostly graffiti)
related to the cult of Dionysos in Olbia in the 6th and 5th cent. (p. 301-304). They include
the theonyms B&KXOS (a), "IuKXoS (f = SEC XXX 914; h = SEC XXXII 746), Ll16vucroS B&KXOS
(g = SEC XXXII 745), Ll16vucroS (m = SEC XXX 928; n = DUBOlS, infra n° 76, text nO 80), the
personal names LllOVUcr6oOlpoS (b = I.Olbia 58 = DUBOlS, infra n° 76, text nO 2) and ａ ｾ ｖ ｕ ｬ ｏ ｓ
(b; c = DUBOIS, infra nO 76, text nO 70 = SEC XXX 883; d = DUBOIS, infra nO 76, text nO 92; 1
= SEC XXX 958), the acclamation Eùul (d = DUBOIS, infra n° 76, text nO 92; i = SEC XXXII
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779), a reference to Demeter, Persephone, and Iakchos (e = DUBOIS, infra nO 76, text n° 79;
one of the earliest attestations of the theonym Iakchos) [interpreted by LEBEDEV, infra
n° 154, as a curse]. (iv) The Attie form of the word ￠ ￀ ｾ ｓ ｅ ｴ ｡ (instead of the Ionie àÀllSElTl)
in the 'Orphie' bone plates from Olbia (5th cent.) [SEC XXXVIII 659-661; EBCR 1987, 32;
1991, 264] suggests an Attie influence on the 'Orphie'/Dionysiac cult in Olbia (p. 304-310).
Attie influence may also expiain the drawing of a ship on one of the plates, along with
the abbreviated name of Ôtov(uaoS); this may be an allusion to the procession of
Dionysos' wheeled ship at the Anthesteria in Athens. [These plates are interpreted by
LEBEDEV, infra n° 153, as objects used in kleromancy]. The arrivai of Dionysos on a ship is
also attested in late sources for Smyrna, but there is no evidence for this element in the
festivals of the Katagogia in Miletos (LSAM 48) and Priene (LSAM 37). [AC]
63) J. DEvREKER - J.H.M. STRUBBE, Greek and Latin Inscriptions from Pessinus, in
EA, 26 (996), p. 53-66: Edition of 15 inscriptions from Pessinous (new texts are marked
with an asterisk). An honorifie inscription for M. Cocceius Seleukos, high priest of the
emperor cult in Galatia (1, lst/2nd cent. A.D,). Seleukos was already known from a list of
high priests engraved in the temple of Roma and Augustus at Ankyra; his father, Pylai-
menes, served as agonothetes, sebastophantes, and high priest of the Koinon of the
Galatians; his mother Claudia Th[---] held the office of the high priestess twice, probably
together with her husband and - the second time - with another male relative, possibly
her son. Two dedieations are addressed to Roman emperors, Hadrian and the Senate (3'),
and Antoninus Pius (4). Further dedications are addressed to Attis (5, by the tribe
Sebaste), an unknown deity (6'), Meter Magna (7, Mll'tpt Mayvn ujtÈp ['t]rov Elrov EUXl]V Kat
VlKllV, Imperialperiod). An inscription found in the theater mentions the IEpà I-l0UatKl]
LEOUaplaVl] aûvo8os of the Dionysiac artists (9', 2nd/3rd cent.). A fragmentary inventory
(11*, Imperial period) may be the inventory of the dedications in a sanctuary. The objects
include a I-lllVla[Kos] (1. 2, a crescent shaped object), 't,mot a'tllSt[aîot?] (1. 4, relief figures,
busts?), Ktovia (1. 6, small pillars), an àÉ'twl-la (1. 7, jewelry in the form of a naiskos?),
[a]'tE<pavla xpuaa (1. 8, crowns), [and in 1. 5, possibly [Év]0'tta Xpuaà I-lEtKpaJ. [AC]
64) M. DILLON, The Imp011ance of Oionomanteia in Greek Divination, in Religion
in the Ancient World, p. 99-121: The most common forms of divination until the
Classical period were the observation of the birds' flight (oiwvol-lav'tEÎa) and the
investigation of the entrails of sacrificial animais (\EpoaKonla). Oiwvol-lav'tEÎa seems to be
the earliest form of divination; not every bird was regarded as a transmitter of divine
messages. A lex sacra of Ephesos (LSAM 30 A, 6th/5th cent.) gives guidelines for the
Interpretation of the birds' flight. The formulation of the text suggests that the diviner was
supposed to observe the flight of birds from a particular location. 'IEpoaKonta was
preferred to oiwvol-lav'tEÎa only in military operations. aM]
65) G.-M. DIMITRIADIS, Qi 'OÂ.VJ-l7rlOl eeo! Ka! oi Â.arpevnKèç émKÂ.r)crelç rrov crrryv
àpxa{a AaKrov{a, in Lakonikai Spoudai, 13 (996), p. 307-356: Commented list of the
attestations of Lakonian divinities and their epithets in literary and epigraphic sources
(Aphrodite, Apollon, Ares, Artemis, Athena, Demeter, Dionysos, Hermes, Kore, Poseidon,
Zeus). [AC]
66) 1. DI SEGNI, A Decorated Altar Dedicated to Dionysos, the "Founder", from
Beth-Shean (Nysa-ScythopolisJ, in Eretz-Israel, 25 (996), p. 336-350 (in Hebrew,
with English summary, p. 101): Ed. pro of an altar dedicated to Dionysos (Nysa-
Skythopolis, 141/2 A.D.: 'AyaSn Tûxn. ElEij'> ÔtOvûaqJ K'tla'tn 'tro KUplqJ... ｸ｡ｰｴ｡ＧｴｾｰｴｏｶＩＮ The
epithet ktistes alludes to the foundation myths of Nysa. The altar was found in a basilica
used for the emperor cult. [AC]
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67) P. DI VEROLI, Nuoui eponimi della Siclia ellenistica, in ZPE, 110 (1996), p. 309-
310: Additions to the list of eponymous officiais compiled by R. SHERK (ZPE, 83, 1990,
p. 249-288; 84, 1990, p. 231-295; 88, 1991, p. 225-260: 93, 1992, p. 223-272). Sacred officiais are
attested as eponyms at Alontion (hieromnemon), Morgantina (hiarapolos), and Solunto
(hierothytas). [ES]
68) S. DMITRIEV, Notes on Inscriptionsfrom Asia Minor, in BA, 26 (996), p. 105-110:
D. suggests restorations in several inscriptions found in various cities of Asia Minor.
Nikaia: [àpXIEpÉa] Tpaïavoû 'AÙpwvoû LEpaCf1:oû should. be restored in an honorific
inscription (p. 105, J.Nikaia 56). Kasossos: A fragmentary decree concerns the election of a
committee for the upkeep (Ènl/.lÉÂ-Ew) of a grove dedicated to Zeus (I.i\Iylasa 943) [EBGR
1988, 19]. Knidos: The expression Èv latç YElvo[I.lÉV<Xlç Kal' ÈVWU10V] Èm8ucrEO"lV (annual
festivities) should be restored in the honorific decree for Lykaithion (p. 108f., J.Knidos 73,
1st/2nd cent.) [EBGR 1992, 25]. [AC]
69) C. DOBIAS-LALOU, Le cinquième commandement de la loi sacrée di Cyrène, in
Scrittl Stuccbi, I, p. 73-78 [BE 1997, 702]: D.-L, restores and translates the fifth clause of
the 'cathartic law' of Kyrene (LSS 115 = SEG IX 72, 4th cent.): "Il y a accès licite (ocria) aux
Akamantia (a festival ?, a sanctuary ?) pour chacun, pur ou profane (Kal ayv{fJl Kal
papaÂ-oo[t)); en effet, hormis le contact avec un humain Battos quel qu'il soit (&n' àv8po)7t00
BaHoo 1(0), descendant du fondateur, avec les Tritopateres et avec Onymastos de Delphes
(probably a heroized person), le contact avec tout autre lieu où repose un homme rend
l'accès illicite (OÙK ocrÎa) pour le pur. Par ailleurs, il y a accès licite aux cérémonies
sacrées (ou aux lieux sacrés) pour chacun (liOv ùi: lapiOv ocrÎa navlt)." In this clause the
determination of what was ocrÎa and what was not depended on the visit of a grave - this
explains the reference to heroized persons (Battos, the Tritopatores, Onymastos);
àKal.laV1Eç (literally, 'the immortals') is a generic designation of the heroized dead. D.-L,
restores an incription which attests the existence of the festival 'AKal.laVnaÙEç (Seir 114)
[EBGR 1987, 92]; the correct reading of 1. 35-36 is ['H]paioo 1 [np]ala <p8ÎVOV10Ç and not
[K]ala<p8ivovl0Ç ("jour d'Akamantia: le premier Hèraios', le Karnèios"). [AC]
70) S. Dopp, Das Stegreifgedicbt des Q. Sulpicius Maximus, in ZPE, 114 (996),
p. 99-114: D. translates the poem composed, in improvisation, by the boy Q. Sulpicius
Maximus on the myth of Phaethon (Rome, A.D. 86: JG XIV 2012) and discusses the
phenomenon of improvisation in antiquity. The poets had to be familiar with the literary
tradition, and it was the degree of this familiarity which was honored by their public. [ES]
71) F.K. DORNER, Sculpture and Inscription Catalogue, in D.H. SANDERS (ed.),
Nemrud Dagi. The Hierotbesion of Antiocbus 1 of Commagene 1, Winona Lake,
1996, p. 175-377: D. presents a catalogue of ail the inscriptions found at the hierothesion
of king Antiochos l of Kommagene at Nemrud Dag [cf EBGR 1991, 214, 271: 1994/95, 374],
including a second copy of the inscription of the East tefface (the 'Propylaia Odos
Inscription') which warned impure and evil persons not to enter the sanctuary: the
second copy stood on the West tefface (cf the existence of two copies of the lex sacra
OGIS 383; cf S.H. WALDMANN, Die kommagenisc!Jen Kultreformen unter K6nig Mit!Jridates
I. Kallinikos und seinem So/me Antioc!Jus 1., Leiden, 1973, p. 61-78). (lM]
72) M. DONDERER, Zeugnisse Kleinasiens fiir Agone in den Blldenden Kiinsten, in
Fremde Zeiten, l, p. 329-338 [BE 1997,94]: Competitions among painters and sculptors
are attested in the Imperial period in Asia Minor, in Termessos for painters (SEG VI 634 a:
[Sooy]pa<pillç KÛÙOÇ Ëxoov IEpotç Èv àyiOcrl: 634 d: sooypa<poç IEpovEÎKllÇ) and in Aphrodisias for
ｳ ｣ ｵ ｬ ｰ ｴ ｾ ｲ ｳ (Ch. RouEcHÉ, Peljormers a;ld Partisans at Ap!Jrodisias in t!Je Roman and Late
Roman Periods, London, 1993, n° 76; àywv liOv àyaÂ-l.lalonoliOv liOv ａｵ｣ｲｬｬＮｬ｡ｸｾｯｯｖ ｔ｡ｮ｡ｶｾｯｯｶＬ cf
n° 52); analogous agons are also known in Sparta (ABSA, 26, 1923-25, p. 213 n° 12),
Korinth (BE 1971, 307; cf PLIN., nat. XXXV 58), and Delphi (PLIN., nat. XXXV 58). [AC]
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73) M. DONDERER, Die Architekten der spiiten romischen Republik und der Kaiser-
zeit. Epigraphische Zeugnisse (Erlanger Forschungen, Geisteswiss., 69), Erlangen,
1996 [BE 1997, 52]: Corpus of Greek and Latin inscriptions concerning architects from
the lst cent. B.e. to the 6th cent. A.D. (179 texts, translation, no critical apparatus, brief
commentary;nOS Dl-4 are inscriptions pertaining to earlier architects, of the 6th-2nd
cent.). D. discusses the training, status, and activities of architects (p. 15-79). The corpus
includes several dedications of architects (cf p. 34-39: A5 = 1GR l 1254; A6 = SEG XLI 1501;
EBGR 1991, 213; A21 = SEG IX 126; A23 = Syll.3 799; A51 = 1uPergamon 333) [In A51, D.
translates SlOtÇ, àl "CEXVEl"CCW; tEpOtÇ (1. 2) as follows: "durch die Gotter, die auf ewig heiligen
Schopfer"; rather: "to ail the gods" (SlOtÇ... TÎcr<paÂ{cra"Co ICal IC6crllllcrE (htacrtv)]. There is one
unpublished dedication to Asklepios and Hygieia ｅ Ｑ ｴ ｾ ｉ ｃ ｏ ｏ ｴ (A58, near Tyana, Imperial
period). An interesting group is that of architects working for sanctuaries (cf p. 48f.):
Damokrates, possibly in the service of the cult of Helena and the Dioskouroi at Sparta
(A31, late lst cent.: 1G V 1, 209 1. 17); Pratakon, in the service of the sanctuary at Olympia
(A69, ca. 50-100: 1uOlympia 62); e. Iulius Epagathos, àpxuÉIC"Ccov "Cflç Seou (sc. Artemis) in
Ephesos (A50, ca. 150-200: 1.Ephesos 1061), possibly identical with an àpxuÉIC"Ccov "Cflç Seo\)
who also served as priest of Dionysos, Zeus Panhellenios, and Hephaistos (A82, Imperial
period: 1.Ephesos 1600); an architect of an association (?) in Pergamon (A85, early 2nd
cent. A.D.: AUPergamon 486); Zosimos, possibly ｲ ･ ｳ ｰ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｩ ｢ ｬ ･ for the sanctuaries at Ary-
kanda (A66, 2nd cent.: SEG XLI 1341; l.AIJlkanda 108) [on this text cf EBGR 1991, 252];
Prempourous, àpxuÉIC"Ccov "AllllcovoÇ SEOU at Silsilis (A70: EBGR 1989, 8 n° 107); and Alexan-
dros, àpXt"CÉlC'tCOV SEO\) ｂｾￂｯｵ in Palmyra (A3: SEG VII 155). The erection of impressive
temples is mentioned in the epitaphs of the architects Harpalos (A8, Hermoupolis,
1nscr.métriques 23) and Perikles (A20, Mylasa, 3rd/4th cent.?, 1.Mylasa 468) [for Perikles
see infra n° 162). The architect Zenon made a donation for the celebration of an agonistic
festival commemorating the construction of the theater (àyrova YUllVlICàv YEVÉSÂWV "Cou
SEchpou) at Aspendos (A38, ca. 150-175, C1G 4342d); an oracle concerns the construction
of the theater at Miletos (P. HERRMANN, 1.Milet 935, 2nd/3rd cent.). [Cf the remarks of
M. SÈVE, BE 1997, 52]. [AC]
74) M. DREHER, Das Asyl in der Antike von seinen griechischen Ursprüngen bis zur
christlichen Spatantike, in Tyche, 11 (1996), p. 79-96: D. presents a useful historical
outline of the evolution of asylia, from personal asylia and supplication [cf. supra
nO 38 bis], through the development of asylia into a political and sacral institution in the
Classical and Hellenistic periods (esp. the recognition of the inviolability of sanctuaries)
[cf infra n° 229], to the position of asylia in the Roman Empire and in Late Antiquity. [ES]
75) 1. DUBOIS, Une nouvelle inscription archaïque de Sélinonte, in RPh, 68 (1995),
p. 127-144: D. reprints the text of the new lex sacra of Selinous with translation and
commentary on several aspects of the text. For D.'s remarks see supra n° 45. [AC]
76) 1. DUBOIS, Inscriptions Grecques dialectales d'Olbia du Pont, Geneva, 1996
[BE 1997, 418]: D. presents a corpus of the dialectal inscriptions found in Olbia, which
makes many texts that were published in Russian books and journals, widely accessible
(critical edition, brief commentary, grammatical appendix). Cuits: Numerous texts are
related to the cult of Achilles, from its first establishment by the Greeks settlers to the 3rd
cent. A.D. [cf EBGR 1991, 96; 1994/95, 192, 202, 238, 365]. They include dedications (49, ca.
400-350; 53, 4th cent., of an altar and a tree: "Cà ICÉOpOV), graffiti (52, ca. 500-450), and an
amulet (51, 6th/5th cent.). The development of Achilles' cult èan be studied on the basis
of his various epithets, such as Soter, Heros, Prostates, and - especially in the Imperial
period - Pontarches. Until the lst cent. A.D, the cult was practiced on the island of Leuke
("the island of Achilles" of the literary tradition), where a sanctuary and an oracle existed
(48, 5th cent., is probably an oracular response), and later at Berezan. The sanctuary of
Apollon 1etros on the acropolis of Olbia was probably built in the second haIf of the 6th
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cent.; the cult is also attested at Berezan through graffiti (54, ca. 600-575; 55, ca. 550-525;
56, ca. 575-550), a dedication to Apollon Ietros at Istros (58, ca. 475-450), a joint dediea-
tion to Apollon De/phinios and Ietros (65, 6th cent.), and a graffito on a tile be/onging to
the sanctuary (59, ca. 525-500: 'ITl1:poov, the sanctuary of Apollo Ietros) [for this cult cf
EBCR 1994/95, 51, 204, 365]; there are also two joint dedieations to Apollon Ietros and the
river god Borysthenes - on an architectural fragment (57, ca. 550-500) and on an bone
plate (90, 530-525). The cult of Apollon Delphinios was introduced in Olbia and Berezan at
the end of the 6th cent. by the Milesian colonists; he was worshipped together with Zeus
and Athena on the acropolis; alongside a dedieation by the collegium of the molpoi (2,
5th cent.), several graffiti are addressed to him (60-65, 6th cent.; 64: ｛ｾｅ｝￀ｱ＾ｴｶｩｲｯｬ ､ｋｏｏＧＧｴｾＬ Le.
dedieation of the 20th part). Two graffiti (83 a-b, 6th cent.) are ｡ ､ ､ ｲ ･ ｾ ｳ ･ ､ to 'A1tOÀÀroVl
Bopfil (cf the cult association of the Boreikoi, below). D. interprets the epithet as the
dative of the deity Bopfiç, perhaps assimilated with Apollon (and not the epithet Apollon
ｂ ｏ ｰ ｾ ｬ ｏ ￇ Ｉ Ｎ The cult of other deities is attested mainly through graffiti on vases: Aphrodite
Apatoure 05, 5th cent.), Aphrodite Syrie 03-74, 6th and 5th cent.), Athena (68-70, ca. 525-
500), Demeter, Persephone, Iakchos, and Demetrion (? 79, 5th cent., "to the sanctuary of
Demeter" or ｾ ｾ ｉ Ａ ｬ ｬ Ｇ ｴ ｰ ｬ üN[--]) [A. LEBEDEV, infra n° 154 reads ｾ ｬ ｬ ｬ Ａ ｬ ｬ Ｇ ｴ ｐ Ｈ ｏ Ｈ ｬ ￇ Ｉ Ｌ sc. 8EOîç, and
interprets this graffito as a curse], Dionysos (80, 5th cent.), the Dioskouroi (84, 3rd cent.,
by Dioskourides), Hermes (76-77, 5th cent.), Hermes and Aphrodite 08, 5th cent.),
Hermes and Heuresibios (12, 4th cent.), Meter Theon / Kybele (81, 5th cent.: Meter Phry-
gia; 24, ca. 400, a joint dedieation to Meter Theon, Herakles, and Borysthenes), Zeus (67,
ca. 500), Zeus Eleutherios (7-9, 4th cent.), Zeus and Athena (67, ca. 510, graffito incised on
the body of a young man represented on the vase), the river-gods Hypanis and Borys-
thenes (82, ca. 400). A bronze mirror (92, ca. 500) is related to the cult of Dionysos
(Zagreus), as can be inferred from the ritual acclamations EÙCt.l Cits earliest attestation) and
dO'.(, written next to the names of the dedieants, Demonassa and Lenaios [cf supra n° 62].
Two graffiti (71 a-b, ca. 400-370 and 500-450 respectively) mention the iipO'.'tO'. 'AcppOOl'tllÇ
("[objet] destiné au saint des saints d'Aphrodite", but the plural form is unusual). The
significance of a graffito mentioning Demeter, Persephone, Kore, Hermes, and the ｾ ￮ ｏ ｬ
KO'.P(pOl (85, early 4th cent.) is not clear [LEBEDEV, infra nO 154 reads ｾ ｬ ｏ Ｈ ｴ ｽ Ｈ ｖ ｕ ｏ Ｇ ｏ ｬ Ｉ Ｌ KO'.P(pOl
and regards this text as a curse]. Cult associations: A list of the members of a thiasos (11,
4th cent.: [i]EpEîç EUPllcrtP[IlXOO'.l] or EUPllO'lP[(OU] [KO'.i 81]0'.0'î't0'.l) is written under the name of
Zeus Soter; the thiasos was possibly dedieated to the heroie cult of a certain Heuresibios;
Heuresibios is mentioned together with Hermes on a graffito on a vase (12, 4th cent., a
dedieation ?). An inscription engraved on a vase, in two columns (95, 5th cent.), attests the
existence of the thiasos of the Boreikoi (for Apollon Bores, see above). One column lists
five persons (with the names of their fathers), the other column seems to list the
properties of Apollon: Bioç - B(oç, 'ATtoÀÀrov - 'A1toÀÀrov, "HÀIO[Ç] - "HÀlOÇ, Kocrl!Oç - K[ocr]l!oç,
<l>roç - <l>roç. The similarity of this text with the 'Orphie' tablets (see below, 94), suggests that
this thiasos was somehow re/ated to or influenced by the Olbian 'Orphies'. The cult
association of the Neomeniastai (96, 6th cent.) worshipped Apollon ｎ ｅ ｏ ｉ Ａ ｾ ｖ ｬ ｏ ￇ ('of the first
day of the month'), an epithet otherwise known only from literary sources. D. regards a
graffito mentioning a 8EOTtpOTtOç 'EP/-loÛ (98, ca. 400) as a "graffite d'une association d'Her-
maistes" [see, however, LEBEDEV, infra, n° 153, who interprets it as a curse]. Leges sacrae:
A sacred regulation (88, ca. 230), associated with the cuits on the acropolis of Olbia (and
not with the sanctuary of Zeus only) , is concerned with the aparche (àmxPxw80'.l), whieh
the worshippers had to deposit in the thesauros for the different sacrificed animaIs (ox,
sheep, goat, pig). A board of seven men (ETt'tO'.OEUcrO'.V'tEÇ) - known from other inscriptions
(SEC XXXII 794; JOSPE 12, 26-27) and from the Olbian coins as well - was responsible for
the financial admninistration of the sanctuary (88, ca. 230). At the end of their term of
office the ETt'tO'.OEUOV'tEÇ dedicated a thesauros and fixed the amount of money to be
deposited by the worshippers for the sacrifice of various animais. Their number is
probably explained by the importance of number seven in the cult of Apollon (cf below,
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93). Olphism: D. agrees with J. VINOGRADOV'S suggestion [EEeR 1987, 32; 1991, 264] that the
bone tablets with the formulae ｾ ｬ ｏ ￇ Ｌ e&va1oç, ｾｬｏￇＬ ￠￀ｾ･ｅｴ｡Ｌ L1to(vueroç), 'Üp<ptKOl (94a),
ｅ ｴ ｰ ｾ ｖ ｔ ｜ Ｌ 1tOÀQIOÇ, ￠￀ｾ･ｅｴ｡Ｌ \jfEÛOOÇ, L1tov(ueroç) (94b), and L1tov(ueroç), ￠￀ｾ･ｅｴ｡Ｌ erÔlfla, ｜ｪｦｕｘｾ (94c,
5th cent,) present a 'bréviaire orphique', used by the mystai during ceremonies [cf supra
nO 62; LEBEDEV, infra nO 153 associates these tablets with kleromancyJ. D. associates with
the Olbian 'Orphics' two texts related to the cult of Apollon: Ci) the inscription of the
Boreikoi (above, 94); and (ii) a tablet from Berezan (93, ca. 550-525), with a dedication to
Apollon Didymaios and a text consisting of a sequence of numbers (7-70-700-7000) and
images (wolf, lion, bow-bearer, dolphin), followed by a promise of peace 'lnd blessing [a
text interpreted by W. BURKERT as an oracle of Apollon of Didyma concerning the future
of Olbia; see BEeR 1994/95, 51]; D. interprets the text on the reverse of this tablet
Ｈ ｅ ｾ ｯ Ｈ ｯ Ｉ ｦ ｬ Ｈ ｾ ｋ ｏ ｖ Ｑ ｬ ｘ ＿ Ｉ ｾ ｯ ￻ Ｈ ￧ ﾻ as the reference to a sacrifice of 70 oxen to Apollon [on the
contrary, BURKERT recognizes the expression ｾ ｯ ￻ ￧ ￫ ｾ ｯ ｯ ｦ ｬ ｯ ￇ ｝ Ｎ Cult abjects: The inscription
on the foot of a cup (89, 4th cent,) qualifies it as 'pure' Ｈ ｋ ｡ ･ ｡ ｰ ｾ Ｉ Ｌ i.e., appropriate for
libations. Magic: 11 defixiones (98, ca. 400; lOI, 5th cent.; 102-107, 4th cent.; 108, 4th/3rd
cent.; 109-110, Hellenistic period) - ail but one (98) engraved on lead tablets - are lists of
names and curses against opponents in lawsuits [for two new finds see infra nO 270; for
another curse tablet possibly from Olbia, see EEeR 1992, 44; for the Interpretation of
several graffiti as curses, see LEBEDEV, infra nOS 153-154]. An amulet with a retrograde
graffito may be a magical text (91, ca. 550-525: Àle6 Etfll 1 XaîpE). Calendar: A graffito on a
vase dedicated by Andokis to Apollon Delphinios, Ietros, Thargelios, Lykeios (99, ca. 450)
gives a sequence of four letters (AZME» which may be an abbreviation referring to the
first and the seventh days of the month Thargelion; ail the months of Olbia are listed on a
second column, on the same vase. The list begins with Taureon; except for this month, ail
the other months have the ending -HOV (instead of the Milesian -EWV); a further difference
from the Milesian calendar can be seen in the month name KUaVE\jftWV (instead of
IluavE\jftwv); the form K\laVOç for 1tuavoç - existed in Miletos in the mid-7th cent., when the
month name was introduced to Olbia by the colonists. A fragmentary inscription (of
private character ?) on a sherd 000, ca. 450) names the month Taureon, gives further
chronological indications (uer1Ep&n VEOflT\VlT\Ç, Ka1' È1tayofl[é]v[aç)), and seems to mention
Hera (1. 4). [ES] .
77)]. EBERT, Review of Ch. Roueehé, Pel/ormers and Partisans at Aphrodisias in
the Roman and Late Roman Periods, London, 1993, in Nikephoros, 7 (1994),
p. 296-303: In this detailed review of Ch. ROUECHÉ'S edition of inscriptions pertaining to
festivals and spectacles at Aphrodosias, E. gives a velY useful overview of the agonistic life
in this city, including a commented list of the agonistical festivals (Sebasta, Aphrodisia
Isolympia, Epinikia, Lysimachea / Lysimachea Tatianea, Kallikrateia - probably only a
musical agon -, Adrasteia - probably a dramatical agon, 1tOÀI1lKOÇ àywv - an athletic com-
petition only for the Aphrodisieis -, agon of Hossidius Iulianus, Aphrodisia Philemoniea,
agon of the synodos of the hieronikai - not necessarily only a musical agon -, Aphro-
disiea Adonea, Attalea Gordianea Kapetolia, and Valeriana Pythia). Only the agons
Sebasta, Aphrodisia Isolympia, Attalea Gordianea Kapetolia, and Valeriana Pythia had the
status of an iEpOÇ àywv. The expres'sion 1ÔlV ｌｅｾ｡･ｲＱￔｬｶ àYÔlVEÇ should be translated as 'the
contests of the ｌ ｅ ｾ ｡ ･ ｲ Ｑ Ｆ Ｇ (contra R.: 'contests of the Augusti'). E. reprints and translates the
list of prizes given to the winners of the various musical, dramatic, and athletic compe-
titions of an unknown festival (n° 52 III in R.'s edition). Among E.'s numerous correc-
tions, in details, l single out the discussion of the notion of the 1tEplOOOÇ and the resto-
ration of the honorific inscription nO 89. [AC]
78) Y. EL GHERIANI, Les cultes d'Alexandrie, in Tranquillitas, p. 163-177: Brief
discussion of the evidence for the cult of Sarapis and of Egyptian influence on religious
life in Alexandria. [AC]
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79) H. ENGELMANN, Eine Victoria Caesaris und das Parthermonument (IvE 721),
in ZPE, 113 (1996), p. 91-93 [BE 1997,496]: Discussion of the honorific inscription for
Timaios, high priest of the provincial emperor cult and agonothetes of the Megala
Epinikia and the provincial agon of Asia (Ephesos, after 165 A.D., I.Ephesas 721). E. rejects
D. KNIBBE'S views concerning the expenses for the spectacles mentioned in the inscrip-
tion (cf J. and 1. ROBERT, EE 1977, 417): The provincial Koinon had included the expenses
for the venatianes in its budjet (1. 6-7); however, these expenses were covered by Timaios,
who used the funds of the Koinon for the dedication of <ln object known as 'Victoria
Caesaris' (1. 6; for similar actions cf I.Ephesas 462 add., 702, 3066; according to KNIBBE
Timaios had nothing to do with this dedication). Following a suggestion made by J. und
ROBERT, E. identifies the Victaria Caesaris / NEÎKTj Ko:(cro:poç with the honorific monument
for the Parthian Wars of Lucius Verus. (JM]
80) S. ENSOLI VITTOZZI, l rifomimenti idrici dei santuario cireneo di Apollo dal IV
secolo a.C. alla fine dell'età tolemaica, in Scritti Stucchi, l, p. 79-110 [BE 1997,
704]; Recent excavations have lead to the identification of a monumental fountain in
Kyrene; a building inscription reports that the building was erected when Philothales was
the priest of Apollon (ca. 325; Philothales is known also from SEG IX 11 1. 6; SCir 16). This
dedication initiated a series of monumental dedications made by members of the
Kyrenean elite during their term of office as priests. '[AC]
81) M. FANTUZZI - F. MALTOMINI, Ancora magica in Teoerito (VII 103-114), in
ZPE, 114 (1996), p. 27-29: Simichidas' prayer to Pan (THEOCR., Id. VII 103-115) can be
compared with the magical eùXO:t. The pwcrnKo:t à1telÀo:( (1. 109-115: et il' aÀÀroç vo:ucro:tç...),
show that the prayer resembles a magical ￠ ｹ ｲ ｯ ｹ ｾ ［ a demon is coerced to fulfill a wish (cf
PMG IV 2094-2098, 2065f., 2319, 2329, 2902, V 256; Suppl. Mag. l 45, 9-15; II 94 ii 52;
AUDOLLENT, Defixionum Tabellae 270 1. 21). [AC]
82) Ch. A. FARAONE, Taking the "Nestor's Cup Inscription" Seriously: Erotic Magic
and Conditional Cu;'Ses in the Em'liest Inscribed Hexameters, in CA, 15 (1996),
p. 77-112 [BE 1997, 714J: F. discusses in great detail the analogy between the inscription
on 'Nestor's cup' found in a grave at Pithekoussai (late 8th cent.) and ancient magical
practices [cf. EEGR 1994/95, 377). He argues that the hexametrical couplet (1. 2-3: "who-
ever drinks from this cup, desire for beautifully crowned Aphrodite will seize him
instantly") is a magical incantation, and not a playful allusion to the Homeric poems.
This view is supported by the structure of these verses - analogous to that of conditional
curses -, by the use of the deictic pronoun (l. 2: 'toûile) which implies a performative
utterance, characteristic of magical incantations, by the evidence that hexametrical verse
was commonly used in magical incantations, and by the fact that early Greek thought
could regard erotic seizure as an accursed thing. The first line of the inscription (a trime-
ter?) can either be interpreted as an ordinary owner's inscription ("1 am the cup of Nestor
good for drinking") or, shouid Nestor be identified with the legendary king of Pylos, as a
rubric for the magical incantation of 1. 2-3 (cf analogous rubrics, such as 'the sword of
Dardanos', 'the seal of Solomon', 'the stele of Aphrodite', etc.); the first phrase of the
'Orphic' lamellae of Hipponion and Petelia Ｈ ｍ ｶ ｔ ｪ ｾ ｯ ｣ ｲ ｵ ｶ ｔ ｪ ￧ 't6ile 8pîov, i.e., 'the leaf of Mne-
mosyne') should be also understood as a rubric, referring both to the inscription and to
the object which bears it [however, the reading 8pîov has been rejected by Russo, infra
nO 238]. In his well documented article F. discusses numerous aspects of ancient magic,
such as the use of Homeric verses for magical purposes; the possibility that traditional
language - developed for specific rituals - was employed in Homeric poetry; allusions to
magical practices in the Homeric Hymn ta Demeter (1. 227-230: cf. the many rare words,
such as ￠ ｶ Ｇ ｴ ｨ ｯ ｾ ｯ ｶ Ｌ ｵ ￀ ｯ Ｇ ｴ Ｖ ｾ ｯ ￧ Ｌ ｵ Ｑ ｴ ｯ ｭ ｾ ｶ Ｖ ￧ Ｌ E1tTjÀUcr(Tj, ｅｰｵ｣ｲｾＶ￧ -, the 'incantatory' character of
the verses with repetition of words and sounds, and the similarity of 1. 228 to the magical
incantantion of Phalasarna [l.Cret. II, xix 7; EEGR 1992, 112; 1993/94, 49]); Helen's potion
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in the Odyssey (4, 220-226; cf the self-advertising description of the potion: <pâpfWKOV ...
vl11tEv8Éç t' axo'AOv tE, KaKrov É1ttÂ118ov): the hexametrical incantation attributed to Empe-
dokles (rAMBL., v: Pyth. 113): a still unpublished hexametrical love charm at the Getty
Museum, a few Hnes of which run: "whoever hides in a house of stone the notable letters
of these sacred verses (trov[o '] htEprov ÉnÉrov apt<Jl1fw... YPuflflata) inscribed in tin, they (sc.
wild animais or demons) shall not harm him, however many the broad earth rears or
load-groaning (ayâ<Jtovoç) Amphitrite nourishes in the sea" (Selinous?, mid-4th cent.);
and a magical incantation in a fragment of a papyrus magieal handbook (Abusir el
Melek, lst cent. B.C./A.D., Suppl. Mag. 72). In addition to 'Nestor's cup', there are two
other early cups possibly inscribed with magieal speUs: Ci) the inscription on a 5th cent.
Attie cup in Berlin may be an incantation (or a prayer) to get a beautiful virgin ([EH flOt
yÉVott[o 1tap8Évoç ?]; cf HIPPoNAxfr. 119 West): (ii) the inscription on a kotyle at Eretria
(late 8th cent.: SEC XXXIX 939; cf. EECR 1993/94, 377) may be a hexametrieal incantation
whieh aimed at restraining anger (1. 1: 8UflOKâ[toxov ?D. PAVESE, in/ra n° 211, who gives a
new edition of the text and studies the exact context of the cup's discovery (in the grave
of a young boy of 10-14 years), cornes to different conclusions: The first line (probably a
trimeter) is an ordinary owner's inscription (NÉ<Jtopoç É(fltj) and has nothing to do with
the legendary Nestor. The following hexameters are not il playful allusion to the famous
8É1taç of Nestor (Il. 11, 632-637), but describe the erotic properties of the partieular cup in
the context of the symposion [cf EECR 1994/95, 262], The inscription had probably been
engraved a long time before it was placed in the tomb of the boy by Nestor, its owner -
the boy's father or lover. The inscription on 'Nestor's cup' cannot be regarded as
evidence for the knowledge of the Homerie poetry in Italy in the late 8th cent., but it
provides evidence for the diffusion of epie poetry in Euboia and at Pithekoussai -
contemporary to, but independent from Homer. P. discusses also Aphrodite's epithet
KaÂÂt<JtÉ<pavoç and the expression lflEpoÇ 'A<ppoohl1ç. [AC]
83) F. FERRANDINI TROISI, Bytios, un tearodoeo di Loeri, in MGR, 20 (1996), p. 51-54:
The only testimony for a thearodokos from Lokroi Epizephyrioi is found in a Hst of
Epidaurian thearodokoi (JC IV 12 , 94-95, 1. 41: Bytios). Neither the cult of Asklepios nor
that of Apollon is directly attested at Lokroi (but cf the month name Apellaios); but it
seems that Lokroi maintained relations with the Greek mainland during the 5th and 4th
cent. The name of the Lokrian thearodokos, Bytios, is very rare. It is only attested in an
inscription from Mykene (SEC XI 298, 5th cent.) and in Macedon (SEC XXX 605, 2nd/3rd
cent. A.D.). Bytios of Mykene, who served as a hieromnamon, may be an ancestor of the
Lokrian thearodokos. [ES]
84) E. FONTANI, 1 Vedii di Efeso nell II seeolo DC, in ZPE, 110 (1996), p. 227-237:
Review of the dossier of Ephesian inscriptions whieh concern the prominent family of
the Vedii, discussion of their date, and reconstruction of the family tree in the second
century A.D. Members of this family occupied the offices of the asiarches, panegyriarchos
of the festivals of the Megala Ephesia and Pasithea, agonothetes of the Megala Hadrianea
(for life otà yÉvouç), alytrarches of the Olympia: they also dedicated statues and temples
for the imperial cult, and partieipated actively in the political and religious life of Ephe-
sos. [ES]
85) B. FORSÉN, The Sanetuaty of Zeus Hypsistos and the Date and Construction of
Pnyx III, in Pnyx, p. 47-55: In the light of the epigraphie and archaeologieal evidence
F. argues that the sanctuary of Zeus Hypsistos on the Pnyx was established after the
abandonment of the hill as an assembly place (early Imperial period) [cf EECR 1993/94,
78], [AC]
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86) B. FORSÉN, Griechische Gliederweihungen. Eine Untersuchung zu ihrer Typo-
logie und ihrer religions- und sozialgeschichtlichen Bedeutung (Papers and
Monographs of the Finnish Institute at Athens, 4), Helsinki, 1996 [BE 1998, 62);
F. offers a very useful study of a group of 'anatomical votives': the relief representations of
diseased body parts on stone, found in mainland Greece, the Aegean Islands, and the
Greek colonies of Asia Minor (4th cent. B.C.-2nd cent. A.D.). His catalogue includes 171
reliefs representing sick parts of the body (eyes, hands, arms, legs, genitals, breasts); most
dedications (111 pieces) are known from various sanctuaries in Attika, primarily from the
Asklepieion (49 pieces) and the sanctuaries of Zeus Hypsistos (23 pieces) and Aphrodite
at Dafni (9 pieces); another major group are the still unpublished dedications found
recently in the sanctuary of Artemis Kyparissia in Sparta (16 pieces) (cf. EBGR 1994/95,
201] and the 16 votives known from various sites on Paros. Isolated attestations are
known from other sites in the Peloponnese CEpidauros and Kalamata), Thessaly (Deme-
trias, Pherai, Gonnoi), Macedon (Velbendos), the islands (Mytilene, Samos, Kos, Rhodes,
Delos, Melos, Crete), and coastal cities of Asia Minor (Ilion, Pergamon, and Smyrna).
Most anatomical votives were inscribed (no new texts). According to the dedicatory
formulae, the dedications were made in fulfillment of vows Ｈ ｅ ｕ ｘ ｾ ｖ Ｚ 1.1, 7, 10, 22, 24,38,41,
43,48-49; 6.1; 7.2; 8.1, 3-12, 14, 16-19, 23; 9.11; 10.1-2; 12.1; 14; 23.1-2; 24.1; 25.1; 29.3; 30.1; 31.1-
2; 32.4; 33.1; EUÇaIlEvoç!TJ: 1.47; 18.1; 19.1), in expression of gratitude Ｈ ｅ ｵ ｸ ｡ ｰ ｴ ｣ ｲ ｴ ｾ ｰ ｬ ｏ ｖ Ｚ 1.36;
29.2; 33.1; EuXaptcrtÔl: 8.20; XaptsollÉVTJ: 11.1; XaptV tEUçaç: 19.1), usualy after a cure (cf. 10.2:
8Epa1tEU8dç; 13.1: sanlls; 16.1: tUXÔlcra; 18.1: KatatUxoûcra); sorne dedications were made for
a family member (1.1, 40, 47; 32.5). The diseased part of the body is mentioned only in
one case (21.1: tÔ[v o<p8aÎ.,llov?D. The inscriptions are most commonly addressed to Askle-
pios (Athens: 1.5, 7, 10, 22, 32, 38, 47; 2.2; 12.1), Asklepios Epekoos (10.1), Asklepios and
Hygieia (Athens: 1.24, 39, 48-49; 9.12; Samos: 29.1; Melos: 33.1-2), Asklepios Hypataios and
Hygieia (paros: 29.2), Asklepios Soter and Hygieia (Athens: 1,40); other recipients of dedi-
cations include the Athenian heroes Amynos (2.4) and Iatros (3.1), Artemis Dynatera
(Crete: 34.1), Artemis Kalliste (Athens: 5.1), Artemis Kyparissia (Sparta: 14.1-6), Aphrodite
(Athens: 11.1-4; Samos: 25.1), Artemis Kolenis Epekoos (Athens: 6.1), Athena (Mytilene:
21.1), Eileithyia (Paros: 31.1, 2), Herakles Pankrates (Athens: 7.2), Kore (Smyrna: 23.1-2),
the Nymphs (Paros: 30.1), Zeus (Kalamata: 16.1), Zeus Hypsistos (Athens: 8.2, 6, 14, 19; cf.
Hypsistos: 8.1, 3, 7-9; 11-14, 17-18; Theos Hypsistos: 8.16, 23), Theoi Epekooi (Velbendos:
19.1), and an anonymous Theos (Paros: 32.4). F. gives a critical edition of the texts (with
several emendations). In the systematic discussion of the material F. summarizes the basic
characteristics of the stone anatomical votives (material, form, size, decoration, colors,
manner of display, inscriptions), presents useful statistics for the body parts represented
in them, discusses their geographical and chronological distribution, and compares them
with other types of anatomical dedications (metal and terracotta votives, reliefs, sculpture
in the round, painting). The preponderance of the Attic material suggests that this parti-
cular type of anatomical votive originates in Athens, probably in the period of the flou-
rishing sculptors workshops (5th/4th cent.). They were usually dedicated to divinities
which presided over birth and women (Aphrodite, the Nymphs, Demeter and Kore) or
protected health, in general (Asklepios, Amynos, Heros Iatros, Amphiaraos, Zeus, Hera-
kles, Apollon, Athena). This material does not support the view that certain deities were
'specialized' in the cure of particular diseases or that the dedicants of anatomical votives
came only from the lower social strata. [AC]
87) J.M. FOSSEY, 'HpaK:wv, in Boeotla Antiqua V, p. 71-90: The theophoric name
'HpaKwv is attested almost exclusively in a particular region of Central Greece, around
Mts Kithairon, Pastra, and Parnes (Attika, Megaris, Eastern and Central Boiotia, Eretria,
Chalkis, a few attestations in Delphi, Aitolia, and Lokris); in this region, the cult of Hera
was very important, especially in Plataia (cf the festival Daidala). F. wonders whether this
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distribution of the name suggests an origin predating the dialectal divisions, Le., the
migrations of the late Bronze Age. [AC]
88) ].-1. FOURNET, Inscriptions grecques inédites de la rive ouest d'Assouan. Du
nouveau sur le colosse chantant de Memnon ?, in BIFAO, 96 (996), p. 143-170: Ed.
pr. of graffiti engraved in the stone quaries of Gabal G'ulab, on the west bank of Assouan.
Two of them are designated as 1tpoo"KûVrll-HX 0, 6, early 3rd cent. A.D.) [on the meaning of
the word see EBGR 1994/95, 29]. The signature of Prepelaos (5, early 3rd cent.) is followed
by the designation xaÀKEùç MÉl!vrov ("smith of Memnon"?); Prepelaos was possibly
employed for the restoration of the 'colossus of Memnon', one of the main attractions of
tourists and pilgrims in Roman Egypt [for these visits cf T.C. BRENNAN, The Poets Julia
Balbilla and Dama at the C%SSUS ofMemnon, in cnv, 91 (998), p. 215-234]. [AC]
89) D.H. FRENCH, Amasian Notes 4. CuIts and Divinities: The Epigraphie Evidence,
in BA, 26 (996), p. 87-98 [BE 1997, 602]: Review of the inscriptions whieh attest cuIts at
Amaseia (Aither Alexiehalazos: 5-7; Apollon, Artemis, and Leto: 3; Demeter and Kore: 4;
Herakles: 16; Meter Theon: 4; Miloxenos: 18; the Nymphs: 20; Pylon: 21; Theos Epekoos: 17;
Theos Hypsistos: 19; Zeus Bobeomenos: 8; Zeus Disabeites: 9; Zeus Epikarpios: 4; Zeus
Omanes, possibly of Persian origin: 15; Zeus Sarapis: 10; Zeus Stratios, whose cult had
been promoted by Mithridates VI: 11-14, Iuppiter Optimus Maximus Augustus: 1; Fortuna
Augustorum: 2). Ed. pr. of several inscriptions of the Imperial period: Dedieations to
Herakles (16), MtÀoçT\vOç SEOÇ ￈Ｑｴｾｋｏｏￇ (8) [e. BRIXHE, BE 1997, 602 tentatively suggests an
(originally Ionie) form MT\MçEtvoç], Pylon (21, ['tJéP l!EyaÀrp 1 [K]at È1tT\KÔ 1[rp]SEIp IIu 1 [À]roVt ...
1 [E]ùxaptO"'tMpt]ov), Theos Epekoos 07, Eùçal!EVoç àvÉST\Ka), Theos Hypsistos 09, o"roSetç ÈK
l!EyaÀrov KIVOÛVroV), Zeus BOPT\Ol!EVÔÇ CS, ｅ￙ｘｾｖＩＬ Zeus ilwapEÎ'tT\ç àÀEçîKaKoç (9, an altar dedi-
cated by a Pontarches), Zeus Ol!avT\ç (5), Zeus Stratios (11, an altar, XaplV = ｸ｡ｰｴｯＢＧｴｾｰｴｯｶＩＬ
and the Fortuna Augustorum (2, KupEÎrov TUXT\); two markers (?) of a temenos of AiSi]p
'AÀEçtxaÀaçoç (6-7, cf 5). [AC]
90) D.H. FRENCH, Amasian Notes 5. The Temenos of Zeus Stratios at Yassiçal, in
BA, 27 (1996), p. 75-92: F. studies the topography and function of a temenos of Zeus
Stratios at Ebimi/Yassiçal, whieh has been known since 1900. The temenos had as its
focal point an altar, whieh is represented on the coins of Amaseia. F. argues that a group
of 34 inscriptions found there (see the catalogue in p. 83-86) name the regions into whieh
the territory of Amaseia was divided. These stones were arranged round the altar and
served as assembly points of these regions during the celebration of an important
ceremony, whieh cannot be determined. The temenos of Zeus Stratios must have played
an important role in the civie life of Amaseia. [AC]
91) D.H. FRENCH, The Site of Barata and Routes ln the Konya Plain, in BA, 27
(1996), p. 93-114: Brief discussion of an inscription at Kizikale (province of Konya,
p. 95f.). The enigmatie text Kpa'tEpoç 'Epl!OKpa'tou tEpEÙÇ È1tMT\O"E, Le., "Krateros, son of
Hermokrates, priest, leaped (from here)", is written near the outlines of feet (SEG XXXVI
1235 bis, Hellenistie period?). The text either records an event (Krateros made a deliberate
leap) [a ritual dance?] or is a comment on an early Iron Age relief whieh shows king
Hartapus. [AC]
92) F. FRISONE, Una legislazlone funeraria a Gortina?, in StAnt, 8 (1995), p. 55-68
[SEG XLV 1246, 1279, 1286]: An analysis of four inscriptions whieh had been associated
with Gortynian funerary legislation, justifies strong doubts on whether these texts were
part of a legislation aiming primarily at regulating the funerary rites. The word 1tpÔSEcrtÇ in
f.Cret. IV 22 B (KOERNER, Gesetzestexte 124, ca. 600-525) does not refer to the laying out
of a corpse, but to legal actions. f.Cret. IV 72 col. III 37-40 (KOERNER, Gesetzestexte 167, ca.
450) is concerned with questions of inheritance. Impurity and purification is the main
concern of the other two texts CI. Cret. IV 46 B 6-14 = KOERNER, Gesetzestexte 137, ca. 500-
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450: transportation of corpses through private property; I.Cret. IV 76 B = KOERNER,
Cesetzestexte 150, ca. 450-400: the performance of rites of purification by the heirs of the
deceased person). [AC]
93) R. GARLAND, Strategies of Religious Intimidation and Coercion in Classical
Athens, in Religon and Power, p. 91-99: G. examines based on Iiterary sources and epi-
graphic material (i) strategies available to religious officiaIs and institutions, (il) strategies
available to the demos, (ili) divine retribution invoked by the demos, and (Iv) divine
retribution administered by the gods in Classical Athens, excluding chthonic religion and
aIl forms of religion which were not subsidised at least in part by the state. He suggests
that in ca. 400 B.C., after the great plague and the defeat in the Peloponnesian War, the
Athenian gods were not in the best of health; the state gods were experiencing a tempo-
rary decline. (TM]
94) 1. GASPERINI, Note di epigrafia cirenea, in Scritti Stucchi, J, p. 143-156 [BE 1997,
705]: A dedicatory epigram by Hermesandros, commemorating the sacrifice of 120 cows
during a festival of Artemis, survives in two copies (Seir 161-162; SEC XXXVIII 1898); the
two texts were not written on two separate monuments; the later text (3rd/2nd cent.) is a
renewal of the original dedicatory inscription of the late 4th cent.; Hermesançlros may be
identified with a Kyrenean magistrate, possibly an ｾ ｰ ｯ ｮ ｹ ｭ ｯ ｵ ｳ priest of Apollon (p. 143-
148). [AC]
95) Ph. GAUTHIER, Bienfaiteurs du gymnase au Létôon de Xanthos, in REG, 109
(996), p. 1-34 [BE 1997, 566]: Ed. pl. of two honorific decrees found in the Letoon of
Xanthos. The first decree is dated (1. 1-5) with reference to the reign of Antiochos III and
his son Antiochos (196 B.e.), the high priest of the dynastic cult (In the Seleucid
kingdom) Nikanor (appointed in 209 B.e.; cf SEC XXXVII 1010 = EECR 1987, 67), the city
priest of the kings ('trov ｾ｡｡ｴￂＮ￉｣ｯｶＩ - elected annually -, and the city priest npà nDÂ.Ecoç
('devant la ville') - probably appointed for Iife (discussion of these offices in p. 5f.). The
neoi of Xanthos honor the gymnasiarchos Lyson with the erection of a bronze statue O.
34-40) and with the dedication of two altars in the gymnasion (1. 40-47). One of the altars
was dedicated to Zeus Soter; Lyson or his representative were to offer sacrifices to Zeus
on this altar as long as Lyson Iived. This is the first attestation of the cult of Zeus Soter in a
gymnasion; the establishment of this cult should be seen in the context of recent wars
and destructions, alluded to in the decree (p. 23-27). The second altar was erected fol' the
cult of Lyson (lOÛ Auacovoç ['toû EUEpyÉlOU ?, or rather 'toû K'tta'tou?]). Annual sacrifices were
to be offered there by the gymnasiarchos; the association of the neoi was to offer the
sacrificial animaIs, two (?) three years old oxen; the funds were specified in the lost part
of the inscription. Cultic honors were often offered to benefactors in gymnasia, e.g., to
Diogenes in Athens, Diodoros Pasparos in Pergamon, Athenaios in Kolophon, and
Anticharis at Kyaneai (p. 20-23). This decree provides important evidence for the
importance of the gymnasion in the public and cultic Iife of the Hellenistic cities (p. 7-
15). Another unpublished fragment refers to sacrifices in the gymnasion and mentions
expenses and Ｇ ｴ ｰ ｡ ｙ ｛ ｾ ｦ Ａ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ＼ ｘ ｝ ('friandises'), probably in the context of a festival (p. 8f., late
Hellenistic period). A second, fragmentary, decree (1st cent. B.e.) was issued by the neoi
of Kandyba (?) for a benefactor (p. 27-32). Il is dated with reference to an eponymous
priest O. 2). The decree was erected in the Letoon, because it served as a federal Lykian
sanctuary from the mid-2nd cent. B.e. onwards. [AC]
96) D. GEAGAN, Who was Athena?, in Religion in the Ancient world, p. 145-164: G.
explores the dedicatory practices on the Athenian Acropolis in (I) the Archaic and
Classical period, (Ii) the 4th cent., and (Iii) the Roman period, by examining the
inscriptions on marble dedicatory bases (691 inscriptions). 395 votive monuments of the
Archaic and Classical period have been found on the Acropolis (vs. only 18 monuments
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at Eieusis recorded in lG 12). G. focuses on the formulaie language of the dedieatory
inscriptions: The votive offering is often described as u1taPXT] or OEK(X1:11; 29 dedieations
indieate that they were made in fulfillment of a vow (ElJXT]V, EÙXOllEVOÇ, EùÇUllEVOÇ). The
offering is most commonly caHed an ayaÂlla. Some of the dedieants were members of
land-owning families, others identify themselves as craftsmen (esp. potters, 2 fuHers, 1
tanner, 1 architect, 1 shipbuilder, 1 scribe, 1 washerwoman, 2 kithara-players). Families
are involved in several dedieations. Vietors in athletie and poetie agons dedieated their
prizes on the Acropolis. War booty and thanks-giving offerings after a vietorious war
couId be dedieated both publicly and privately; two monuments were set up by Athenian
colonists. Many Athenians thanked the goddess for prosperity. The name of the goddess -
in the dative - is preserved in over haIf of the inscriptions from the Archaie and Classieal
period; usuaHy, she is addressed with the name Athena or 'the goddess'; only very few
dedications address Athena with an elaborate nomenclature - aH but four are metrieal
inscriptions. In this period, the Acropolis seems to be an aH purpose sanctuary whieh
attracted public and private cult. In the 4th cent., new cuits attracted types of monuments
whieh attest personal devotion; in this period, more than twice as many votive offerings
are preserved from the Asklepieion as from the post Classieal Acropolis. In the 4th cent.
Athena is addressed with the epithet Ergane, whieh is' not used after the end of the
century. The epithet Polias occurs in the inscriptions in the 3rd cent. and is hencefarth
used continualy. In the Roman Period, twice as many statues of Athenians were set up at
Eleusis as on the Acropolis. The shrine of the Eleusinian Goddesses seems to have repla-
ced the Acropolis as a cult place prefered by the elite. Almost half of the known statues
of Romans were set up in the lst cent. B.C. and A.D. The majority of statues of members
of the Roman imperial family on the Acropolis were set up in the period of the Julio-
Claudian dynasty, those at Eleusis in the 2nd cent. About two thirds of the statues of
members of foreign dynastie families were set up on the Acropolis. The number of
statues of Romans and members of the imperial family on the Acropolis decreased in the
2nd cent.; the Antonine emperors preferred Eleusis. By the 3rd cent. only 10 statues of any
type can be attributed to the Acropolis. IjM]
97) G. GIANGRANDE - H. WHITE, On the Olphic Cult in Not1hern Greece, in Parnas-
sos, 35 (993), p. 464-474 [SEG XLV 632]: Discussion of the evidence for the Orphic/
Dionysiac cult in Thessaly in the light of the literary sources and the 'Orphie' lamellae.
The literary traditions whieh connected Orpheus with Northern Greece have been
confirmed by the discovery of the 'Orphie' leaves of Thessaly, in Pharsalos (SEG XXXIII
410) and Pelinna (SEG XXXVII 497) [see now also supra nO 40], The epigraphie evidence
shows the syncretistie character of the Orphie cult, whieh incarporated Orphie, Diony-
siac, and Pythagorean elements. The cult was highly uniform, possessing a doctrinal con-
tent and fixed ritual farmulae. A central doctrine was the belief that the devotee becomes
a god at the moment of his death. G.-W. discuss three questions related to the lamellae of
Pelinna: (i) The hexameters contain one dactyl to many; the dactylic heptameter,
common in inscriptional poetry, probably originates in cultic poetry. (ii) The three
animaIs mentioned in the text (kid, bull, ram) represent forms assumed by Dionysos; the
ward yuÂa in the formula ｾ ｰ ｉ ＼ ｪ ＾ ｏ ￇ Èç yuÂa ｾＱｴｮｅ￧ does not denote real milk, but the ascen-
sion of the devotee to the Milky Way (cf EURIP., Hel. 1013: Eiç uSuvœtov aiSÉp' ÈIl1tEcreOv; cf
the 'Orphie' text from Thourioi: tllEpl0Û ￈Ｑｴ￉ｾ｡ｶ alE<j>uvoU) [cf EBGR 1994/95, 148], Oii) The
initiation of women was possible, probably under the influence of the Dionysiac
mysteries. [AC]
98) Z. GOCEVA, Les monuments funéraires avec des images de cavaliers du littoral
occidental de la Mer Noire, in Tranquillitas, p. 229-241: G. compares the ieono-
graphy of dedications to the Thracian rider god with that of funerary monuments with
representations of riders, in the west coast of the Black Sea (Odessos: eeET 1 nOs 50-61;
Septemvriizi: eeETI n° 1; Viniza: eeETI n° 12; Kameniza: eeETI nO 15; Apollonia: eeETI
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nO 170). The funeralY monuments adopted elements from the iconography of the rider
god (e.g., phiale, altar, snake); the inscriptions on the monuments indicate that the popu-
lation which dedicated them was only superficially Hellenized. [AC]
99) F. GRAF, Pompai in Greece. Some Considerations about Space and Ritual in
tbe Greek Polis, in The Role ofReligion, p. 55-65: G. distinguishes between two types
of processions, those going towards the civic and religious centers (centripeta!) and those
starting from the center to reach a place in the periphery (centrifuga!), making use of the
iconography, the literary sources, and inscriptions concerning the Milesian procession to
Didyma (LSAM 50) [cf infra nO 114], the Athenian pompe to the Bendideion in Piraeus
(IC H2 1283), the pompe in Antiocheia on Pyramos from the political center to the Altar
of Homonoia (LSAM 81), and the Eleusinian pompe (IC H2 1006, 1008, 1011, 1028, 1078,
1092). (TM]
100) A.]. GRAHAM, Reuiew of M.N. Jameson - D.R. Jordan - RD. Kotansky, A Lex
Sacra from Selinous, Durbam, 1993, in Pboenix, 49 (1995), p. 366-367: For G.'s
views see supra n° 45. [AC]
101) L.-M. GÜNTHER, Eine familienstolze Hydropboren-Muttet:· Die Tantenscbaft
der Julia Hostilia Rbeso (IuDidyma 372), in Tycbe, 11 (1996), p. 113-121: Distingui-
shed relatives are often mentioned in the honorific inscriptions for the Milesian hydro-
phoroi at Didyma, in order to underscore the reputation of the girls' family (IvDidyma
307-388). Unusual in the honorific inscription for an anonymous hydrophoros (IvDidyma
372, early 3rd cent. A.D.) is that her mother, Julia Hostilia Rheso, mentions the fact that
she was the aunt of a prominent man, Diodotos, a member of the family of the Julii
Antipatri. Diodotos undertook many litourgies and served as archon, sitones, and
ltpocr'ttX't'1ç lOÛ SEOÛ (1. 10-16). Julia Hostilia Rheso herself was the daughter of the high
priest Julius Theophilos, grand daughter of Apellaios Zosimos, who served as prophetes,
agonothetes of the Megala Didymeia and Kommodeia, and panegyriarchos, and mother
of a pyrophoros. (TM]
102) W. GÜNTHER, Didymea Reperta: Zu zwei wiedergefundenen Inscbriften, in
MDAI(I) , 46 (1996), p. 245-250 [BE 1997, 508]: G. republishes (with corrections) two
inscriptions from Didyma, which were known from early, partly inaccurate copies and
were rediscovered recent/y. The first text is the inscription of the hydrophoros Lenis
(IvDidyma 342, 38 B,C.); during her term of office Antonius and Octavian restored the old
constitution of Miletos. The second text is an honorific inscription erected by the
agonothetai (of the Didymeia) for the victor in [ÈYK]ÔlJllOV (not (TIavt]ÔlvlOv; IvDidyma 200,
2nd cent. A.D.). [AC]
103) c. HABICHT, Divine Honours for King Antigonus Gonatas in Atbens, in Scripta
Classica Israelica, 15 (1996), p. 131-134 [BE 1997, 212]: A recent epigraphic find at
Rhamnous (SEC XLI 75 = EECR 1991, 182) shows that - contrary to a widespread view -
Antigonos Gonatas did receive divine worship (tcrOSEOt 1tJlaO in Athens; the cult was
probably established in ca. 255. Antigonos Gonatas is certainly the king mentioned as
recipient of a sacrifice in another decree of Rhamnous (ISE 25, 236/235: etç Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｶ Sucrtav 'trov
NEJlEcrlrov Kat 'tOÛ ｾ｡｣ｲｴｉＮＮ￉ｲｯ￧ＩＮ Thus, there is no reason to doubt that Antigonos Soter,
recipient of sacrifices on los (IC XII Suppl. 168), is Antigonos Gonatas (and not Antigonos
Monophthalmos). [AC]
104) C. HABICHT, Iulia Kalliteknos, in MH, 53 (1996), p. 51-54 [BE 1997, 5331: The
statue of Kalliteknia, mentioned in a dedicatory inscription from Euromos [EECR
1993/94, 73; SEC XLIII 71 Il should be associated with Iulia, the daughter of Augustus [cf
c. BRIXHE, in EE 1995, 525). The fact that the priest of her Kal..l..t1EKVla served also as the
priest for the cult of the Dioskouroi shows that the word Kal..l..t1EKVla does not refer to the
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fact that Julia gave birth to four children, bur specificaly to the fact that she had given
birth to the two heirs of Augustus, Caius and Lucius Caesar. Two further dedications to
Iulia because of her )WÂ,Â,11EKVlO: are known from Priene (J.Priene 225) and Halasarna on
Kos (unpublished, cf R. HERZOG, in HZs, 125, 1922, p. 217 with note 2). In an inscription
from Eresos on Lesbos (JG XII 2, 537) Iulia is identified with Venus Genetrix, and thus she
is placed on the same level as the divine ancestor of the gens Julia. Ali these inscriptions
belong to the period before Julia's exile (2 AD.). A Hellenistic parallel is provided by an
honorific inscription for Apollonis, queen and queen-mother at Pergamon (GGIS 308, ca.
175-150), in which the attribute Kalliteknos is used - an allusion to the two heirs to the
throne, Eumenes II and Attalos II. [ES]
105) C. HABICHT, Neue Inschriften aus Kos, in ZPE, 112 (1996), p. 85-94 [BE 1997,
433]: Review of M. SEGRE, Iscrizioni di Cos, Rome 1993 (published posthumously, cf EBGR
1993/94, 219) with remarks on many inscriptions. CD The lex sacra concerning the cult of
Aphrodite Pandemos (ED 178) should be dated to the period after the earthquake of 198
B.e. (cf 1. 31f.). (iD ED 180 (Statute for the priest of Herakles Kallinikos): The prostates
Eukarpos, son of Kleonikos (ED 180), belongs to the same family as the Koan trierarch
KÂ,[EO]V1KOÇ EÙ[Kâp]ltou (JG XII 8, 260. 1. 5-6: 82 B.e.), who probably also purchased the
priesthood of Adrasteia and Nemesis (ED 62 B). (iH) The mystai in a list of mystai found
at Samothrace (F. SALVIAT, in BCR, 86, 1962, p. 275 n° 4) are Koans, as can be inferred
from the names of two Koan citizens mentioned in ED 202 1. 8-9. [ES]
106) AS. HALL - N.P. MILNER - J.J. COULTON, The Mausoleum of Licinnia Flavilla
and Flavianus Diogenes of Oinoanda: Epigraphy and Architecture, in AS, 46
(1996), p. 111-144 [BE 1997, 562]: New finds permit a new reconstruction of the mauso-
leum of the family of Licinnia Flavilla and Flavianus Diogenes at Oinoanda (late 2nd cent.
AD.). Apart from the famous genealogical inscription on the east front of the monument,
new and rediscovered fragments demonstrate that further genealogical inscriptions co-
vered the north and west front. On the east front were the local ancestors of Licinnia
Flavilla and Flavianus Diogenes; the new finds of the north front illustrate the genealogy
of Flavia Platonis from Kibyra, an ancestor of Licinnia Flavilla; according to this inscrip-
tion, which was left incomplete, Platonis was a descendant of the legendary Spartan
heroes Amyklas and Kleandros. On the west front were the names of further ancestors of
both Flavilla and Diogenes, focusing on their relatives in other cities - including persons
who served as Asiarchai and Lykiarchai (col. II a 5-6; c 15, 19f.; d 110. UM]
107) M. HAMDI SAYAR, Weihung an den FlujSgott Kalykadnos, in ArkDerg, 2 (1994),
p. 121-122: Ed. pr. of a dedication to BEaç lt01O:J.laç Ko:Â,UKO:OVOÇ in fulfillment of a vow
(Seleukeia on the Kalykadnos, Kilikia, 2nd/3rd cent,). The river-god Kalykadnos was
hitherto known only from coins. [AC]
108) J.R HARRIS, Mithras at Hermopolis and Memphis, in Archaeological Research
in Egypt, p. 169-176: H. observes that currently Roman Mithraism can only be documen-
ted with any degree of certainty at two Egyptian sites: Hermopolis Magna and Memphis.
The lower part of a sizeable marble roundel (late 2nd cent. A.D., Archaologisches
Seminar, Münster) preserves what is clearly a portion of the Mithraic tauroctony (a lion, a
vessel, nine altars). Ir may have come from Hermopolis, although it has no recorded pro-
venance other than Egypt. However, the style and the dedicant's name (apparently
Zandys) suggest a Thraco-Danubian origin. UM]
109) M.W.C. HASSALL - RS.O. TOMLIN, Roman Britain in 1995, II. Inscriptions, in
Britannia, 27 (1996), p. 439-457: Ed. pr. of a defixio (in Latin) found at the temple of
Mercury on West Hill CUley, Gloucestershire, Britain, n° 1) [cf EBGR 1994/95, 159]. The
lead sheet preserves the following text: "The sheet (of lead) which is given to Mercury
(carta qu(a)e Mercurio donatUlJ, that he exact vengeance (ut ultionem requirat) for the
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gloves which have been lost; that he take blood and health (ut illi sangu(in)em [eJt
sanitatem tolla[t]) from the person who has stolen them; that he provide what we ask
(rogamus) the god Mercury L..] as quickly as possible for the person who has taken these
gloves" (3rd cent. A.D.). For Britain, this is the first explicit instance of a curse tablet being
called carta and the first attestation of the phrase u/tionem requiràt in a defixio. The
formula sanguinem et sanitatem tollat is transliterated into Greek letters in another, still
unpublished, text from the same temple (toilas illi medullas, sanguem, an imam). Ed. pI.
of a uterine phylactery found at West Deeping, Lincolnshire (l0); the lead tablet was roled
up: "Womb, l say to you, stay in your place L..J has given too you. l adjure you by Iaro, and
by Sabaro, and by Adronai, not to hold onto the side; but stay in your place, and not hurt
Cleuomedes (?) daughter of AL ..]" (4th cent. A.D.). "The spell is prompted by the ancient
belief that the womb is a separate living creature liable to move about a woman's body
and cause her various illnesses" (p. 444) [to the bibliography on uterine magic given by
H.-T. add: EECR 1989, 103; 1991, 78; 1994/95, 387]. [AC]
110) M.B. HATZOPOULOS, 'H :1.arpda rfjç 8eâç Mâç ŒdJV "EowŒa, in Edessa, p. 125-
132 [SEG XLV 745, 749-750]: H. republishes with new readings an inscription of Edessa
containing a dedication of U1tE1tOlKto: [an annexe to the main cult building] and cr'toal to
Ma àVlKTJ'tOÇ (SEC XII 315 A, 211/212 A.D.) and a manumission record addressed to Meter
Theon (SEC XII 315 B, 239/240 A.D.). According tO the new readings, Ma and Meter
Theon were worshipped in Edessa in the same sanctuary (contra J. and L. ROBERT, EE
1977, 210); Ma was possibly identified with Meter Theon. According to another manumis-
sion record found in the same sanctuary and addressed to Ilap8évoç (SEC XLIII 388, ca.
200-150 B.C.), Ma was also worshipped as a virgin goddess; the fact that the dedicated
slave was a Syrian woman suggests that Ma Parthenos may have been assimilated with
Dea Syria (cf PS.-LUCIAN, Asinus 34; ApULEIUS, Metam. VIII, 25). In another building
inscription from the area of Beroia (SEC XLIII 385, 173/174 A.D.) H. restores ['tà a]v(E)'ta
Mi?: Ka'tEcrK[EûacrEv] (cf EE 1994, 401); the word avna designates the parts of the sanctuary
which were accessible to the worshippers. If the stone's original provenance is the sanc-
tuary of Meter Theon Autochthon at Leukopetra, this text would also attest the joint
worship of Ma and Meter Theon. The cult of Ma in Macedonia probably predates the
coming of the Greeks; it was la ter brought to Asia Minor by the Phrygians. The Macedo-
nians assimilated Ma with Artemis, Demeter, Meter Theon, Pasikrata, En(n)odia, and
Parthenos, and her consort with Dionysos, Zeus/Dionysos, and Zeus Hypsistos. The
revival of the old cult of Ma in the late Hellenistic and Imperial period may be due both
to the popularity of Anatolian cuits and to the rise of lower social strata of pre-Hellenic
origin after the collapse of the Macedonian ruling class. [On the cult of Ma see also
A. BOUSBOUKIS, 'H Mâ "MT/'tépa" ŒrT1V "E8ecrcra Iml ràv eupûu:po paTœ80V1K:à XilJpo, in Edessa,
p. 111-124]. [AC]
111) H. HEINEN, Rome et le Bosphore: Notes épigraphiques, in CCG, 7 (996), p. 81-
101: H. discusses the contac'ts between the Kingdom of Bosporos and Rome from the
Augustan period to late antiquity. Dedicatory inscriptions (CIRE 38, 978, 1046) to the
deified Augustus and Livia by Queen Dynamis or to king Ti. Julius Rheskouporis, the
"descendant of Herakles Eumolpos Poseidon" (CIRE 53, A.D. 215/16) show the existing
bonds with Rome and the degree of acculturation of Greek, Roman, and local elements.
To these elements H. adds furthermore the Jewish aspect, by discussing two inscriptions
reated to the synagogue: a manumission record (CIRE 70, A.D. 81) and a dedication for
Theos Hypsistos (CIRE 64, A.D. 30617), in which the dedicant repaired the Ｑ ｴ ｰ ｏ ｣ ｲ ｅ ｕ ｘ ｾ in
fulfillment of a vow. [ES]
112) F. HEINTZ, A Greek Situer Phylactety in the MacDaniel Collection, in ZPE, 112
(996), p. 295-300 [BE 1998, 77]: Ed. pr. of a Greek phylactery of 60 lines written on a
silver lamella (4th c. A.D. or later), with no use of magical charakteres. The text is divided
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into two main sections. A series of voees magieae, divine names, and series of vowels
take up almost two thirds of the text (1. 1-36). The 0ro8ro-Iogos of this section seems to be
made up of 36 OVÔ"HX"ta; their number is probably related to the 36 decans of the Zodiac.
Ancient medical astrology assigned each part of the human body to the tutelage of a
particular decan. The 36 names in this phylactery are invoked to protect "each part of the
body of Thomas" O. 52-54). The second part O. 37-60) contains a prayer for protection
against witchcraft, sorcery, curse tablets, the spirits of the dead, and every evil thing (a.yw
Ka(t) icrxupà Kat ouva"tà ovôlla"ta "tà Ｂｴｾ￧ llEyaÂ-TJç 'AvuYKTJç, ｯｷＢｴｴｰｾ｣ｲ｡Ｂｴｅ Kat OtwpUMça"tE u1tà
1tuO'T]ç YOE"ttaç Kat <pawaKtaç Kat Ka"ta8ecrlllrov [a new word] Kat uroprov Kat ｾｅｴ￉ｲｯｖ Kat 1tav"tàç
KaKOÛ 1tpuYlla"toç "tà crolla Kat ＢｴｾＨｖＩ ｜ｪｉｕｘｾｶＩ on behalf of Thomas, son of Maxima. Unusual in
this prayer is the fact that although the text was ment as a protective device against curse
tablets (1. 45-46), it deliberately replicates the language of the defixiones O. 9, 30-33, 46-48,
52-53, 56-60). The sequence of names O. 1-36) is not the one normally expected in a phy-
lactery, since it contains several elements of aggressive, chthonic magic. Among the metal
amulets known so far, this phylactery offers the longest parallel to the magical papyri (cf
the analogy between 1. 1-36 and PGM XIX a, 6-9). (JM]
113) W. HELD, Gergakome in Karien. SUlVey 1994, in AST, XIII.2, p. 51-70 [BE 1997,
529]: Description of the sanctuary at Gergakome in Karia, its temple (previously inter-
preted as a grave), and the inscriptions engraved on the rocks and the buildings; the finds
include a statue of Kybele. The rock inscriptions fEpya, fEpyaç, fEpya KrollTJ (in one case
fEpya ENBOAO) possibly defined the borders of the sanctuary; the name Gergas (a
divinity?) is also written on two buildings (probably springs). The sanctuary was Jounded
in the 2nd/3rd cent., in a period characterized by the renaissance of old cuits. [AC]
114) A. HERDA, Von Milet naeh Didyma. Eine griechische Prozessionsstrafle in archai-
scher Zeit, in Grieehisehe Heiligttïmer, p. 133-152: H. studies the course and the organisa-
tion of the procession from Miletos to Didyma, for which important information is
provided by the lex sacra of the molpoi (LSAM 50, 450/49). H. identifies the five 1tpocr-
É"tatpOt mentioned in this text (1. 1-4, cf 1. 7) with representatives of the five demes (cf
N. ROBERTSON, Government and Society at Miletus, 525-442 B.e., in Phoenix, 41, 1987,
p. 356-398), who led the procession together with the aisymnetes. The Karian Argasa and
Teichioussa were Milesian demes from the 5th cent. onwards; the participation, on an
equal basis, of Greeks and Karians in the organisation of the pompe underscores the
unity of a population with a different origin. Apollon, a god worshipped both by Greeks
and Karians, served this purpose particularly weil. (JM]
115) A. HERRMANN - A. VAN DEN HOECK, in A Passion for Antiquities, p. 316-318: Ed.
pr. of a bronze statuette of a Lar. The inscription on the base designates it as the Lar
(rEVlrp) of the praetorian soldier Aurelius Valerius (Rome?, 3rd cent. A.D.). [AC]
116) P. HERRMANN, Eine Mosaikinsebrift aus Milet, in ArkDmg, 2 (994), p. 89-97: H.
examines the equivocal evidence for the existence of the office of a pompaios strategos,
responsible for processions, in Miletos and Smyrna. [AC]
117) P. HERRMANN, Mystenverein in Sardeis, in Cbiron, 26 (996), p. 315-348 [BE
1997, 163; 1998, 371l: The only attestation of associations of mystai in Sardeis was an
inscription (Sm'dis VU, 17) in which the word ｬ ｬ ｵ ｣ ｲ Ｂ ｴ ｾ ｐ ｴ ｯ ｖ is used twice in the sense of a
"fraternity-hall of the mystai", with regard to an unknown ass,ociation and an association
for the cult of Attis; an inscription, mentioned by F. POLLAND (Geschichte des griechi-
schen Vereinswesens, Leipzig, 1909, p. 39) should be attributed to Tralleis, and not Sardeis.
To this evidence H. adds five new inscriptions: (i) An inscription in honor of Asklepiades,
who died while still in his puberty, was dedicated by the llûcr'Wt of an unknown god 0,
Imperial period). (ii) A dedication of the mystai of Apollon (2, Ist cent. A.D.) is probably
related to the cult of Apollon IIÂ-EuPllVÔÇ, whose cult and mysteries are attested in three
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further inscriptions (SEC XXXII 1237, and two unpublished texts). (Hi) The statue of a
certain T. Flavius Ost/2nd cent.) was dedicated by al 'toû .1tOç llua'tO.t KUt SEpum:Utal (cf
Santis VII.l, 22a: 01 'toû .1tOç SEpunEu'tUt 01 'trov Eiç 'to &oU'tOV EianopEuollÉvOlv). The same cult
association is attested by the fragmentary dedication ùn[Èp] 'toû... KUt 'trov SEpunEu'tro[v] Ost
cent. B.C.!A.D.). H. associates with this group the inscription concerning the dedication of
a statue of Zeus of Baradates by the Achaemenid hyparchos of Lydia Droaphernes (SEC
XXIX, 1205, a 2nd cent. A.D. copy of an Achaemenid text of 427/26 or rather 368/2).
Droaphernes forbids the therapautai of Zeus (EianapEuollÉvOtÇ Eiç 'to &Ou'tov VEOlKÔpotÇ
SEpunEu'tuîç utltoû) to participate in the mysteries of Sabazios, Angdistis, and Ma. The
recurrent terminology in these inscriptions (SEpunEu'tuÎ, EianopEuôllEVOt Eiç 'to &Ou'tov)
reveals a continuai tradition in these associations from the 4th cent. B.e. to the 2nd cent.
A.D. AIl these inscriptions were found near the temple of Artemis. Although aIl these
associations are defined as associations of mystai, it is not entirely cIear whether a mys-
tery was the central part of the cult. The inscription of Droaphernes refers to two rituals
which are attested for the 4th cent. B.e. The worshippers of Zeus of Baradates "crown the
god" (1. 8-9: a'tE<puvoÛcrt 'tov SEÔV) in the adyton; and fire sacrifices were offered during the
mysteries of Sabazios (cf 1. 9-11: ｉｬｾ IlE'tÉXEtV llua'tTJPlOlV ｉｕｾｕￇｬｏｕ 'trov 'teX ëvnupu ｾ ｵ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｵ ﾭ
ÇÔV'tOlV). Civ) A statue of an athlete who probably won at the agon of the XpuaavStVu in
honor of Kore, whose cult was prominent in Sardeis (2nd/3rd cent.) was dedicated,
among other persons, by two ￠ ｰ ｘ ｅ ｶ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｡ ｴ ［ the term ￠ ｰ ｘ ｅ ｶ ｾ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｡ ｴ is attested only here (cf the
￈ ｶ ｾ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｡ ｴ at Smyrna: I.Smyma 726; the ｡ ｔ ｊ ｋ ｡ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｡ ｴ at Thessalonike: lC X 2.1, 220). In the light
of the connection of the embatai of Smyrna with the cult of Kore, H. associa tes this term
with the cult of Kore; it suggests the existence of a privileged group of persons (cf the Eiç
'to &ou'tov EiC51tOPeuôIlEVot in the mysteries of Zeus), who had the right to enter the abaton
of the sanctuary. The element àpXt- indicates an hierarchical order and presupposes the
existence of a group of embatai. (v) Sardis VII.1, 62 (2nd cent. A.D.) is a testimony for
mysteries in connection with the emperor cult (1. 3ff.: KUt ｡ｅ｛ｾｵ｡Ｇｴｯ＼ｰ｡ｶＧｴｔｊｶ KUt 'trov]
IlUa'tTJ[plOlV IEpo<pav'tTJv]. [ES]
118) P. HERRMANN, Epigraphische Notizen 14-15, in BA, 27 (1996), p. 55-62: A still
unpublished epitaph from Sardeis shows that the stephanephoros replaced in the lst
cent. A.D. the priest of Dea Roma as the city's eponymous magistrate (p. 57f. with note
15). [AC]
119) P. HERRMANN, Milet unter Augustus. Erkenntnisse aus einem Inschriften-
Neu/und, in Energeia, p. 1-18: This is a shortened and slightly changed version of EECR
1994/95, 160. [AC]
120) P. HERZ, Seltsame Kaisergentilizien. Beobachtungen zur kaiserzeitlichen
Nomenklatur, in Fremde Zeiten, II, p. 253-259: H. discusses the honorific inscription
for the athlete T. Aelius Aurelius Maron (Seleukeia on the Kalykadnos, SEC XLI 1407 =
EECR 1991, 212). Several of the agons, in which Maron had been victorious, cannot be
identified with certainty (Antiocheia, Ephesos, Smyrna, Pergamon, Tarsos). Antiocheia
(1. 12-13) is most probably the city on the Orontes (agon Olympia?); the agons at Ephesos
and Smyrna (1. 13-14) were probably those dedicated to the emperors: the agon at
Pergamon (1. 15) was either the Augousteia or the Traianeia: at Tarsos, Maron probably
won at the Hadrianeia (1. 15). Maron was awarded the Roman citizenship by the
emperors Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius (ca. 147-161), probably after a victory at
the Capitolia. [AC]
121) K. HITZL, Die Gewichte griechischer Zeit aus Olympia (Olympische
Forschungen, XXV), Berlin-New York, 1996 [BE 1997, 108]: Publication of 479
weights from the sanctuary of Zeus in Olympia; aIl but one (made of silver) are made of
bronze: they represent different shapes. The earliest weights (late Archaic period) follow
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the 'Pheidonian' standard; the Aiginetan standard was introduced probably after the
synoikismos of Elis (ca. 471 B.e., 'I([asse A'). From the mid-5th cent. this system was used
alongside with the Attic standard ('Klasse B'). The new Attie standard (based on a
standard of 110 Attie drachmaD, was introduced in Olympia, probably after the treaty of
alliance between Athens and the Peloponnesian states of Elis, Mantineia, and Argos (420
B.e., 'Klasse C'); this standard remained in use even after Sparta's vietory, until the mid-
4th century; later weights have not been found (p. 142-145). Almost all weights are
inscribed with the name of Zeus in the genitive (L1tOç, L1tOp), probaby a guarantee of the
correct weight (cf the inscription "HpllÇ on a weight of the classieal period from the
Heraion of Samos and a weight from the Amphiareion of Oropos with the text 'AIl<jlw-
pâou tEpOV, p. 77 note 504, p. 127) [for a further paralles see infra n° 187], Zeus' name is
followed by the epitheton 'O/"'UIl1ttoÇ, and the words KAAOY (L1tàç Ka/"'oû ?), K/"'aoÉa
(perhaps an epitheton of Zeus deriving from the name of the river Kladeos, Le., ZEÙÇ
K/"'aoÉaç) [rather L1tàç K/"'aOEâ('ta), as suggested by M. SÈVE, BE 1997, 108], and tEpÔlV (a
reference to the sacred object or to the sacred personnel). Two Olympian weights were
found in other places, possibly as dedications (Aigeira: n° 474; Lousoi: n° 479). [AC]
122) M.C. HOFF, The PoliNcs and Arcbitecture of tbe Atbenian Imperial Cult, in
Subject and Ruler, p. 185-200: The construction of the temple of Roma and Augustus
on the Acropolis (JG II2 3173) may have been occasioned by Augustus' visit to Athens in
19 B.C. Pammenes, hoplite general and priest of Thea Rhome and Sebastos Soter, was a
prominent member of the Athenian elite and possibly a client of Agrippa [for Pammenes
cf infra nO 1781. The erection of the temple on the Acropolis, shortly after Tiberius'
campaign against the Parthians, may be related to the association of the Acropolis with
victories over the Persians. A building in the 'Roman Market' (the 'Arcuated Building' or
'Agoranomion') may have served as a Sebasteion after 42 A.D. (cf the dedicatory inscrip-
tion lG II2 3183: 'ASllVât 'ApXllyÉ'ttOt Kat 0EO'iÇ LEpaO''to'iç) [cf EBGR 1994/95, 171]; 17 altars
for the cult of Augustus have been found in the vicinity of the 'Roman Agora'. [AC]
123) FA]. HOOGENDIJK, A Note in P.Kellis 1 82, in ZPE, 113 (1996), p. 216-218:
Discussion of a wooden board containing a calendar of good and bad days; the calendar
was ta be consulted before making use of an oracle or applying magic (4th cent. A.D.). A
comparison with the Sortes Astrampsychi shows that 1. 1-10 do not refer to the 12 first
days of a month, but to the 12 hours of the day; 1. 12-33 do not list the good and bad days
of a particular month, but, as the heading O'E/"'llvOOpolltov shows (1. 11), the days of any
month as numbered according to the moon. [AC]
124) A. HURST, La stèle de l'Hélicon, in La montagne des Muses, p. 57-71: Detailed
discussion of the three metrical inscriptions on a stele dedicated to the Muses by
Euthykles on Mt. Helikon (JG YII 4240, 3rd cent.); the three texts form a unity, whose
structure can be compared to the structure of the hymn of Isyllos to Asklepios (dedi-
cation, praise of the Muses, 'signature', oracle of Helikon, reference to the Hesiodic epos,
personal relation of Euthykles to the Muses). [Cf YENERI, infra n° 269, who discusses
Euthykles' poem in connection with Korinna's poem on the contest between Kitheron
and Helikon (PMG 654 col. 0; Y. suggests that the reference to Hesiod and to agricultural
production in Helikon's oracle (1tEtSOIlÉVOtcn Ppo'tO'iç ｻｊＱｴｏｓｾｋ｡ｴ￧ 'HcnOOOIO 1 EUVOllta x[rop]a 't'
ËO''tat Kap1to'icn ppuouO'a) should be seen in the context of the grain shortage in Boiotia in
the 3rd cent. and the measures taken to improve the grain supply], [AC]
125) A. INGLESE, 17Jeorodocoi e prosseni cretesi ad Epidauro e Del/i, in PP, 51
(1996), p. 351-359 [BE 1998, 171]: Inscriptions in Epidauros (JG Iy2 196; M. MITSüS, in
AEphemeris 72, 1933 Parartema, p. lOff.) and Delphi (A. PLASSART, in BCH, 45, 1921, p. 1-
85) give the names of Cretans who were appointed theorodokoi of these sanctuaries in
the late 3rd cent. and early 2nd cent. [The list of Delphi should be dated to c. 230/210 and
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not to the first half of the 2nd cent. Cp. 353); see most recently P. PERLMAN, f)eOJpoooK:oÎJV1:ët;
Év 'mît; 1l'6Âeo'lV. Panhellenic Epangelia and Political Status, in M.H. HANSEN Ced.), Sources
for the AnGie/lt Greek City-State, Copenhagen, 1995, p. 130], Both Epidauros and Delphi
were interested in having theorodokoi in the major politieal power bases on Crete
CAptera, Knossos, Kydonia, Lappa, and Polyrhenia). The two brothers Menoitios and
Philodamos, theorodokoi of Epidauros in Kydonia in the late 3rd cent., were probably
grandsons of Philodamos, theorodokos of Delphi in the same city in the early 3rd cent.
(FDelphes III 1, 439). [AC]
126) B.P. JALENKO, Graffiti Tirsi, in Studia Mihailov, p. 245-260 [in RussianJ: Ed. pr.
of graffiti found at Tyras, including dedieations to Artemis 0, 5th/4th cent.), Zeus (2,
3rd/2nd cent.), and Heraldes (? 3, 2nd/1st cent.); an amulet is inscribed with the voces
magieae aKÂ.EEX1PEY lpOlvapax PpaX (7, 3rd cent.). [AC]
127) S.I. JOHNSTON - T.J. McNIVEN, Dionysos and the Underworld in Toledo, in MH,
53 (996), p. 25-36: The underworld scene on an Apulian funerary krater attributed to
the Dareios Painter (ca. 340-330, Toledo Museum of Art) is closely connected to the
'Orphie' eschatology known from the lamellae. Dionysos is represented standing outside
the palace of Hades and Persephone and clasping the hand of Hades, not as' a sign of ar-
rivai or departure, but as a sign of acknowledment' and concord; Hades ratifies Dionysos'
power in his realm and recognizes his authority to release his initiates from the toil of
death. Persephone, a central figure in 'Orphie' theology as Dionysos' mother and an im-
portant agent of the initiates' salvation, is observing the handclasp. Two thyrsoi-bearing
maenads (labelled as Persis and Acheta), the satyr Oinopos, and a paniskos represent the
festive life whieh awaits the initia tes in the holy meadows, as described in the 'Orphie'
lamellae. The figures of those who rejected Dionysos (Pentheus, Aktaion, and Agaue)
represent those who are excluded from the good life-after-death. J.-M. tentatively suggest
an alternative reading of the passwords used by the initia tes to. enter the underworld,
mentioned in the newly published 'Orphic' lamella from Pherai [supra nO 40]: àv8pllŒ
and 1tatù08upcrov (p. 33 note 31). [AC]
128) c.P. JONES, The Panhellenion, in Chiron, 26 (996), p. 29-56 [BE 1997, 233]:
J. summarizes and modifies the scholarly view on the Panhellenion. The initiative for its
establishment did not come from Hadrian, but from the Greeks, probably because of the
completion of the Olympieion in Athens. The worship of Hadrian (later of other
emperors) was established, and the adjective Panhellenios, attested in the title of the
priest, assimilated Hadrian to Zeus without introducing Zeus' cult. The Panhellenion
should be distinguished from the temple of Zeus Panhellenios; it should be located in
Eleusis Crather than in Athens), in the light of the special relationship which existed
between the Panhellenes and the ancient sanctuary of Demeter and Kore at Eleusis. The
most conspieuous public dutY of the Panhellenion was the celebration of the annual
agon of the Panhellenia; old theories, e.g., concerning its members and its alleged func-
tion as a court, are unsustainable. The Panhellenion may have been modelled on the
Hellenion of Naukratis, which may still have flourished in the 2nd cent. A.D., the sanc-
tuary of Zeus Hellenios in Aigina, the leagues in Imperial Greece, and above ail the
'League of the Greeks' for the cult of Zeus Eleutherios at Plataea and the festival of the
Eleutheria. The participation in the cult of the Panhellenion followed Greek traditions.
An important criterion was that of the EùyÉVEla: the members had to provide proof of
authentic Greek origins. The creation of the Panhellenion may have intensified the search
for this proof by sorne cities of Asia Minor, but the phenomenon as such is already
attested in the Hellenistic Age. J. suggests removing Synnada from and adding Ptolemais/
Barka to the list of members compiled by A.]. SPAWFORTH and S. WALKER (infRS, 75, 1985,
p. 80). In contrast to earlier views, J. underscores the religious character of the Panhelle-
nion as "an important monument to the Greek sense of self und unity, and to Greek
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perceptions of Imperial power." In an appendix, ]. gives a new text, translation, and a llne
by llne commentary of two rescripts of Hadrian, addressed to Kyrene and to the archon
of the Panhellenes (SEG XXXIX 1721: Kyrene, A.D. 134/35); according to]., the inscription
attests the claims of Kyrene and Ptolemais/Barka for being regarded as Hellenic cities
and, accordingly, to be accepted as members of the Panhellenion; these claims were
accepted by Hadrian. In a second appendix, ]. discusses a dedication of Claudios Attalos
Andragathos of Synnada, priest of the Homonoia of the Hellenes and of Zeus Eleutherios,
to Athena Pollas (JG V 1, 452); this inscription refers to the Synnadeis as colonists of the
Lakedaimonians. Since the priesthood refers to the cult of Zeus Eleutherios at Plataea (cf
H. MÜLLER, in Chiron, 10, 1970, p. 462-466) [see also BE 1996, 194], this inscription cannot
be regarded as evidence for the membership of Synnada in the Panhellenion. [ES]
129) C.P. JONES, Polybius ofSardis, in CPh, 91 (1996), p. 247-253 [BE 1997, 232): An
inscription of Sardeis (mid-2nd cent. A.D.) concerning honors awarded to the rhetor
Polybios of Sardeis (BBGR 1993/94, 111) contains the minutes of a meeting of the
Athenian Areopagos. In his thanksgiving address Polybios possibly alludes to the
tradition of Ares' trial before the Areopagos (tijç aq>' UIl&V a1toÀaûcrat llaptu[p{Jaç ｾ ￧ 1tOtE
tUxoVtEÇ IlÉya èq>[po]vllcrav Kal eEOO. The obverse contains the last part of the letter sent by
the Aeropagos - and not the Panhellenion - to Sardeis. The 1tâtplOt eEOt mentioned in this
letter (èpp&creat Ullâç tOtç 1tatptotç eEOtÇ EÙXoIlEea) are the ancestral gods of Athens. It is not
certain whether Polybios· was member of the Panhellenion. [AC]
130) D.R. JORDAN, Notesfrom Ca/1hage, in ZPE, 111 (1996), p. 115-123 [BE 1997, 981:
Ed. pr. of five lead tablets of the Imperial period in the Musée National de Carthage. With
the exception of a funerary inscription (l), the texts are defixiones. A Greek deflxio (2)
contains an invocation to the angels, asking them to send debility and death to Aemilia
Hygieia; following the common practice of magical texts, the intended victim is given
maternaI llneage. Besides Jewish divinities and angels, the text invokes Baal (BIlÀ) as weIl,
a very rare divine name in Greek magical texts. Two other deflxiones (3-4) are written in
Latin, both with grammatical errors. ]. was also able to open an unopened tablet, which
contained within the folds a rather flat rectangular papyrus packet; the papyrus remains
unopened. The rolling or folding of a lead curse tablet around some other substance is
attested (cf Suppl. Mag l, 45, 47). UM]
131) D.R. JORDAN, Greek Verses from Stabiae, in ZPE 111 (1996), p. 124 [BE 1997,
720): A Greek graffito on a wall in the 'Villa of Ariadne' (Stabiae, lst C. A.D.) follows a
Greek mode!. The metrical inscription curses any handsome youth, who had not agreed
to anal sex, to have future erotic disappointments: Eï ttç KaÀoç y' rov OÙK Ë80lKE 1tuytcrat 1
KaÀfjç èpacreEiç ｉｬｾ tUXOt ｰｴｶｾｬｬ｡ｴｯ￧Ｎ UM]
132) D.R. JORDAN - R. KOTANSKY, Two Phylaeteries from Xanthos, in RA, 1996,
p. 161-174 [BE 1997, 568): Ed. pr. of two exorcistic phylacteries found at Xanthos, near a
sarcophagus. The flrst phylactery was made of silver (3rd/4th cent. A.D.) and aimed at
protecting Ioannes, son of Theoktista, probably a Christian (or influenced by Christia-
nity) , as can be inferred from the names and the sign of the cross. The phylactery bears a
drawing of an ouroboros, Greek letters, charakteres, magical words, series of vowels, and
the following text [cf C. BRIXHE, BE 1997, 568, who corrects the reading KÈ (i)crxupot to KÈ
'crxuPOt (ellsion)]: ayw oicrtuXta (= crtotXEta), aYlOt xapaK 1tTlPEÇ 8uvato\ KÈ 'crxupOl, 1
a1tEÀâcratE 1tâvta q>aûÀov 1 8Éllova, cruvâVtlllla lî a l1tâvtllllalî cruvKuPlllla 1 lî oq>eaÀllov
pâcrKavov. 'A I1tEÂ,âcratE KÈ a1t08HOçatE 1 a1to 'IOluvvou, av ËtEKEV 1 0EOKttcrta - iî81l iî81l, taxù
taxu ("holy elements, holy charakteres, powerful and strong, drive away every wicked
demon, occurence or happening or encounter or evil eye, drive and chase them away,
from Ioannes, whom Theoktista bore, now, now, quickly, quickly"). The second phylac-
tery is made of bronze (4th-6th cent. A.D.) and bears a representation of a praying figure,
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representations of tish (on the reverse side), charakteres, and the following text: t K(Ûpt)E,
ｰｯｾＸｴ 'to <popovn, av Ë'tElCE l 'Avaa'tacrlav [read 'Avaa'taata (N }], 'Enu<peX 1Vtov. 'OplCûÇro (Y)
1Ul!âç, LoÂ.ol!ÔJva, 'tDv l!Éya &YYEÂ.OV Mt 1 ｸ｡ｾ￀Ｌ ｲ｡ｰｰｴｾￂＮＬ Oû 1 ｰｴｾ￀Ｌ ｐ｡＼ｰ｡ｾￂＮＮ 'OplCt 1 çro ul!âç
Appaç,aa. '01 PlCtÇro ul!âç àppaïl a'tt <I>8aropaparo 'fi 1aparo8. 'Enu<peXvlOv. 'OplCtÇro 'tD 1v l!Éya 8(ED)v
'AppaeXl!, 1 Aùro AùroveXll 1 AYEÂ.EOOV LlCtptaç,oU 1 (charakteres) aÂ.{Â.)à a[Â.Â.]âç,at l 'tDv Çovw
{'ta} 1 anD 't[où] aUVEÂ.6v'toÇ EAOM 1El laro lata (magic words) ("Lord, help the bearer,
Epiphanios, whom Anastasia bore. 1 adjure you by Solomon, the great angel Michael,
Gabriel, Uriel, Raphael. 1 adjure you by Abrasax. 1 adjure you in Hebrew Phthaobarao, by
Sabaoth, Epiphanios. 1 adjure you by the great god of Abraham, Ado Adonai Ageleoon
Skiriaxou, release the living from the demon that holds him. Iao Iaia"). [AC]
133) E.ch. KAKAVOGIANNIS, in Hypereia, 2 (1994), p. 61-78 [SEC XLV 645]: A marble
head of Aphrodite (Pherai, late 4th cent. B.e.) may be attributed to a marble altar of
Aphrodite, part of a series of altars inscribed with the names of Aphrodite, Athena,
Demeter, Ennodia, Hestia, and Themis. The heads of the goddesses were probably deta-
chable, to be carried during processions. [AC]
134) R.A. KEARSLEY, The Asiarchs of Cibyra Again. The Roman Presence in
Southern Asia Minor Ist cent. AD. and its Impact on the Epigraphie Record, in
Tyche, 11 (1996), p. 129-155: After a detailed study of onomastic practices in Imperial
Asia Minor (esp. Roman nomenclature), K. discusses prosopographical and chronological
questions related to a family of Asiarchs at Kibyra (Flavius Krateros, Ti. Claudius Hieron,
Ti. Claudius Deioterianus, Ti. Claudius Polemon) and presents a new stemma of the
family. [Unfortunately, K. insists on the view that the title of the Asiarches is not related to
the office of the high priest of the provincial emperor cult (p. 153 note 182); see, however,
EBGR 1994/95, 33 with further references]. [AC]
135) A. KEEN, The Identification of a Hero-Cult Centre in Lycia, in Religion in the
Ancient World, p. 229-243: Archaeological investigation of a heroon probably dedicated
to Sarpedon in the city of Xanthos; two Hellenistic inscriptions (TAM II 264, 265) attest the
existence of a deme named after Sarpedon. aM]
136) M. KERSCHNER, Perirrhanterien und Becken, Alt-Agina II 4, Mainz, 1996: K.
publishes the water basins of stone and clay found in the sanctuary of Apollon in Aigina
(with the exception of n° 36). Almost ail pieces made of clay were not made in Aigina,
but in Korinthos; the sanctuary of Apollon in Aigina is, together with the sanctuary of
Poseidon at the Isthmus, one of the most important finding spots of Korinthian clay perir-
rhanteria. Only a stone perirrhantterion (48 = BE 1955, 96, Archaic period) bears a dedi-
catory inscription addressed to Athena. K. discusses the use and the position of water
basins in the light of literary and epigraphic sources, esp. dedications, inventories, and a
few leges sacrae [cf the more detailed study of PIMPL, infra n° 220]. aM]
137) F. KIRBIHLER, Les femmes magistrats et liturges en Asie Mineure (Ile s. av. j.-
G. - II]'! s. ap. j.-G., in Ktema, 19 (1994) [1997], p. 51-75 [BE 1998, 327]: K. presents a
usefullist of inscriptions from Asia Minor which concern the assumption of offices (with
the exclusion of priesthoods) and liturgies by women in the cities of Asia Minor and the
islands of Paros, Amorgos, Lesbos, Chios, and Samos, from the reign of Augustus to the
3rd cent. A.D. (214 cases; the majority of the dated inscriptions are from the period
between 160 and 250 A.D.). Most attestations 0/5) are found in Ionia and Karia. The most
common liturgies undertaken by women were those of the gymnasiarchia (74 cases) and
the agonothesia (28 cases, besides 1 panegyriarchos); the public offices most commonly
excersised by women were those of the prytanis and the stephanephoros. From this
evidence K. infers an amplification of the public raIe of women in the Imperial period.
[Cf now the more differentiated analysis of R. VAN BREMEN, The Limits of Pm1icipation:
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Women and Civic Life in the Greek East in the Hellenistic and Roman Period, Amsterdam,
1996]. [AC]
138) G.A. KIRK - P. GIGNOUX, Greek Funeraty Inscriptions and Ostraka from
Elusa, in 'Atiquot, 28 (1996), p. 171-192: G. publishes the inscriptions found by K. at
Elusa (Khalasa) in 1937/38. The formulaic expression eapcrl oùodç ùeavo:'toç et sim. is used
in a series of epitaphs (3, 4, 70, 98, 170, 171, 185, 210, 221). [AC]
139) A. KLONER -A. HÜBSCH, The Roman Amphitheater of Bet Guvrin: A Prelimi-
nary Report on the 1992, 1993, and 1994 Seasons, in 'Atiquot,30 (1996), p. 85-
106: Two altars were found in the amphitheater of Bet Guvrin (Palestine), one of them
dedicated to Kyrios Theos Heliopolites (i.e., Zeus/Hadad) for the safety of emperor Com-
modus. Three rolled lead tablets were found in the subterranean structures of the arena,
one of them folded at both ends. They may be associated with cursing tablets. [AC]
140) ].5. KLOPPENBORG, Collegia and Thiasoi: Isssues in Function, Taxonomy and
Membership, in Voluntaty Associations, p. 16-30: K. attempts a classification of the
voluntary associations in the Greek and Roman world. He rightly rejects the use of the
ostensible functions of the associations as a criterium for their classification and pro-
poses, instead, to base such classifications on the profile of their membership. K. distin-
guishes three groupings: Ci) those associated with a household; (H) those formed around
a common trade; (Hi) and those formed around the cult of a deity. The collegium provi-
ded a social setting to those persons who could not participate in the political life and
the cursus honorum of a city; it also gave a further opportunity to the elite to display
generosity in the form of benefactions. [The classification and the criteria proposed by K.
may apply to the Roman world and the Hellenistic period, but are not entirely satisfac-
tory for the Classical period and for associations such as the thiasoi and the orgeones].
[ES]
141) D. KNIBBE, Via sacra Ephesiaca. New Aspects of the Cult of Artemis Ephesia,
in Ephesos, p. 141-155 [BE 1998, 642J: Artemis was not only the patron of the earth's
fertility, but also the protector of the dead, whom she visited from time to time in a
procession on her sacred way around Mt. Pion. This role belonged previously to the
Phrygian Mother. Many altars on strategic locations along the via sacra, with the inscrip-
tion ｾ Ｈ ｏ ｬ ｬ ￠ ￧ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ￧ 'Ap'tÉIlIOOÇ, designated stops on the route of the procession and established
Artemis' claim on this via sacra. K. restores three different processions for Artemis: (i)
from the Artemision around Mt. Pion; on this occasion, the statue would have been
dressed and adorned by women, who were called KocrllTl'teîpO:I 'tfjç eeoû in the Imperial
period (I.Ephesos 742, 792, 875, 892, 980); (ii) to Ortygia on the goddess' birthday, on the
6th of the month Thargelion (I.Ephesos 27); and (Hi) to the Artemision. (TM]
142) D.KNOEPFLER, Du nouveau sur les dèmes et tribus d'Éretrie, in REG 108
(1995) xxxv-xl: The words Memçu and <I>UÂ.O:KEÎ in IG XII 9, 189 1. 5-6 (ùyrovo: 1l0ucrIKfjç... 'teî
Memçù Ko:t 'teî <I>uÂ.O:Keî) are epithets of Artemis, the 'neutral' and the 'guardian'. [AC]
143) D. KNOEPFLER, La réorganisation du concours des Mouseia à l'époque hellé-
nistique: esquisse d'une solution nouvelle, in La Montagne des Muses, p. 141-167
[BE 1997, 272J: After a detailed discussion of the date of the reorganisation of the festival
of the Mouseia at Thespiai, K. suggests that this event should be seen in the context of the
reorganisation of many Boiotian festivals in the late 3rd cent. [cf EBGR 1994/95, 265]. A
fragmentary Amphictyonie decree (SEG XXII 450, ca. 225) probably concerns the asylia of
the sanctuary of the Muses (cf IG XI 4, 1061 1. 14), which must have been recognized on
the occasion of the reorganisation of the Mouseia. [AC]
144)]. KOHLER, Pompai. Untersuchungen zur hellenistischen Festkultur, Frankfurt,
1996: K.' dissertation is an attempt to characterize the specific and innovative elements of
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Hellenistic festivals through a study of the processions (dimensions, duration, organisa-
tion, performative elements, aesthetic aspects, costumes, distinction of performers and
audiences, etc.). He focuses on a limited [and not particularly representative] number of
festivals known from the literalY sources (the procession of Ptolemy II in Alexandria and
the procession of Antiochos IV at Daphne) and a few inscriptions (the processions at the
festivals of Zeus Sosipolis, Artemis, and Artemis Leukophryene in Magnesia on the
Maeander, the procession for Diodoros Pasparos in Pergamon, the procession during the
celebration of the mysteries at Andania. [Unfortunately, in the case of the Magnesian
festivals, K.' reconstruction is based on the erroneous assumptlon that three separate festi-
vals known from inscriptions (the festival of Zeus Sosipolis, the Eisiteria, and the pen-
taeteric Leukophryena) formed a unity. Further shortcomings of the book are the count-
less bibliographical gaps, many mistakes in the understanding of the epigraphic sources,
and an one-sided concentration on the evidence for a few great festivals, ignoring the
largest part of the epigraphic evidence. For a detailed review see A. CHANIOTIS, in Bonner
jahrbücher, 1997 (forthcoming)]. [AC]
145) W. KOENIGS, "Rundaltare" aus Milet, in MDAI (1),46 (1996), p. 141-146 [BE
1997, 112]: Ed. pro of a round altar or base of the 6th cent. dedicated later (in the Imperial
period) to Zeus Kronion in Miletos; this epithet is attested for the first time ,in Miletos.
[AC]
146) C. KOKKINIA, Zur Abkürzung der Homonymitat in griechischen Inschriften,
in ZPE, 111 (1996), p. 133-134: The numeral adverb BtS following the name of the
Lykiarches Antichares (TAM II 905: 'Avl1xapTlS BtS) has been misunderstood by C. LETTA
[cf EBGR 1993/94, 144 as a reference to an iteration of the high priesthood of the Lykian
koinon], whereas it is a reference to his filiation. MS simply means that Antichares had
the same name as his father. [ES]
147) U. KRON, Prlesthoods, Dedlcations, and Euergetism: What Part dld Religion
Play ln the Polit/cal and Social Status of Greek Women?, in Religion and Power,
p. 139-182: K. combines archaeological and epigraphical data with literary sources in a
discussion of the participation of women in religious activities - the only major part of
public life in which women couId participate. In a first part, K. studies honorific inscrip-
tions and statues for priestesses (JG H2 836, 1036, 3455, 4025; l.Priene 173) [however, there
is no indication in the text of lG H2 4025 that Philylla, whose statue was dedicated by her
mother to Demeter and Kore in Eleusis, was a priestessJ. Priestesses often acted as
dedicants of statues, buildings in sanctuaries, altars or aediculae (JG II/III2 4596, 4753). In a
second part, she discusses dedications of non sacerdotal women (e.g., lG 12 444, 473; lG 13
487, 683, 857; lG XII 5.1, 215-216; lG XII 5.2, p. XXIV; lvO 160). In the last part, K. examines
the phenomenon of female benefactions based on epigraphic material from Samothrace,
Miletos, and Pergamon. K. argues that in the field of religion Greek women always had a
certain influence and retained 'a certain independence. UM]
148) A. KRUG, R6mische Gemmen lm Rhelnlschen Landesmuseum Trier, Trier,
1995: The collection includes a gem made of green jasper with the representation of
Abrasax and the name 'Iaro on the obverse, and the palindromic text ABAAN/AElANAA/BA
followed by AKPAM/MAXAMA/pI on the reverse Side B) (69, 2nd cent. A.D.; cf F,X, KRAUS,
Die altchristlichen lnschriften der Rheinlande, Freiburg, 1890, nO 250; EPRO 12 n° 10). [AC]
149)]. KUBINSKA, Sépulture d'un Bithynien 117011 à Smyrne, in Archeologia (Wars.) ,
45 (1994), p. 95-97: l.Smyrne 443 is not a round funerary altar, but an urn. This inscrip-
tion provides information on the various forms of ancient ostothekai (cf aùv Ｖ ｡ ｬ Ｐ ･ ｾ ｬ ｃ ｮ
ICal ÈvaoptolS). [AC]
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150)]. KUBINSKA, L'ostothèque et le taphos dans une épitaphe d'Aneyre, in Areheo-
logia (Wars.) , 46 (1995), p. 97-98 [BE 1996, 446]: The word BroJ.léç in an epitaph at
Ankyra (ClG 4078: "Cov BroJ.lov [d] Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｶ Err' aÙ'ti[> oa'to8MK]llV aùv 'ti[> 'tu<pcp) does not designate
an altar, but the substructure which supports the sarcophagus. Tu<poç designates, here, a
funerary niche. [AC]
151) M. KUNZE et al., Olympia IX. Berieht über die Ausgrabungen in Olympia,
Berlin - New York, 1994: (Re)edition of a dedicatory inscription (Ilu8iov àvÉ8eKe ho
Ke<puÎl,o ho Busuv'ttoç) written on a pillaI' which supported a bronze statue made by the
famous sculptor Onatas (p. 16 = SEG XXXII 412, early 5th cent.). An Archaic Chalkidic
helmet was dedicated - according to a dedicatory inscription (p. 32-41, new text) - by the
Apolloniatai (perhaps the Korinthian colony on the coast of Illyria, although the
inscription uses the Euboian lamda). The enemy, from which the Apolloniatai took the
helmet as war booty, is not known. lJM]
152) G. LABARRE, Les cités de Lesbos aux époques hellénistique et impériale, Paris,
1996 [BE 1997, 436]: 1. studies the political, institutional, and social history, the economy.
and the historical topography of Lesbos from ca. 336 B.e. to the lst cent. A.D.; he presents
a selection of 92 inscriptions (critical edition, translation). We single out the discussion of
the federal sanctuary at Messa. site of the assembly of the Lesbian Koinon from the 2nd
cent. onwards (p. 42-50; none of the building contracts [nOS 3-5] from Mytilene concerns
the construction of the temple at Messa); the religious influence of the Lagids (the festival
Ptolemaia at Eresos: p. 57, nOs 70, 71, 73; the introduction of the cult of Sarapis at Eresos:
p. 59, lG XII 2, 511); the emperor cult (p. 125-128); sacred offices (esp. p. 169, i85-188:
agonothetes, achiereus, hierokeryx, hieronomos, hieropoios, kissophoros in the cult of
Dionysos, panegyriarchos, zakoros); the calendar of Lesbos (p. 189f.); the sanctuaries of
Mytilene (p. 207-217). The selected inscriptions (p. 251-367) include the contracts for the
bulding of a temple in Mytilene (3 = lG XII 2, 10, ca. 330-300); the contract for the
extension of the temple of Asklepios (4 = lG XII 2, 11, ca. 330-300); the decree of Mytilene
concerning its participation in the Thessalian festival for Asklepios 04 = lG XII Suppl. 3,
eady 2nd cent. ?); a decree of Mytilene concerning the cult of Augustus (21 = lG XII 2, 58,
26 B.e.); an honorific decree of Mytilene for the physician Bresos, who had assumed a
series of sacred offices (kissophoros; paredros of Zeus Aitherios, Ammon Eleutherios,
Adrasteia, the mysteries of the Sebastoi, Pnistia. Etephila. Poseidon, Mychios and Mychia,
the 'Arrapaltll'tot 8eat, Le., the Erinyes, EÏpa KaÎl,ta, Zeus Mainolios; parakeleustes of Athena
Polias; archichoros of Artemis and Apollon; lepoKupuç 'tOlv yepÉrov; zakoros of Asklepios
Soter; prothytes of the emperor ｾ ｡ ｬ 'tOlv 'tâç rréÎl,toç EÏprov; periegetes, probably an office
connected with the Asklepieion: 50 = lG XII 2, 484, 3rd cent. A.D.); an honorific decree of
Methymna for a priest of king Ptolemy IV (54 = S. CHARITONIDES, Ai émyparpal rfjç Aéaf3ov.
LVJ.l1C?d/pŒJ.la, Athens, 1968, nO 115, ca. 209-205); an honorific decree of Eresos for a
benefactor who made many donations for the celebration of various festivals (Nedameia,
Sebasta, Kaisareia) and dedicated temples to the cult of Augustus an Livia (78 =
CHARITONIDES, op.cif., nO 124, ca. 2 A.D.). [AC]
153) A. LEBEDEV, Pharnabazos, the Diviner of Hermes: Two Ostraka with Curse
Letters from Olbia, in ZPE, 112 (1996), p. 268-278 [BE 1997, 422]: New edition of two
magical graffiti written on ostraka, found in Olbia (ca. 400 B.e.), originally published by
A.S. RUSYAYEVA (Zemledel'cbeskie kul'ty Ol'vii dogetskogo vrer(lel1i, Kiev, 1979, p. 118f.)
[= DUBOIS, supra nO 76, nO 98]. The first graffito is written on an ostrakon which also bears.
within a circle, the engraved portrait of a man wearing a mitra; a knife is piercing his
throat. The text is written in circle; 'needles' above each letter presumably reinforced the
effect of the curse. 1. proposes the following reading: <l>apvuBa[allsoç <ptÂ.6Î1,aÎl,oç, rrp6ot8a
'tÉ8vllKaç' llPÉJ.le{t), éb 8eorrpérroç 'EpJ.lo\> ("Pharnabazos the babbler, l foreknow you are
dead: don't move, you, diviner of Hermes"; contra R.: "Pharnabazos, the lover of the
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beautiful, Le., <ptÂôKaÂoç, l know before you are dead; l am calm, l, the prophet of
Hermes") [but 1. DUBOIS, BE 1997, 422 points out that the adjective <ptÂÔÂaÂoç is not
attested in this early period]. Isolated letters written outside the circle may be the initiais
of chthonic deities, Le., ｌＡＨｾｬＡｬＱｴｐｏￇＩ or L!(wvûaou), "A(Ùou), and 'E(Pl!Oû) or 'E(KatllÇ). The
astrakan was covered by ochre (possibly on the principle of similia similibus).
According ta the new reading, the prophecy of death programs and causes death.
Pharnabazos, probably a Persian (rather than a Greek charlatan with an exotic name),
practiced divination (8EOltPÔltOÇ 'Epl!Oû), probably astragalomanteia and kleromancy; the
bone plates found in the Eastern temenos were used for kleromancy and may have
belonged ta him [however, for these bone plates see supra n° 76, with further references].
From the fact that Pharnabazos is wearing a mitra, 1. suggests that he was a Bacchic priest
(cf Dionysos Mitrephoros). The second graffita reads: 'AptatotéÂllÇ, iep(àç) 'EPl!éro Ëo(t)ç Ka\
[a] (te)8vaillÇ çuvrov tllpoyevllÇ llpo<PavllÇt ("Aristotle, may you be sacred to Hermes and
die, being in the company with the deceased"; contra R: "Aristotle, the priest of Hermes,
and earlier Athena, together with him Herogenes, Herophanes"). Aristotle is consecrated
ta Hermes, Le., cursed to death; the iteration of llpo- Ｈ ｾ ｰ ｲ ｯ ￧ or ｾ ｰ ｩ ｯ ｶ Ｌ Le., grave) sounds like
an incantation. The two last words are either invocations of chthonic deities or adjectives
meaning the deceased or the ghosts of the dead ("those who are born from and appear
from the grave"). The reverse side of the astrakan bears a portrait of the victim, placed,
again, in a circle; a device sticks into his head from behind. The effeminate features of the
portrait (earing, kekryphalos) - which, in fact, had been interpreted by R as the portrait
of a woman - suggest that Aristoteles may have been a metragyrtes or a priest of Aphro-
dite. The two ostraka may be contemporary: Pharnabazos, the diviner of Hermes,
consecrated Aristotle ta Hermes, while Aristotle, a rival wandering priest and diviner (cf
ltpôotùa), cursed Pharnabazos. If Pharnabazos was a Persian related ta Zoroastrian
religion, the image of Zoroaster as the inventor of magical arts possibly goes back ta the
late 5th cent. B.C. [AC]
154) A. LEBEDEV, The Devotio of Xanthippos: Magic and Myste1Y CuIts in Olbia, in
ZPE, 112 (1996), p. 279-283 [BE 1997, 4231: Two graffiti on ostraka (Olbia, 4th cent.
B.e.) had been interpeted by A.S. RUSYAYAVA (Arkheologia, 1971.4, p. 28-40) as dedications.
1. reinterprets them as curses by means of consecration of the cursed persan to chthonic
divinities. The first graffita should be read as follows: 3av8t1tltroç ｬｬｾｬＡｬＱｴｐｴＬ Ilepae<pôVllt,
'IaKxrot, L!t(wvuairot), L!l1l!l1tpio(tç) (sc. 8EOîç ltâat àvaKettat or iepàç Ëatro) [cf DUBOIS, supra
n° 76, the text n° 79]. The circular writing, the magical signs after ML!HMHTPIO, and the
scrambling of Xanthippos' name a second time, within the circle, with signs interpreted
by 1. as initiais of chthonic deities [cf supra n° 153] indicate the practice of magic. The
cursed person, Xanthippos, may be an Athenian honoured in Olbia with proxeny. [But
Xanthippos' proxeny is now dated to ca. 300 B.e.: see SEC XLII 722. On the drawing, one
reads L!IL!HMHTPIOm, for which there are alternative interpretations, e.g., M L!11ftlltpi{ 0 )rot.
Zeus Demetrios is known from Lindos and Thera: see SEC XLV 1105]. 1. establishes the
text of the second graffita (early 4th cent. B.C.) as follows: ｌ Ａ ｾ Ｈ ｬ Ａ ｬ Ｑ ｴ ｐ ｴ Ｉ Ｌ Ilepa(e<pôvll), KÔPll,
L!to{ t }(vûaot), Kapip6t, [L!]l1l!l1tp[iotç] (Sc. 8eoîç ltâcrt àVaKEttat or iepàç Ëatro) [DUBOIS, supra
n° 76, text nO 85, reads L!îot Kapipot]. If the restoration of Dionysos' name in the two
graffiti is correct, the god was worshipped in the sanctuary of Demeter at the Western
temenos of Olbia [on the Western temenos see also infra n° 2391. Here, the Eleusinian
deities (Demeter, Kore, Iakchos), Dionysos, and the Kabeiroi were grouped together as
ｌ Ａ ｬ Ｑ ｬ Ａ ｾ ｴ ｐ ｗ ｴ 8EOt. Clay phalli found here indicate initiation rites; the temenos was also used
for the deposition of defixiones. The promotion of the cult of Dionysos and of the
Eleusinian deities may be related to Athenian political propaganda in the late 5th cent.
B.e. [cf EBCR 1994/95, 3651. [AC]
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155) F. LEFÈVRE, Antiochos le Grand et les Étoliens à la fin du III" siècle, in BCH,
120 (1996), p. 757-771 [BE 1998, 194]: New edition of two fragments of an Amphi-
ctyonie decree (SEG XIII 355, now safe1y dated to 201/200) in response to an embassy (?)
of Antiochos III. Although the exact content of the decree cannot be determined, one can
recognize references to honors decreed for Apollon, the ancestor of the Se1eucids (A 13-
14: 'tlf.lijcrat 010 Kat 'tàv àPXll(yàv 'to\) yÉvouç 'AnôÀÀOlva euxaîç ?] Kat 8ucrlatç), to the recognition
of the asylia of a sanctuary (?, A 16: (acruÀo?]v Kat lepôv), and to a pentaeterie celebration
(B 2: Ka'tà nev'te'tllPlOa). [AC]
156) 1. LEHNUS, On the Metrical Inscription Found at Pergamum (SEG 39. 1334),
in CQ, NS 46 (1996), p. 295-297 [BE 1997, 16]: A metrieal dedieation to Dionysos and
Attalos 1 (Pergamon, 3rd/2nd cent.: SEG XXXIX 1334) [EEGR 1989, 77: 1990, 158] on the
base of the statue of the satyr Skirtos may be associated with the Sikyonian poet
Mnasalkes, who composed both epigrams and dithyramboi. The relation of the poem to
Sikyon had already been observed by A. KERKHECKER [cf EEGR 1990, 158]. (TM]
157) P. LÉVÊQUE, Brekekex koax koax: grenouilles-déesses de Grèce, in Classica.
Revista Brasileira de Estudios Classicos, 5/6 (1992/93), p. 149-156 [BE 1996, 237]: 1.
discusses the cult of Artemis Digaia Blaganitis, known from manumission records of
Macedonia [cf EEGR 1987, 45; SEG XXXVII 592]. The name of the goddess is derived from
the word ｾ ￀ ｡ ｸ ￢ ｶ Ｌ 'frog'. Frogs are associated with the aquatic element and thus with
fertility [non vidimus; cf M.B. HATZOPOULOS, EE 1996, 237]. [AC]
158) T. LINO ERS , Ritual Display and the Loss of Power, in Religon and Power,
p. 121-124: In the 5th cent., the Athenian temples with their numerous votive offerings of
silver and gold were eloquent proof of Athenian power. Despite their defeat in the Pelo-
ponnesian War, the first thing the Athenians did after they had driven out the oligarchs in
402/1, was to use their confiscated property to dedicate 20 silver hydriai as weil as a
pinax and a chernibeion of gold; another seven hydriai were dedieated a year later (JG II2
1372, 1381). The Athenians did not give up their aspiration to become a great power
again, and in this effort ritual display was an important e1ement. In 374 B.e. they added a
new golden Nike to the one surviving from the 5th cent. (JG II2 1421). 1. discusses briefly
the reorganisation of the finances of the sanctuaries by Lykourgos (JG II2 1493-1495) and
suggests that an important motive for his promotion of cuIts was the idea that ritual
display showed strength, - greater than in reality. (TM]
159) E. LIPPOLIS - S. GARRAFFO'- M. NAFISSI, Cufti Grec! in Occidente. Fonti scrUte
e documentazione archeologica. 1. Taranto, Taranto, 1995: This impressive volume
assembles and discusses the evidence for the cuIts of Taras. 1. studies the archaeologieal
evidence pertaining to the local cuits (sanctuaries, dedieations, koroplastie, statues, etc.,
p. 31-129); the numismatie evidence is presented by G. (p. 133-151: Aphrodite, Apollon,
Apollon Karneios, Athena, Dionysos, Dioskouroi, Eros, Helios, Hera, Herakles, Hermes,
Hyakinthos, Nike, Pan, Phalanthos, Poseidon, Satyra, Taras, and Zeus). The literary and
epigraphie evidence, discussed by N., covers the largest part of the volume (p. 155-334). It
pertains to the cult of Greek deities (Anemoi, Aphrodite Basilis, Apollon Aleus, Artemis
Agrotera, Asklepios, Athena, Bakchos, Damia, Demeter Epilysamene, Dionysos, the
Dioskouroi, Ge, Hades, Hekate Aphrattos, Hera, Herakles, Hestia, Hygieia, Karpophoros,
Korythalia, the Muses, Persephone, Poseidon, Soter/Soteira, Taras, Zeus), Roman gods
(Diana, Dis Pater, Hercules, Iupiter, Minerva, Neptunus, Proserpina, Vesta), and heroes
(Achilles, Agamemnonidai, Aiakidai, Asklepios, Atreidai, Hyakinthos, Laertidai, Phalan-
thos, Soteres, Taras, TydeidaO. N. discusses attestations of festivals (Dameia, Nesteia,
Graitia), rites, dedications, ktisis legends, and the evidence for dedieations of the city and
citizens of Taras in panhellenie sanctuaries and the participation of citizens of Taras in
cuits abroad (De1os, Delphi, Dodona, Epidauros, Olympia, and Sparta). The catalogue
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contains several new texts: two kotylai dedicated to Dionysos (3, 4th cent.: hto:pa); a cup
dedicated to Gaia (2, 6th cent.); skyphoi dedicated (hto:pa) to an anonymous deity (p. 243,
n° 1, p. 244 nO 1, p. 250 nO 2, 5th-4th cent.); a cup dedicated to an anonymous goddess
(p. 249, n° l,6th cent.). Two objects deserve some attention. A vase inscribed with the
name of Hygieia (p. 200 n° 1, 3rd/2nd cent.) was probably used for libations in symposia
(ypallllat\1Ca EKltOOllata); its anatomical form (zona pubica) finds its nearest parallels in the
therapeutic vases of Paphos O. NrcoLAou, Les bouillottes thérapeutiques de Paphos et
leurs parallèles hors de Chypre, in ECH, 113, 1989, p. 301-318). The inscription on a bowl
designated as oa(llocrtoç) reminds one to keep religious silence after the libation: [E]ùcpallta
ËcrtOl tép hll [---] (p. 244 n° 2, 4th/3rd cent.). A weil known text is the inventory of cult
objects related to the cult of Artemis Agrotera (BEGR 1992, 154; SEG XXXVIII 1014, 6th
cent.). N. mentions a still unpublished archaic inscription which mentions Athena
(p. 177). [AC]
160) C. LOHR, Griechische Fami/ienweihungen, in Griechische Heiligtümer,
p. 117-130: Study of monuments set up in sanctuaries and other public places as family
dedications. A distinction should be made between groups consisting of the members of
an O{KOÇ (e.g., the 'Geneleos group' in Samos; the 'base of the Potamioi' in Athens: IG H2
3829; the dedicatory relief of Lysistrate: IG H2 4613), groups consisting of father and son,
and groups consisting of the members of a YÉvoç; it is not always possible to recognize
family dedications without the help of a dedicatOlY inscription. (JM]
161) F.G. Lo PORTO, Una nuova lettura delle stele di Apollo a Metaponto, in PP, 51
(1996), p. 373-377. New edition (based on autopsy) of an Archaic dedication to Apollon,
on an aniconical stele (Metapontion, ca. 500 B.e.: LSAG, p. 255 nO 14) [cf supra nO 7, the
text n° 56]: AltoÀ.ovoç AUK(do) ËIlt. ElEaYEOç ｾｵｯＨｯＩ S[Ëlla] CIo sono di Apollo Liceo, di Teagete
musico offerta (votiva)"). The abbreviated word ｾ ｵ ｯ Ｈ ｯ Ｉ corresponds to the Cretan term
ｾ ｵ Ｘ Ｖ ￧ ('musician'); the dedicant was possibly of Cretan origin; with his dedication he
wanted to celebrate his victory in the musical agon dedicated to the principal deity of
Metapontion. Both the date and the text of the inscription can be associated with the
construction of the temple A (phase III), which has already been attributed to Apollon
Lykeios. [ES]
162) W. LUPPE, Das Grabepigramm au! den Architekten Perikles von Mylasa, in
M. W ACHT (ed.), Panchala. Festschrift für Klaus Thraede (jAC, Erganzungsband
22), Munich, 1995, p. 156-160: 1. presents a newedition of the grave epigram for the
architect M. Aurelius Perikles (1.Mylasa 468). W. BURKERT had suggested that Perikles was
one of the five architects of the temple of Venus in Rome (IlUptOlV àVSpcÎ'l1tOlV ltÉlllttOV
crUVtEÀ.ÉcraVta vaov) in 312 A.D. [cf EEGR 1992, 38], According to l.'s reading Perikles built
an (all)ElllttûV vaov, possibly an early Christian basilica in the reign of Constantine
(J. NOLLÉ favours, however, a date in the early 3rd cent. A.D.; cf EEGR 1994/95, 275].
Perikles' achievement is compared to Herakles' deeds (tov 'HpaKÀ.Éouç altO IltIlOV, i.e., IltllOV
trov àlto 'HpaKÀ.Éouç, sc. ËpyOlV; cf tov àcp' 'HpaKÀ.Éouç ltpocpavÉvm: "den von Herakles her
erschienenen"). [Cf J. NOLLÉ's translation of the latter phrase: "nach dem Vorbild des
Herakles erschienen"; cf DONDERER, supra n° 73, A 20: "seine Heimatstadt erkannte ihn
ais einen, der von Herakles abstammte". This epigram is now republished by R. MERKEL-
BACH - J. STAUBER, Steinepigramme aus dem griechischen Osten. Eand 1. Die Westktïste
Kleinasiens von Knidos bis Ilion, Leipzig, 1998, n° 01/15/03. They accept the reading
ltÉlllttOV vaov and a date in the 4th cent. A.D., and print J. NOLLÉ'S translation. They follow
W. BURKERT'S suggestion that the phrase tOV àcp' 'HpaKÀ.Éouç ltpocpavÉvm implies that
Perikles c1aimed descent from Herakles. For the construction àlto + a legendary or
historical forefather cf, e.g., IG H2 3679: àlto IlEptKÀ.Éouç Kat KOVOlVOÇ; 10051: IluÀ.atIlÉVEOÇ 0'
àlto ptSllÇ]. [AC]
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163) ].-P. MAHÉ, Moïse de Khorène et les inscriptions grecques d'Almawir, in TOPOi,
4 (1994), p. 567-586: M. republishes (p. 578-585, French translation) the seven Greek rock
inscriptions found at Armavir in Armenia (3rd/2nd cent.; BE 1952, 176; 1954, 255; 1959,
485; SEG XII 547), which include a metrical inscription (2), strongly influenced by
Euripides, a tèxt referring to Hesiodos and Perses (1), and a list of the months of the
Macedonian calendar, followed by a benediction (5, 1. 2: <I>apvliK:ll uytllV EU av Ëxo(t»). The
metrical inscription had been interpreted by H. MANANDYAN as an oracle of Anahita/
Artemis; Chr. HABICHT (Über eine armenische Inschrift mit Versen des Euripides, in
Hermes, 81, 1953, p. 251-256) suspected a conglomerate of Euripidean verses, written
down for didactic purposes; didactic purposes explain also nOs 1 and 5. MAHÉ points out
that the expression 1tOÀ.EIlt1CCotÉpa eE6ç in the metrical inscription (2, 1. 1) fits the properties
of Athena, rather than those of Artemis; Athena may be addressing her father Zeus (1. 4-7).
Athena was assimilated with Anahita. The texts nOs 1, 2, and 5 may be re1ated to the
oracular and didactic activities of a sanctuary (p. 575f.). [According to R. MERKELBACH (cf
EBGR 1994/95, 244) the metrical inscription is the epitaph of an Armenian king, referring
to the power of envy]. [AC]
164) M. MALAISE, Le culte d'Isis à Canope au IJI8 sièçle avant notre ère, in Tran-
quillitas, p. 353-370 [BE 1996, 5131: Close examination of the earliest epigraphic
evidertce on the cult of Isis at Kanopos, especially of Isis' assimilation with Arsinoe
Philadelphos and herworship as a patron of the sailors. The earliest testimony for the
cult of Isis at Kanopos is a dedication by the admirai Kallikrates (SB l 429, ca. 279-270).
The shrine he dedicated to Isis and Anoubis was not necessarily located in the sanctuary
of Sarapis; the presence of Anoubis may indicate a chthonic aspect in the cult of Isis. The
same Kallikrates dedicated a temple of Arsinoe/Aphrodite at Cap Zephyrion, near
Kanopos (POSEIDIPPOS, ep. xii-xiii apud A.S.F. Gow - D.L. PAGE, The Greek Anthology I; cf
the dedication to Arsinoe Zephyritis by Se1enaia of Smyrna: CALLIM. ep. 5 ed. Pfeiffer); his
dedication - along with other evidence - underscores the worship of Arsinoe as a patron
of sailors (Euploia), an aspect which may be explained either in the light of her
assimilation with Aphrodite or in the light of Arsinoe's maritime policy. Isis, who was
assimilated with Arsinoe, may have also been regarded a patron of sailors as early as ca.
270, although unequivocal evidence for her cult as Euploia, Pelagia, and 1tEÀ.ayouç Kupda
(P.Oxy. 1380 l 61f.) exists only from the early 2nd cent. onwards. The Isiac festival of the
Kikellia should not be regarded as a predecessor of the Ploiaphesia or the Navigium
Isidis. At Kanopos, Isis' cult was probably also connected withthat of the Nile. M. makes
sorne observations on various inscriptions: In a dedication from Halikarnassos (SIRIS 270)
M. suggests reading Lapa1tt, "lat 'Ap(HV611[t <I>tÀ.a8ÉÀ.q>rot] (not "lat, 'ApcrtV611[t]); Le., Isis was
assimilated with Arsinoe (p. 360). A joint dedication to Sarapis, Isis, and Herakles, by a
man with the Aramaic name Barthybas (SB V 8124, 3rd cent.) attests only a personal and
occasional identification of Herakles Cthe Egyptian Khonsou) with the Semitic god
Melkart (p. 366). The place name Taposiris in a dedication to Isis Taposiris is probably
Taposiris Parva, between Alexandria and Kanopos (p. 367). [AC]
165) H. MALAY; New Inscriptionsfrom Ph,ygia, in ArkDerg, 2 (1994), p. 173-183: Ed.
pr. of inscriptions from various Phrygian sites. Laodikeia ad Lycum: A priest (?) dedicated
a monument with representations of Zeus and Hermes (10). In several epitaphs the
deceased persons are called ｾ ｰ ｲ ｯ ￧ Ｏ ｾ ｰ ｲ ｯ Ｇ ｩ ￧ (1, 8, 9). Güllük6y: A q>tMeEOÇ and ｅ ｕ ｣ ｲ ｅ ｐ ｾ ￇ
dedicated an altar for emperor Claudius (26). [AC]
166) F. MALTOMINI, PMG XII 50-51: '0 0e0'1r6'T/C; ,rov 1l0P'Prov, in ZPE, 111 (1996),
p. 140: The expression 0 8EO"1t6tllÇ trov Ilopq>rov in PMG XII 50-51 is unique; it corresponds
to an Egyptian epithet of deities of the moon phases (Re, Osiris, Horus). In this magical
papyrus, the epithet is found with regard to the various manifestations of Helios in the
various hours of the day. [AC]
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167) E. MANAKIDOU, Heroic Dvertones in Two Inscriptions from Ancient Lete, in
Epigraphes Makedonias, p. 85-98 [BE 1997, 389]: Two inscriptions found near the
sanctuary of Demeter in Lete (mid-4th cent.) have been interpreted by M.B. HATZOPOULOS
(Cultes et rites de passage en Macédoine, Athens, 1994) [EECR 1993/94, 110; SEC XLIV 537]
as commemorations of initiatory rituals (p. 55f.: bd Xupn 1 l1t1troV ÔpÔI-lOç, E1t! Xupn 1 1tEÇWV
Ôpôl-loç; cf p. 58 = SEC XLIV 523, Beroia: E1t! <I>pacrlKÂ-EÎôou I1tEÇWV Ôpôl-loç). Without know-
ledge of H.'s wor1e, M. prefers to associate them with funerary agons [cf EERC 1993/94,
178; SEC XLIII 395]. The expression E1t! + dat. isattested with regard to funerary competi-
tions (cf &SÂ-a E1t! IlœtpôKÂ-rp). The relation of the two inscriptions to the sanctuary of
Demeter and Kore is not clear; the stelae must have stood near the tombs of the dead
persons they commemorated, marking the starting line for the competitions of horses
and runners. In the 4th cent. such commemorations of the performance of funeral games
and the bestowal of heroic honors are reminiscent of the epic poetry. They find their
parallels in the bestowal of heroic honors in the Hellenistic period. [AC]
168) G. MANGANARO, Fallocrazia ne/la Sicilfa greca e romana, in ZPE, 111 (1996),
p. 135-139 [BE 1997, 725]: Ed. pro of an inscribed clay phallus, probably a dedication.
The text gives the names of a man (Dion) and a woman (Lecho), and describes the object
(IjIroÂ-a\); dedications of phalli are widely attested (e.g., SEC XXXIV 495; XLI 170). A
representation of a lion with a phallus-head (Akrai) and the apotropaic inscription Ka!
cru, finds a close parallel in a bronze medal in Paris, with the text UytatVEtE çftÂ-ou Ka! ｉＭｬｾ
pucrKalVE, toîç pacrKuvolÇ KatÙ 1tp(ro)Kt(OÛ) tpu1taVOV [R. MERKELBACH, in ZPE, 111 (996),
p. 139 improves the reading: Kata1tp(ro)KtOtpU1tavov; at the beginning, read uytmvÉ tE: "be
healthy from envy and do not envy (others); this borer of the proctus is for those who
envy / bewitch by the evil eye"]; discussion of the apotropaic function of phallic
representations [cf D. FEHLING, Ethologische Überlegungen au! dem Cebiet der Altertums-
kunde, Munich, '1974, p. 7-38]. [AC]
169) G. MANGANARO, Figurazioni e dediche religiose della Sicilia greca e romana,
in ZPE, 113 (1996), p. 77-81 [BE 1997, 26]: Brief discussion of several dedications to
Apollon, Asldepios, Athena, Demeter, Dionysos, the Dioskouroi, Herakles, and Zeus Soter
found in Sicily, including a small bronze basis with a dedicatory inscription addressed to
Apollon (ca. 500-450: EECR 1994/95, 232), a mill-stone with the inscription tEpÔV (Cività di
Paterno, possibly a dedication to Demeter), and a small bronze amphora with the text
cnàç Lrotf\POÇ (Montagna di Marzo or Morgantina). (JM]
170) G. MANGANARO, Asklepios e Hygieia "divinità salvatrici e protettrici della
città" a Messina, in ZPE, 113 (1996), p. 82-84 [BE 1997, 726]: An altar of the Imperial
period (already published) with the text 'AcrKÂ-llm<$1 Ka! 'YyEÎÇ( 1Lrotf\pcrlV 1IloÂ-wuXOlç shows
that Asklepios and Hygieia were in fact worshipped as 1toÂ-wûXOt at Messena (contra
1. ROBERT). This altar is not the same as the altar (with an identical text) drawn by
G. Walther in 1624 in Messina, where it had been brought to from Aigeai in Kilikia, since
the latter altar had a second inscription on its backside, a dedication to Antoninus Pius.
(TM]
171) Z. MA'OZ, Banias, Temple of Pan - 1993, in Excavations and Surveys in
Israel, 15 (1996), p. 1-5: M. reports the discovery of a dedicatory inscription "to Zeus
Heliopolitanus, the father" at Banias. A physician dedicated a statue of Asklepios, in
fulfillment of a vow, for the well-being of the emperors (temple of Pan at Banias, 158/9
A.D.). [AC]
172) 1. MARANGOU, Amorgos and Egypt in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods: Dld
and New Evidence, in Tranquillitas, p. 371-381: Discussion of the archaeological and
epigraphic evidence for the political relations of the poleis of Amorgos to the Ptolemies,
for the introduction of Egyptian cuits in Amorgos (JC XII 7, 227, 255, 429-431), and for the
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(public?) cult of Arsinoe Philadelphos in Minoa (SEG XLIII 574): an unpublished inscrip-
tion of Arkesine mentions Sarapis (p. 375). A building excavated in Minoa (3rd cent. B.C.-
2nd cent. A.D.) may be identified with the Serapeion mentioned in IG XII 7, 227). A
sanctuary excavated on the acropolis of Minoa (in use from the 8th cent. onwards) was
probably dedicated to Heros Ktistes. Various archaeological finds indicate that Dionysos,
who was worshipped in a s,!nctuary on the acropolis of Minoa from the 6th cent. B.C.
onwards (cf SEG XLIII 576), was assimilated to Osiris and Sarapis in the Imperial period
(p. 377f.). [AC]
173) P. MARCHETTI, Le "Dromos" au cœur de l'agora de Sparte. Les dieux
protecteurs de l'éducation en pays dorien, in Kernos, 9 (1996), p. 155-170: Studyof
the religious topography of Sparta. M. argues that the sites Xopoç, Ôp0J.loç, 'A<pE'tcdç, and
IUa'tavlcr'taç were located in the district Helos, near the agora. The divinities worshipped
there were significant for the civic ideology and the acculturation of the ephebes
(Aphrodite Enoplios, Asklepios Schoinatas, the Moirai, Karneios Oiketas, Karneios
Dromaios, Poseidon Domatitas, Herakles Genarchas, Kore, Temenios, Aphetaios,
Dioskouroi ApheterioO. This district played a central role in the Spartan agoge and the
integration of the ephebes, analogous to that of the Ùp0J.loç in Argos and in other Dorian
cities. [AC]
174) S.M. MARENGO, Pel' un'intelpretazione delle liste sacerdotali di Cirene, in
Scritti Stucchi, p. 219-226: Discussion of the composition of the Iists of the priests of
Apollon and the priestesses of Hera at Kyrene; these Iists were not inscribed at the private
initiative of a priest, but were the object of public decisions. Besides their commemora-
tive function, these Iists had an honorific function as weil. Several inscriptions show that
individuals who did not serve as priests were occasion'Illy honored with the registration
of their name in the Iist of priests (e.g., SEG IX 354 1. 10-12: [E]yypa'l'[al ùè.] al.>'tàv Kat Eç 'tàç
tapEÎç 'tÔl ÔlOVUcr[Ol] tEpa'tEuKo'ta). [AC]
175) A. MARTIN, Review of Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, vol. XL
(1990), Amsterdam, 1993; vol. XI (1991), Amsterdam, 1994, in AC, 45 (1996),
p. 419-420: M. improves the reading of several magical gems: SEG XL 1659 nO 7 [EBGR
1992, 208 n° 119]: ax8ElO<p1 EpEcrXlyaÀ ｎｅｾｯｵＧｴｏ｣ｲｯｵ｡￀ＱＱＸ (cf A. DELATTE - Ph. DERCHAIN, Les
intailles magiques gréco-égyptiennes, Paris, 1964, p. 191 nO 254 bis); SEG XLI 1715 [EBGR
1992, 214 nO 868]: ｏｬｰＸｊＮｬｅｖｘｉｖｴ｡ｊＮｬｾｏｬｖ (cf DELATTE-.DERCHAIN, op. cit., p. 209 nO 284, p. 271
n° 389); SEG XLI 1719 [EBGR 1992, 214 nO 870]: ｡ｾ￀｡ｶ｡Ｘ｡ｶ｡￀ｾ｡Ｎ [AC]
176) O. MASSON, Inscriptions syllabiques et incisions diverses, in D. BUITRON-
OLIVER (ed.), The Sanctuary of Apollo Hylates at Kourion: Excavations in the
Archaic Precinct (SIMA, 109), ]onsered, 1996, p. 179-180: M. recognizes in a syllabic
inscription on an Archaic vase fragment found at the sanctuary of Apollon Hylates at
Kourion the formula to-te-o ('tÔl 8EÔl, fig. 81.1). lJM]
177) D. MATSAS - Ch. KARADIMA - M. KOUTSOUMANIS, 'H àvaoxaqJl] arryv llavaYlà 'l"
Mav'l'lxÂ.' 'l'fjç l:a)lo8p6:lG]ç, in AEMTh, 7 (1993) [1997), p. 647-655: Report on the
research conducted in a sanctuary of Artemis near Prophetes Helias (Samothrace, 8th
cent. B.C.-2nd cent. A.D.). The finds include dedicatory graffiti on pottery (p. 659, 5th
cen!.), clay statuettes, and Attic kylikes. [AC]
178) T. MAVROJANNIS, Apollo Delia, Atene e Augusto, in Ostraka, 4 (1995), p. 85-102:
M. discusses seven dedicatory inscriptions which record the dedication of statues of
Augustus and members of the imperial family by the Athenian demos and - in one case -
by an individual, to Apollon, Artemis, and Leto on Delos (IDe/os 1588-1594). Ail these
inscriptions were found in the area of the great temple of Apollon. The dedication of the
statues of Augustus and Agrippa in the temple implies their worship as the cruvvaol of
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Apollon; Dea Roma was already being worshipped in the same temple from the 2nd cent.
B.e. onwards (cf I.Delos 1450 A 119, 140 B.e.). Three of the dedications, as weil as the
dedication of a statue of 1. Aemilius Paulus Lepidus (IDelos 1592-1594, 1605) were made
during the period of office of Pammenes as priest of Apollon Delios (ca. 17-13 B.C.); the
same person had served earlier as strategos and IEpEùç BEaÇ 'POOllllÇ Kat Ｚｅｅｾ｡｡Ｇｴｯ￻ :Eonflpoç En'
UKpo1t6ÀEt in Athens when the round temple for Thea Rome and Augustus was dedicated
on the Athenian Akropolis (IG H2 3173) [cf supra n° 122]. On the basis not only of this
evidence, but also of inscriptions from Athens which attest the assimilation of various
emperors (Augustus, Claudius, and Nero) with Apollon (SEC XXIX 167 = lG H2 3262 +
4725; lG H2 3274, 3278) and the combination of the priesthood of the emperors with the
priesthood of Apollon Patroios or Apollon Delios (IG H2 1990, 3274, 3530, 3270 + 3535) M.
suggests that the emperor cult in Athens was associated with the cult of Apollon Delios
from the time of its first establishment. The association of Augustus with Apollon is also
evident in the decree which establishes the celebration of Augustus' birthday (12
Boedromion) on the same model as the celebration of Apollon's birthday (IG H2 1071 =
SEG XVH 34, 21/20 B.e. ?). The renaming of the theoria from Athens to Delos and Delphi
to 80l8EKa'(Ç (F.Delphes III 2, 59-66, 30/29 B.C.-85/86 or 91/92 A.D.; I.Delos 2535-2543,
112/113-155/156 A.D.) may be related to the date of Augustus' birthday. Apollon was
according to the Iiterary evidence Augustus' patron. [AC] .
179) T.D. MeCLAIN - N.K. RAUH, Signs of Woman 's Influence? The Dedications cf
the Ste/tinian Familia at Delos, in Aevum, 70 (1995), p. 47-67: Sp. Stertinius made a
series of dedications to Artemis Soteira (IDélos 2378, 2379), the Minoides Nymphs (I.Délos
2446), the Charites (IDélos 2449, after recovery from a disease), and the Egyptian gods
(IDélos 2155-2156). His dedications focus on Greek and Egyptian deities; most of them
were made in proximity to his home; thus, his religious devotion exhibits a domestic and
private tone. Although he was a prominent member of the Italian mercantile community
at Delos (cf I.Délos 1687), the deities more typically worshipped by the Roman mer-
chants at Delos (Mercurius, Apollo, Neptunus, Hercules) are absent in his dedications.
These peculiarities suggest that Stertinius may have been influenced by a concern for his
wife, his children, and other female dependents (cf his dedication ùnÈp 'tflç [yuv<XtK]àç Kat
'tlOv 'tÉKVOlV: I.Délos 2618). The female members of the Sertinian family "affected the
religious outlook of this otherwise prominent Italian merchant by directing his attention
toward the worship of Artemis Soteira, Hydreos, the Nymphs, the Charites, and Isis"
(p. 51). At least 14 Roman women appear in religious dedications on Delos and another
23 are mentioned in dedications and subscriptions to the Syrian and Egyptian gods. Their
dedications focus on new or 'female-oriented' deities (Aphrodite, Demeter and Kore,
Artemis, Leto). [AC]
180) J. MeDoNALD, Athens and the Hiera Orgas, in Religion in the Ancient World,
p. 321-332: M. attempts to identify and locate the argas on the basis of Iiterary sources,
discusses restrictions of the use of sacred land, in the Iight of Iiterary sources and inscrip-
tions (IG 13 84, 402; H2 295, 310, 1035; LSCG 37; Sylt.3 685), argues that the Athenians did not
try to politicise their dispute with the Megarians over the hiera orgas, and discusses the
inscription (IG H2 204 = LSCG 32, 352/51) which records their efforts to settle the matter of
the cultivation of the hiera argas through the Delphic oracle. The Athenians would have
Iittle to gain from an annexation of this area, since it wouId be declared sacred land. (TM]
181) H.B. MeLEAN , The Place of Cult in Voluntary Associations and Christian
Churches on Delos, in Valu ntaty Associations, p. 186-225: Overview of the cult places
used by different associations on the island of Delos with a historical outline of the
establishment of voluntary associations. M. uses the epigrafical and archaeological data in
order to describe how the congregational and cultic domains of voluntary associations
were expressed functionally in architectural forms. He distinguishes between two types of
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associations: (i) those which utilized cultic space which was external to the place of
gathering (whether proximate or remote) - e.g., the Heraklesiastai of Tyros, the Italian
Hermaistai, and the Samaritan synagogue; combining the evidence of SEG XXXII 809-810
and lDelos 2329 (2nd-1st cent.) M. suggests that the excavated synagogue is a Samaritan,
and not a Jewish synagogue; (ii) associations which incorporated their cultic place into
their place of assembly - e.g., the Poseidoniastai of Berytos, Sarapeion A and B; in all
three cases the corresponding inscriptions (presented in translation: I.Delos 1520, 1778,
2325; lG XI 4, 1299) and the correlated archaeological finds show that the largest room
served for the general assembly and that the place of sacrifice borders on the meeting
place. Furthermore, the cultic space was always co-ordinated with one or more temples/
shrines the sanctity of which was expressed by their gradually increasing elevation. [ES]
182) N. McLYNN, The Fourth-Century Taurobolium, in Phoenix, 50 (996), p. 312-
330: After a detailed discussion of PRUDENTIUS' Peristephanon and of the epigraphic
evidence for the celebration of the taurobolium in 4th cent. A.D. Rome, M. suggests that a
common e1ement in late pagan taurobolium and Roman Christianity is their importance
for senatorial self-expression; this is "far more significant than any shared soteriological
promise or 'Oriental' character." [There is no doubt that the taurobolium had a high
public profile (p. 325 with note 51); however, the religiolis ｭ ｯ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ of its performers
may be underestimated if one isolates the evidence from Rome. Praetextatus, e.g., did not
only celebrate the taurobolium in Rome; he and his wife participated actively in tradi-
tional pagan cuits in Greece, e.g., in the mysteries of Eleusis and Lerna (CIL 1779-1780).
For the latter see EBGR 1994/95, 58; for the taurobolium in 4th cent. A.D. Athens and
Praetextatus' activities see I.K. LouKAs, 'H PÉa - Kvf3éÂ1] Kai 01 YOVI/l1 Kt:Ç Âarpeîeç rfiç 4>Âvaç,
Chalandri 1988, p. 110-135]. [AC]
183) R. MERKELBACH - J. STAUBER, Die Orakel des Apollon von Klat-os, in EA, 27
(996), p. 1-54 [BE 1998, 326]: M.-S. present a very useful collection of the metrical
oracles of Apollon of Klaros (critical edition, translation, brief commentary) and discuss
briefly the methods of divination, the cultic regulations and purifications recommended
by the oracle of Klaros as remedies in critical situations, and the 'theological' oracles of
the 3rd cent. A.D., which are closely connected with contemporary philosophical works.
A detailed word index makes this article an indispensable work of reference for further
studies of the oracles of Klaros. With the exception of an oracle given to Alexander the
Great, all the other texts are from the Imperial period. The collection includes the
following texts: The oracle concerning the re-foundation of Smyrna (1, 333 B.C.: PAUS. VII
5, 1-3; I.Smyrna 647); a group of oracles against pestilence [of 165/66 A.D. ?] and infertility
(2, Pergamon: IvPergamon 324; 4, Hierapolis: G. PUGLIESE CARRATELLI, Xp1]Œ/loi di Apollo
Kareios e Apollo Klarios a Hierapolis in Frigia, in ASAA 41/42, 1963/64, p. 360 nO II b; M.L.
WEST, Oracles of Apollo Klarios. A Revised Text, in ZPE, 1, 1967, p. 184f.; 8, Caesarea
Troketta: lGR IV 1498; 9, Kallipolis: I.Sestos 1; 11, an unknown city on the Hermos: SEG
XLI 981 = EBGR 1992, 84; 13, Nikomedeia: TAM IV 1, 92); a fragmentary oracle concerning
a sacrifice (5, Hierapolis: PUGLIESE CARRATELLI, art.cif., p. 365 n° III a; WEST, art. cit.,
p. 186); an oracle recommending obedience towards the Roman administration (6, Hiera-
polis: PUGLIESE èARRATELLI, art. cit., p. 365 nO III b 1-9; WEST, ait. cif., p. 186); oracles
recommending the erection of statues of gods - in two cases (Syedra, Ikonion) against
pirates and brigands - (10, Anchialos: lGR l 767 = lGBulg 12 370; 12, Vasada in Isauria: H.
SWOBODA et a1., Denkmaler aus Lykaonien, Pamphylien und lsaurien , Brünn, 1935, p. 24
nO 35; 15, .Syedra: SEG XLI 1411); a fragmentary oracle recommending a procession of
women (14, Kios: LSAM 6 = lXios 19); oracles given to individuais (19, unknown site in
Phrygia: A. SOUTER, in CR, 11, 1897, p. 31 n° 4; 20, Aizanoi: A. KORTE, in MDAl(A), 25, 1900,
p. 398-400 n° 1; 21, oracle for Aelius Aristides: Hieroi Logoi III, 12; 22, for Oinomaos of
Gadara: EUSEB., praep. evang. V 22-23; 23, Antiocheia on the Orontes: PAUS. VIII, 29, 3-4);
fragmentary oracles of unclear content (7, Hierapolis: PUGLIESE CARRATELLI, ait. cit., p. 365
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n° III b 1-26; WEST, at1. cif., p. 187; 17, Laodikeia: I.Laodikeia 68; 18, Odessos: IGEulg 12
224); and oracles defining the nature of divinity (25, Oinoanda: SEG XXVII 953; 26, H.
ERBSE, Theosophorum Graecorum Fragmenta, § 13 p. 7-9; 27, LACTANT., de inst. l, 7, 1; 28,
MACROB., Satumalia l, 18, 19-21). The coilection includes also the dedicatory inscription
of [--]Ilianos, who inscribed four oracles of Apoilon [IC]o:'t' ￈ＷｭｯＺｹｾｶ eEOt> [a]PXl1yÉ'tou
'A1tôÂ,Â,[ro]voç in Hierapolis (3, cf 4-7), and references to the oracle of Apoilon Klarios in a
group of Latin inscriptions in Britannia, Dalmatia, Mauritania, and Sardinia - probably in
connection with an illness of Caracaila in 213 A.D. (24). [On the oracles of Klaros
pertaining to the great plague of 165/66 A.D. see now C.A. FARAONE, Talismans and Trojan
Horses: Guardian Statues in Ancient Greek Myth and Rifual, New York-Oxford, 1992,
p. 61-64 (EEGR 1992, 67; cf EEGR 1991, 68); on the oracle against the pirates (Syedra) see
ibid., p. 74-78 and E. MARÔTI, Miscellanea Graeco-Latina, in Gymnasion, 98 (1991), p. 177-
178 for a restoration of 1. 2: Xeôvo: 1tO:fllltyÉrov ￉｛ｰｴｾｲｯￂＬ｝ｯＺｉｃｏＺ cpro't&v (EEGR 1991, 169; SEG XLI
1411)]. [AC]
184) M. MERTENS-HoRN, In der obhut der Dioskuren. Zur Deutung des "Mono-
pteros der Sikyonier" in Delphi, in MDAI m, 46 (1996), p. 123-130: M. discusses
briefly the epigraphic evidence for the cult of the Dioskouroi in Delphi (CID 1 9 bis),
accepts the identification of the twin kouroi of De/phi (the so-cailed Kleobis and Biton)
with the Dioskouroi (avO:ICEç) [cf EEGR 1992, 126; 1994/95, 155], and suggests that these
kouroi originaily stood in the 'Sikyonian monopteros'. [AC]
185) G. MESSERI SAVORELLI - R. PINTAUDI, Due domande oracolari in greco, in ZPE,
111 (1996), p. 183-187: Ed. pro of two oracular questions in papyri: (i) "se Thallos a preso
tutto, estrai per mano di Terpo, figlia di Ptolemaios" (P.Firenze, Museo Egizio inv. 10082,
Tebtynis, 3rd cent.); (ii) a question addressed to Soknopaios and Soknopais, theoi
megaloi: "se .non faro la diga che ho in mente, dammi questo" (P.Grenf II 12, verso,
Soknopaiou Nesos, 3rd cent. A.D.). [AC]
186) D. MICHAELIDES, A Solomon Pendant and Other Amulets from Cyprus, in
Tranquillitas, p. 403-412 [SEG XLIV 1567; BE 1995, 6]: Ed. pr. of a magic pendant of
lead and bronze (unknown provenance, Syria?, 4th cent. AD). On the obverse, a repre-
sentation of the fight between Solomon (a rider) and the personification of the 'Evil' (a
female figure and a lion); on the reverse, a representation of the evil eye being attacked
by animais and weapons and the inscription (KU)ptE ｾｏｾ･ｌ [AC]
187) 1. MILDENBERG, in Passion for Antiquities, p. 278-279 [SEG XLIV 1555; BE 1996,
108]: Ed. pro of a bronze lead weight with the head of a lion in relief (unknown prove-
nance, late Hellenistic period) [however, the palaeography suggests a date in the 3rd
cent.]. The inscription ('A1tôÂ,Â,rovoç) suggests that the weight was used in a sanctuary of
Apoilon [cf supra nO 121]. [AC]
188) A.V.B. MIRON, Alexander von Abonuteichos. Zur Geschichte des Orakels des
Neos Asklepios Glykon, in W. LESCHHORN - A.V.B. MIRON - A. MIRON (eds), Hellas
und der griechische Osten. Studien zur Geschichte und Numismatik der
griechischen Welt. Festschrift für Peter Robert Franke zum 70. Geburtstag, Saar-
bIÜcken, 1996, p. 153-188: Review of the sources on the history of the cult of the snake-
god Glykon and the oracle founded by Alexander at Abonouteichos, with particular
emphasis on the evidence provided by coins (for a gem mentioning the divine names
Chnoubis, Iao, and Glykon see p. 180). [AC]
189) E. MITROPOULOU, 'H J.arpeia rrov Nvprprov ml rov IIavàç CJ'rTl BOlwr{a, in
Epeteris tes Hetaireias Boiotikon Meleton, 2 (1995), p. 331-387: Coilection of the
evidence (literary sources, reliefs, and a few inscriptions: IG VII 2453, 2483, 3094; SEG XIII
343) for the cult of Pan and the Nymphs in Boiotia (Kyrtone, Mt. Libethrion, Mt.
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Kithairon, Pbtaiai, Thespiai, Chorsiai, Lebadeia, Alalkomenai, Orchomenos, Thebes,
Tanagra, Halai, Oropos). [AC]
190) F.A. MOHAMEO - J. REYNOLDS, Inscriptions recently Discovered in Cyrenaica,
in Africa Romana XI.3, p. 1321-1327 [BE 1997, 710]: Presentation (p. 13230 of a new
funerary epigram found at Martuba Ost cent. A.D.) whieh expresses the idea that the soul
of the deceased child has gone to the land of the Blessed (crÔlI.HY. JlÈv OU10Ç 1 ËXt 1tat8àç 1â<poç
1 dç JlaKaprov 8È XÔlpov Kpt(cr)1t(vaç 1jIuXà ÈvcpK(cra10). [AC]
191) D. MONTSERRAT, 'Your Name Will Reach the Hall of the Western Mountains':
Some Aspects of Mummy Portrait Inscriptions, in Archaeological Research in
Egypt, p. 177-185: Only ca. 25 portraits (out of ca. 1000) bear Greek or Demotie inscrip-
tions (portrait inscriptions and mummy labels) whieh identify the dead person. M. exa-
mines only the portrait inscriptions, their palaeography, chronological problems, and
content. Portait inscriptions tend to be shorter and less informative than the mummy
labels. They give the name (generally, without father's name) and occasionally an hono-
riflc epithet, such as XPllcr16ç or U{JlVllcr1oÇ. Although usually well-written, the portrait
inscriptions do not form a component of the mummy's decorative scheme and seem to
be fairly ad hoc productions; they were probably written after the mummifieation pro-
cess was complete, while other additions as weIl were made to the portraits - and not at
the time of the burial. (lM]
192) C. MORGAN -]. HALL, Achaian Poleis and Achaian ColDnisation, in Invent01J!
of Poleis, p. 164-232: The inscription IEp[à]v Aiyéoç on the lip interior of a bronze
oinochoe found in a tomb in Aigion in 1938 (ca. 450/40, now in Baltimore; cf D.M.
ROBINSON, New Greek Bronze Vases, in AJA, 46, 1942, p. 194-197) presumably indieates the
existence of a local hero cult or a cult name of Poseidon (p. 177) [BE 1944, 108]. [AC]
193) M.I. MURA, Le tabellae defixionum africane come fonte di storia sociale: nota
preliminare, in Africa Romana XI, p. 1535-1546: Review of the defixiones found in
North Africa (2nd cent. B.C.-3rd cent. A.D.). Most of them were found in Carthage (60
texts) and Hadrumetum (50 texts), but curse tablets are also known, in isolated cases,
from Ammaedara, Cirta, Theveste, Hamman Lif, Pupput, and Leptis Magna. M. discusses
the principle interests of the cursers (sport, love, trials, economy, two curses against
thieves) and the onomasties. These elements may indieate the social position of the
cursers. [AC]
194) J. MYLONOPOULOS - F. BUBENHEIMER, Beitrage zur Topographie des Artemision
von Brauron, in AA, 1996, p. 7-23 [BE 1997, 57]: A still unpublished inscription
concerning restorations in the sanctuary of Artemis in Brauron (ca. 250-200; preliminary
publication in Ergon, 1961, p. 25) [cf supra n° 29], mentions various buildings (1. 2-7). The
relevant passage of the text had been interpreted as a list of buildings in the Artemision. A
close study of the wording reveals a differentiated use of the conjunction Ka( and 1E: The
conjunction Ka( is used in order to list, paratactieally, separate buildings (the tempel,
oikoi, the gymnasion, a stoa, horse stalls), whereas the conjunction 1E is used after the
mention of a general term (e.g., OtKOÇ) in order to introduce explanations of the general
term in appositive phrases (16 1E ùJl<Pt1toÎl,Eîov ... Kat 1à iJ7tEpii\a). According to this
understanding of the text, the oikoi comprised a dwelling of the priests (UJl<Pt1toÎl,Eîov) and
an upper storey (iJ7tEpii\a) [cf supra nO 29). An analogous construction can be recognized
in l. 2-3, where M.-B. restore: 0 VEroÇ, 0 1E u[pxaîoç Kat 0 TIa]p8Evrov ("the temple, Le., both
the old temple and the Parthenon", instead of 0 VEroÇ 0 1E ù[pxaîoç TIa]p8Evrov, "the temple
and the old Parthenon"). The term ùPXaîoç VEroÇ designated the cella and the term
TIap8Evrov the adyton of Artemis' temple; the identiflcaton of the Parthenon with the
adyton had already been suggested by 1. KAHIL and M.B. HOLLINSHEAD. M.-B. also attempt
to identify the other buildings mentioned in the inscription. (lM]
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195) 1. NICOLAOU, Inscriptiones Cypriae Alphabeticae XXXIV, 1994, in RDAC, 1995,
p. 221-227: A fragmentary inscription, believed lost, has been rediscovered at Amathous.
It mentions an eponymous priest and gives a list of 1tapaVUf-lCPEucravtEç, Le., young men
who attended Hera in her sacred marriage with Zeus (p. 225, nO 18, 51 AD.). [AC]
196) 1. NICOLAOU, The Inscriptions, in D. BUITRON-OLIVER (ed.), The Sanctuaty of
Apollo Hylates at Kourion: Excavations in the Archaic Precinct (SIMA, 109),
Jonsered, 1996, p. 173-178: 6 Hellenistic inscriptions were found in the Archaic precinct
of the sanctuary of Apollon Hylates at Kourion; one of them attests a priest of Apollon
Hylates, Diagoras, son of Philippos, who dedicated a statue of his father in the sanctuary
(5); another two priests of Apollon were already known. aM]
197) S. NICOSIA, L'Epitafio per Admeto di Tera (Je XII3, 868), in ZPE, 11 (996),
p. 31-39 [BE 1997, 440]: New edition and translation of the epitaph for Admetos, priest of
Apollon Karneios <hà yÉvouç (Thera, lst cent. AD.: lG XII 3, 868). [ES]
198) P.M. NIGDELIS - G.A. SOURIS, 'AneÂ.ev(}epmrllcry èmyparpry ànà 'l'à iepà rijç
'Evoo{aç ('EçoXry Ko'àvTJç) , in Tekmeria, 2 (996), p. 69-80 [BE 1998, 239]: Ed. pro of a
manumission record found at the sanctuary of Enodia at Exochi Kozanis, (223 A.D.),
where three other manumission records had been found (A. RIZAKIS - 1. TOURATSOGLOU,
'EmYPalpeç "Avro Mwœ8ov{aç, Athens, 1985, nOs 116-il7 a-b). Aurelia Iulia dedicated to the
goddess (1. 10: 8Eip 'EvOOlÇ() a slave, under the condition that he looks after her for the rest
of her life (1. 14: ｙｬｬｰｯｰｯ｣ｲｋｾ｣ｲｅＩ and offers his services to the goddess on the days of festi-
vals Ｈ ｕ Ｑ ｴ ｬ ｬ ｐ ｅ ｾ ｯ ｕ Ｈ ｶ ＾ Ｇ ｴ ｡ ｾ ｮ 8Eijl ｾ￈￧ È8df-l0tç cruvayroyÉç; cf similar expressions in other manumis-
sion records). The manumission took place on the day of a festival, on the 12th day of
Dystros O. 4-6: oücraç ｾｅￂｅｾｾￇ KÈ ｣ｲｵｶ｡ｹｲｯｾ￧［ cf S. DÜLL, Die G6tterkulte Nordmakedoniens in
r6mischer ZeU, Munich, 1977, p. 381 n° 210, Suvodol, 281 A.D.: ｅ ｏ ｰ ｾ ｾ ￇ &Y0f-lÉvllÇ 8Eâç
ｲ ｲ ｡ ｣ ｲ ｴ ｋ ｰ Ｆ ｾ ｡ ￧ Ｉ Ｎ [AC]
199) ].A. NORTH, Review of M.R. Jameson - D.R. Jordan - RD. Kotansky, A Lex
Sacra from Selinous, Durham, 1993, in Scripta Classica Israelica, 15 (996),
p. 293-301: For N.'s views see supra nO 45.
200) F. OLMEZ, Zeus Pigindenos rahibi Athenagoras oglu Aristodemos için onur
yaziti, in ArkDet;g, 3 (1995), p. 65-66: Ed. pro of a [posthumous] honorific inscription for
a priest of Zeus Pigindenos Otà yÉvouç, who is honored for his piety, his priestlike life, and
his justice (EÙcrEProÇ OtaKdf-lEVoV 1tpOç ｾｏ 8EtOV Kat ￈ￇｬｬｋ｡ｾ｡ iEp01tpE1troç Kat 1tpOç ｾｏ OtKatoV
cptÂay&8roç). [For Zeus Pigendenos see K. BURESCH, Aus Lydien, Leipzig, 1898, p. 181, with
the erroneous reading tnytvOllvaÇ]. [AC]
201) Y. OTÜKEN, Forschungen im nordwestlichen Kleinasien. Antike und byzanti-
nische Denkmahler in der Provinz Bttrsa, Tübingen, 1996 [BE 1998, 332]: Collection
of the archaeological and epigraphic finds found in western Bithynia and eastern Mysia
(the modern province of Bursa), including the ed. pI. of an epitaph mentioning a fine of
2,000 denarii for any violation of the grave, to be payed to the polis (M 47 b: Zeytinbagi,
Imperial period) and a fragmentary funerary imprecation (MKP 16, Orhaniye, 2nd/3rd
cent.). [ES]
202) A OLIVER, in A Passion for Antiquities, p. 229-231 [BE 1996,97; SEC XLIV 1554
E]: Ed. pI. of a pair of silver conical bowls inscribed on the rim with the texts ｋ ｯ ｾ ￉ ｯ ｵ ￧
'HÂtou and ｋ ｯ ｾ ￉ ｯ ｵ ￧ ｍ ｬ ｬ ｾ ｐ ｏ ￇ 'OpÉaç (2nd-1st cent.) [or earlier: see M. SÈVE, BE 1996, 97]. G.
BOWERSOCK (apud ed.pI.) suggests a Pisidian origin (in the light of the personal name
Kotes); he interprets ｋ ｯ ｾ ￉ ｯ ｵ ￧ as a possessive genitive and regards this person as the priest
of Helios and Meter Oreia (cf the association of Helios Lerbenos and Meter at Motella:
BE 1954, 233). [An alternative interpretation is that the genitives 'HÂtou and ｍ ｬ ｬ ｾ ｰ ｯ ￇ 'OpÉaç
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are possessive; on pottery, the divine recipient of the dedication is very often in the geni-
tive. In this case one should translate: "(dedication) of Kotes for Helios / Meter Oreia";
this does not exclude the possibility that Kotes was the priest of these deities. Cf. the
(annual) dedication of two silver phialai, one to Asklepios, Hygieia, and Epione and the
other to Apollon Kyparissios, by the city of Kos and the hieropoioi on the occasion of the
Asklepieia: LSCC 159 1. 10-12, Kos, 3rd cent,], [AC]
203) M. OSANNA, Chorai coloniali da Taranto a Locri. Documentazione archeo-
logica e ricostntzione storica, Rome, 1992: In a general discussion of the chora of
Taras and in connection with the cult of Aphrodite Basilis, O. discusses an Archaic
dedicatory inscription ona sherd found on the acropolis of Sparta. He argues that the
text BacrtÀ{OH is not part of the name of the dedicant (BacrtÀt8[w;], as suggested by A.M.
WOODWARD), but the epithet of a goddess (BacrtÀ{O[t], Le., Athena Chalkioikos or Aphro-
dite Areia) [cf. EBCR 1990, 232]. (TM]
204) M. OSANNA, Santuari e culti dell' Acaia antica, Napoli, 1996: Study of the cuits
of Achaia, arranged according to geographical criteria (Dyme, Olenos, Patrai, Pharai,
Triteia, Aigion, Helike, Keryneia, Boura, Aigai, Aigeira and Pellene), based primarily on
Pausanias, but also with use of other literary sources,' of the numismatic and achaeo-
logical material and the few relevant inscriptions [see now A.D. RIZAKIS, Achaïe II. La cité
de Patras: Épigraphie et histoire (Meletemata, 25), Athens, 1998; for the cuits of Achaia
see already R.'s substantial contribution, Achaie 1. Sources textuelles et histoire régionale
(Meletemata, 20), Athens, 1995 (BECR 1994/95, 307). There are sorne gaps in the exploi-
tation of the archaeologieal materia1. O. seems to ignore the existence of a late Geometrie
apsidal temple in the chora of Aigion (discussed in p. 200-212) found near Ano Mazaraki
(Rakita): see M. PETROPOULOS, IIep{rrrepo; avrroœrà; reœJ.lerpl1\à; vaà; crrà ':4vœ MaÇapa1\l
(Pax:{ra) IIarpwv, in IIpa1\fl1\a rou Ll' Llle8vou; Lvveop{ov IIeÂ.orrovvl)a!a1\wv Lrrovowv, Athens,
1992/93, p. 141-158); there is an erroneous reference to two deposits at Ano Mazaraki
(p. 211), whereas only one deposit has been found (in the vicinity of the temple): see M.
PETROPOULOS, Tp{rl) avaamqJlrd} rrep{ooo; arà ':4vœ MaÇapa1\r (Padra) IIarpwv, in IIpa1\fl1\a
rou r' LlreBvou; Lvveop{ov IIeÂ.orrovvl)cr!a1\WV Lrrovowv, Athens, 1987/88, p. 81-96]. (TM]
205) G. PACI, Una dedica a Tolemeo Fi/ometore il Giovaneda Tolemaide, in Scritti
Stucchi, l, p. 237-242: Ed. pr. of the inscribed base of a statue of Ptolemaios Theos
Philometor (Ptolemy VIII Physkon, Ptolemais, ca. 169-163); this is the second dedieation
to Ptolemaios Theos found at Ptolemais (cf. OClS 124 add.; SEC IX 358). [AC]
206) A. PALME-KoUFA, Die Graffiti au! der Keramik, in RS.C. FELSCH Ced.), Kala-
podi. Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen im Heiligtum der Artemis und des Apollon
von Hyampolis in der antiken Phokis. Band l, Mainz, 1996, p. 273-331: Ed. pr. of 150
graffiti on pottery found in the sanctuary of Apollon and Artemis near Hyampolis (Kala-
podO; only a few of them had been presented in the excavation reports (cf SEC XXXVII
425, but with the assumption that the graffito names Artemis K[aÀÀtcrHl], whieh has been
proven wrong after the discovery of a joining fragment: 133; for other inscriptions see
SEC XXXVII 422-424); another 178 graffiti are so fragmente d, that it is not possible to
recognize individual letters. The graffiti can be dated to the Geometrie (1-37), Archaie
(38-85), and Classieal period (86-143; 144: Imperial period; 145-150: early Byzantine). In
the few cases that the content can be determined, the graffiti name the owner of the
pottery: private persons (38-45, 86-93, cf. 95-101), the communlty (71: 8u(/-locrtov)), and the
sanctuary (htapov: 47-52, 102-106); there is one vase used for measurements (46: hE/-lt'î'O
(ruÀov) ht(upov)), and a possible dedieation to Apollon (94: ['A7toÀÀ]ovoç È[/-ltj). The name
of Artemis may be tentatively restored in a few cases (55-57, 100). Most graffiti were
written on drinking vessels, whieh were possibly used during sacrifjcial banquets (p. 282).
[AC]
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207) D. PANDERMALIS, 'H âvamcarpi, roi! Mov ICarà ra 1993 ICa! il xâÂICzvT] ozônrpa, in
AEMTb, 7 (1993) [1997], p. 195-199: A mosaic inscription with the benediction eÙtUXI
Zrocrâ was found in Dion (undated). [AC]
208) Th. G. PAPPAS, fJearpzICèc; napamâaezc; mi,v âpxala KéplCVpa. "IOpvaT] rrov L1IOVV-
a{wv: IG IX 1694, Athens, 1996 [with French summary; cf Th. G. PAPPAS, '1opvŒ1]
rrov L1lOvva{wv mi,v KépICvpa: IG IX 1, 694, in Tekmerion, 1 (1998), p. 91-118); New
critical edition, Greek translation and detailed commentary of the document (146 Iines)
concerning a private donation which aimed at reviving the theatrical performances at the
Dionysia of Korkyra (JC IX 1, 694 = B. LAUM, Stiftungen in der griechischen und r6mi-
schen Antike, Berlin, 1914, II, nO 1; 3rd/2nd cent.). Aristomenes and (his wife?) Psylla
donated 120 silver mnai for the employment of Dionysiac artists every second year (three
auletai, three tragoidoi, three komoidoi). According to the conditions of the donation
(1. 1-38) and the dogma of the council (1. 39-146), the donation was to be administered by
a committee consisting of three wealthy men appointed by the council. They were to
lend the 120 mnai with an interest of 16%, until the capital would reach the amount of
208.80 mnai. Ca. 53 mnai would be spent in the fourth year for the first organisation of
theatrical performances for the Dionysia (50 mnai for the honorarium of the artists, ca. 3
mnai for catering; for these expenses, cf IC XII 9, 207, Eretria, early 3rd cent.). The raising
of funds for the next festivals (every second year) could be achieved by lending out the
remaining capital (ca. 156 mnai); in this way, the financing of the Dionysia would be
safeguarded, as long as the interest of 16% and the honorarium of the artists remained
unchanged. The agonothetes was responsible for the festival, in accordance with the law
which described his duties (1. 23: 1> toI) ayrovo8Éta v6Jloç; cf 1. 86-96). The document
describes the duties of the administrators of the donation, the duties of the artists, and
penalties for any violation of these conditions. Thus, it provides valuable information for
the funding of ·festivals in Hellenistic Greece. The cult of Dionysos is weil attested in
Korkyra (p. 500. [AC]
209) R. PARKER, Athenian Religion. A History, Oxford, 1996: P. offers an invaluable
insight into the historical evolution of the Athenian religion, from the Dark Ages to the
early Hellenistic period, making ample use of the rich epigraphic material. We single out
the discussion of the cultic activity under Peisistratos and his sons; the religious policy of
Athens in the Athenian League; the introduction of new gods in the 5th cent.; the problem
of religious repression at the end of the 5th and the beginning of the 4th cent.; the reli-
gious policy of Lykourgos; the changes in religious life after the death of Alexander. In an
appendix dedicated to the gene (p. 284-327) P. provides two catalogues of CO certain and
probable and (ii) uncertain and spurious Athenian gene attested in Iiterary sources and
inscriptions, and discusses their religious activities. Two further appendices discuss the
cult associations - local (p. 328-332) and private (p. 333-342). (TM)
210) V. PARKER, Vom K6nig zum Tyrannen. Eine Betrachtung zur Entstehung der
t'i/teren griechischen Tyrannis, in Tyche, 11 (1996), p. 165-186: Discussion of the
dedicatory inscription of Aiakes of Samos (MEIGGs-LEWIS, CHI 16) as evidence for the
tyranny in Samos (p. 181-183). The interpretation of the phrase KUtèt. ｴｾｖ E1ttcrtUcrlV as
'because of a dream', should be rejected because of the use of the definite article. The
word epistasis refers to the title of the Samian tyrant. The dedicant, Aiakes l, son of
Brychon, should be identified with the Samian tyrant of the mid-6th cent. - Polykrates'
father. The text was written on the stone later (early 5th cent.), by his grandson Aiakes II,
son of Syslosson. [AC]
211) c.a. PAVESE, La iscrizione sulla kotyle di Nestor da Pithekoussai, in ZPE, 114
(1996), p. 1-23 [BE 1997, 713]: For P.'s views see supra n° 82.
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212) D. PEPPAs-DELMOUSOU, The Pnyx and the Mouseion Hill Inscriptions Reeonsi-
dered, in Pnyx, p. 103-115 [BE 1997, 234]: P. republishes a rupestral inscription on the
south-western slope of the Pnyx, which marks the area belonging to a sanctuary of the
Meter Theon: lEpOV 1 MT]1;poç (4th cent.). This is probably the site where according to
literary sources the seer Metragyrtes was killed by the Athenians for trying to initiate
women into the mysteries of the Mother of Gods (PHOTIUS, s.v. MTI'tpiiJov; Suda, s.v.
MTI'tpayup'tTlç). The 'Square with the Seven Seats' on the northwestern slope of the Mou-
seion Hill may be identified with the bouleuterion built by the Athenians in the sanctuary
of Meter. P. gives a new reading of another rupestral graffito found in the same area (SEC
XLI 232, 4th/3rd cent.), which tradition associated with the legendary poet Mousaios. The
text, should be read as Ënoç oÈ <pcovj1 (not ＼ ｰ ｣ ｯ ｶ ｾ Ｉ Ｌ Le., "the epos should be pronounced in a
loud voice". The word Ënoç refers to a ritual text, probably a hymn (cf ANDOC. VI 51: dnE
'tj1 <pcovj1 'tft. ànopPTl'ta; cf the lex sacra of the Iobakchoi found near the Mouseion Hill, lC
II2 1368 = LSCC 51 1. 107f.: JlTlOEtÇ 0' Ënoç <pCOVEÎ'tCO). Another rupestral graffito in the same
area had been interpreted as a kalos-inscription; in fact, it is a metrical inscription glori-
fying the mind and poetry (JC 13 1403: rom] vooç KaÂ.oç JlÈv iOÈv, l 'tÉpnov v6ç 0' ËnopO" Ën[o] 1ç
EÎnÈv, "that a mind is beautiful to behold, but the mind, which gives delight, stirs us 'up to
develop the epos"). [AC)
213) A. PESCHLOW-BINDOKAT, Der Kult des anatolisehen Regen- und Wettergottes
au! dem Cipfel des Latmos und das Heiligtum des Zeus Akraios im TaI von
Dikilitas, in MDAI (1), 46 (1996), p. 217-225 [BE 1997, 65]: The discovery of inscrip-
tions can now identify a small temple near the peak of Mt. Latmos, at Dikilitas, as the
temple of Zeus Akraios .. The cult of this weather god is rel1ected in the narrative of a
procession to the summit of Latmos in the Vita St. Pauli lUllioris (10th cent.). [AC)
214) A. PESCHLOW-BINDOKAT, Der Latmos. Eine unbekannte Cebirgslandsehaft an
der türkisehen Westküste, Mainz, 1996: In a general presentation of the histOlY and
topography of the area around Mt. Latmos, P. discusses briel1y the letters of Antiochos III,
his regent in Asia Minor Zeuxis (ca. 196-193), and the Scipones (189 B.C.) from the shrine
of Athena in Herakleia (SEC XXXVII 859-860) [EBCR 1988, 194) and mentions the
Hellenistic inscription from the temple of Zeus Akraios lef supra nO 2131. (TM)
215) G. PETZL, Neue lnsehriften aus Lydien (1), in BA, 26 (1996), p. 1-29 [BE 1997,
63, 519]: Ed. pI. of 29 inscriptions from Lydia. An epitaph describes the borders of a plot
in which a funerary monument was built (3, Kalpomeia, lst/2nd cent.) [= STRUBBE, Arai,
n° 72 ter); it was near the altar of Anaitis (Anahita) and Zeus [Hypa?)tos (1. 4-5). The grave
contained eight unoO'opw, possibly for slaves or freedmen. Any violation of the grave
would be punished by the gods (1. 12: ËÇEl 8EOÙÇ KEXOÂ.[COJlÉvouç]); fines were payable to the
fiscus and the KaÂ.ltoJlÉcoV Ka'tolKla (1. 13-14). A dedication to an anonymous goddess,
represented in relief with a scepter in her hand, was made unÈp uYElaç Kat O'co'tTlPtaç of
Curtia Flavia Archelais Valentilla, member of a senatorial family (4, unknown prove-
nance, 2nd/3rd cent.). An epitaph in the plain of Kastollos contains a funerary impre-
cation (5, 261/62 A.D.: ËÇEl 'toùç Ka'tax8ovloUÇ 8EOÙÇ KEXOÂ.COJlÉvouç 'tÉKVa 'tÉKVOIÇ iç èmapaÎ'tTl'ta
(1. 15-18: "he and the sons of his sons will be prosecuted by the irrevocable anger of the
gods"); in this text, notice the use of the Actian, and not the Sullan, era. Another epitaph
from the same region refers to the 'consecration of the deceased person (13, 184/85 A.D.:
'tov na'tÉpa Ka8IÉpcoO'EV; cf TAM VI, 177, 298; SEC XXXVIII 1232). A fragmentary inscription
found in the plain of Kogamos attests an association, possibly of athletes (O'UVptCOO'IÇ <P1Â.O-
VElKCOV; 14, 2nd/3rd cent.). In a (funerary?) epigram, a woman is described as 8EOElKEÂ.OÇ
(1. 2-3) and 'companion of the Muses' (IIElEpt8COV É'tapTlç; 15, lst/2nd cent,), A fragmentary
inscription (?, 27, Derekoy, 2nd/3rd cent.) possibly refers to the dedication of a bronze
statue (1. 4-5: <puÂ.aKa XaÂ.K[--- O'ùv KOO']Jl<flnav'tt). [AC)
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216) G. PETZL, Bericht über die wichtigsten Ergebnisse des epigraphishen Survey
in Lydien, 12. bis 30. September, in ASTXIII.2, p. 143-145: A survey of sites in Lydia
(Kogamos valley, Tmolos, south Katakekaumene) led to the discovery of many monu-
ments, including an epitaph which mentions altars of Anaitis and Zeus (Kalpomeia) [see
supra nO 215), a relief with the representation of a praying man and an eagle (in a
sanctuary of Zeus? near Esenyazi, no inscription), and a dedicatory inscription to a god-
dess in a peak sanctuary (lst cent. A.D.). [AC]
217) G. PETZL, Vom Wert alter Inschriftenkopien, in Energeia, p. 35-55 [BE 1998,
16]: P. studies a series of inscriptions known from copies made in the 17th cent. or
earlier. The text on a gem known from a copy made by H. VAN DER HORST (CIG 7058)
reads: etç J.lÉyaç 8(e6ç), owÇe LeÀeUKtav. The inscription is written between the drawings of
two busts, the one bearing a crown with rays, the other with a crescent moon - obviously
personifications of the Sun and the Moon. It is not clear whether Helios was Seleukias'
'great god'. A gem in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, with a similar representation
and the [Christian?] text etç 8eàç EV oùpavoîç, 0 rov Kat 1tporov, 0 1tav'trov J.liÇrov, 0 1taO!
J.lECJoupavwv, 0 OECJ1to'teurov opa'toîç Kat àopénotç, offers a close parallel (A.. DELATTE - Ph.
DERCHAIN, Les intailles magiques greco-égyptiennes, Paris, 1964, nO 381). P. ｩｾｰｲｯｶ･ｳ the
text of a gladiatorial inscription from Jasos (CIG 2889) on the basis of a copy made by
H.D. COSSONS; a dedication to Nerva, Zeus Osogo and Zeus Labraundos, and the Demos
by the former stephanephoros Aristeides, was copied by C. probably at Mylasa. [AC]
218) M. PIÉRART, Le "nymphée" de l'agora d'Argos et le tombeau de Danaos, in
Lettre de Pallas, 3 (1995), p. 8: P. discusses briefly the history of the Nymphaion of
Argos. A tholos (C) was erected in the Agora in the 1st cent. A.D., on the ruins of an
earlier building (B); the tholos was transformed into a Nymphaion in the late 2nd cent.
A.D. The building inscription ([---]'twv 1tTlYwv Kat 'tà vUJ.l<paîov J.lE'tCx 'twv OOXe[trov ---]) should
not be associated with the early building B (as suggested by P. MARCHETTI - K. KOLO-
KOTSAS, Le nymphée de l'agora d'Argos: Fouille, étude architecturale et historique, Paris,
1995), but with the Nymphaion of the second. half of the 2nd cent. P. identifies the early
building (B) with the cenotaph of Danaos. The transformation of Danaos's grave into a
Nymphaion was facilitated by the association of the Danaides with water and their
identification with the Nymphs. [AC]
219) M. PIÉRART, L'empereur Hadrien et Aigos. Une dédicace partiellement inédite
d'un temple d'Héra (SEC XI, 340+), in Festschrift Lieb, p. 7-16: Cf EEGR 1994/95,
290.
220) H. PIMPL, Perirrhanteria und Louteria. Entwicklung und Verwendung grofSer
Mannor- und Kalksteinbecken auf figürlichem und saulenartigem Untersatz in
Criechenland, Berlin, 1997:' P. presents a thorough study of the typology, chronology,
and use of stone water basins, both in everyday life and in cult (for purificatory purposes,
with extensive use of the epigraphic material (dedications, leges sacrae, inventories) and
a useful discussion of the terms which designate utensils related to the use of water
Ｈ Ｑ ｴ ･ ｰ Ａ ｰ ｰ ｡ ｶ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｯ ｶ Ｌ ￀ ｯ ｵ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｯ ｖ Ｌ ￠ ｹ Ａ ｯ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｯ ｖ Ｌ XÉpV!pov); the catalogue gives the text of inscrip-
tions on perirhanteria. P. shows that the basins supported by Korae were certainly used
for cultic purposes and that their origin was probably Lakonian. Basins supported by
columns were also of cultic nature; their use can be determined in the light of the
inscriptions (esp. of leges sacrae concerning ritual purity): They were usually set up in the
entrance of sanctuaries, in front of temples, near altars, or in buildings used for banquets.
39 marble basins found on the Athenian Acropolis bear dedicatory inscriptions
addressed to Athena; in two cases the basin is called an &yaÀJ.la; 11 basins were offered as
￠ Ｑ ｴ ｡ ｰ ｸ ｾ (two by women); such dedications were popular in the period ca. 530-480. The
dedicants (the father's name is usually omitted) were fullers, potters, and scribes [cf
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supra n° 96]; dedicants who mention their profession, but not their origin, were probably
metics. The dedicatory inscriptions on basins supported by a column associate these
objects with various deities (Aphaia, Aphrodite, Apollon, Artemis, Asklepios, Athena,
Demeter, Hera, Heros Amynos, and Nemesis). On three non-joining fragments of a
perirrhanterion found in Rhamnous P. reads lDtÂÔll[opoç avÉ]8E[KEV Nq.tÉcr]tt ｅ｣ｲｴ｛ｾ｣ｲ｣ｮｯ｝
(SEC XXXVII 26, 6th or 5th cent.) [V. PETRAKOS' restoration is more plausible: lDtMll[opo]ç
ｅ｣ｲｴ｛ｾ｣ｲ｡ｴｯｬ 0É[I-ullt Kat NqrÉcr]tt], P. points out that in Epidauros women dedicated
perirrhanteria only to female, men only to male deities. In the Athenian Agora, several
fragments of perirrhanteria made of marble from the islands were found in the area of
the Tholos and the Bouleuterion: inscriptions reveal their use (tOÛ POUÂ.EUtEp{OU, llqrôcrtov):
P. suggest that horos-stones delimited the entire area of the agora, while perirrhanteria
delimited a 'sacred' area (cf DEMOSTH. XXIV, 60: 01 J.!i] KaSapàç tàç xEÎpaç EXOVtEÇ, dcr{WtEÇ
ll' dç ti]v ayopav, alltKOÛcrtV). P. discusses also the use of basins (louteria) in gymnasia and
private houses. OM]
221) V. PIRENNE-DELFORGE, Les Charites à Athènes et à Cos, in Kernos, 9 (1996),
p. 195-214: A close study of the epigraphic, literary, and archaeological evidence in
Athens and Kos reveals the close connection of the cult of the Charites with central
aspects in the life of a young man: growth, marriage (in association with Hera and
Aphrodite in Athens; cf the sacrifice called ｹ ｡ ｊ Ｎ Ａ ｾ ￂ Ｎ ｴ ｡ ［ cf SEC XLI 182 = EBCR 1991, 244:
npotÉÂ.Eta yaJ.!ou), the renewal of the civic body (cf the sacrifice to the Charites on Kos,
probably in connection with the ephebic oath: LSCC 151 D 5-17, mid-4th cent.; cf the
cuits of Aphrodite Hypakouos, Aphrodite Pandemos, and Homonoia: A. MAtURI, Nuova
sillage epigrafica di Rodi e Cos, Firenze, 1925, n° 675; LSCC 169 and 172), and the defence
of the territory (in association with Aphrodite Hegemone in Athens: cf JC II2 2798; SEC
XLI 90-91). [AC]
222) K. PREKA-ALEXANDRI, in AD 44 B2 (1989) [1995), p. 306-308 [SEC XLV 670; BE
1997, 86, 276]: Ed. pro of a female statuette found in a temple at Gitane (Thesprotia,
3rd/2nd cent.). [M. SÈVE, BE 1997, 86 restores the inscription as a dedication to Parthenos,
after a dream ([K]atà opaJ.!a)l. [AC]
223) G.L. RAVAGNAN, Vetri antichi dei Museo Vetrario di Murano. Collezioni dello
Stato, Veniee, 1994 [BE 1997, 129]: This catalogue of ancient glass objects in the Museo
Vetrario di Murano includes two (already published) glass cups with benedictions (lst
cent. A.D.): Â.apÈ -ri]v VhCT1V (231) and KataXatPE Kat Eù<ppa{vou (232). [AC]
224) ].-P. REY-COQUAIS, Inscription inédite du Qalamoun: notables de l'Antiliban
sous le Haut-Empire romain, in Ktema, 19 (1994) [1997), p. 39-49: Ed. pr. of a
dedication of a building Ｈ ｏ ｩ ｋ ｏ ｬ ｬ ｯ ｊ Ｎ Ａ ｾ Ｉ made by Iulia Saadne for the well-being (ùnÈp
crcotllP{aç) of herself and her family (Qalamoun, southeast of Chalkis, 2nd cent. AD.); the
nomina gentilia of this region show that the emperors awarded Roman citizenship to
members of the local elite. [AC]
225)]. REYNOLDS, The Dedication of a Bath Bul/ding at Carian Aphrodisias, in
Studia Mihal/ov, p. 397-402 [BE 1998, 382]: Ed. pro of an inscription recording the
dedication of a bath and an atrium to an unnamed emperor, the 0Eat LEpacrtOt 'ÜÂ,{lJ.!7ttOt,
and SEà 'A<ppolle{tll 'E7tt<pavi]ç ｲｲｰｯｊＮＡｾｴｃｏｰ tOÛ yÉvouç tiilv LEpacrtiilv (Aphrodisias, second half
of the lst cent. A.D.) [cf infra n° 226]. [AC] ,
226)]. REYNOLDS, Ruler Cult at Aphrodisias in the Late Republic and Under the
Julio-Claudian Emperors, in Subject and Ruler, p. 41-50: R. reviews the epigraphic
evidence for the cult of the Roman emperors at Aphrodisias. In the late Republican
period, the political relations between Aphrodisias and Rome lead to the establishment of
the cult of Dea Roma; the grant of freedom to the city stimulated a cult of Eleutheria; a
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dedication of a statue of Nike with the text NtKTI 1tâpElIl[t] 8EOYEVEî KUtcrUPl (J. REYNOLDS,
Aphrodisias and Rome, London, 1982, n° 32; SEG XXX 1245) probably refers to Octavian
and not to Caesar. In the Julio-Claudian period, there is no direct evidence that Augustus
was honored as a god before his death, although there is a dedication of a statue of
Hygieia (by her priest) to Kuîcrup LEPUcr'tOÇ and the Demos (SEG XXX 1246); a still
unpublished inscription suggests a joint cult of Caius Caesar (or Caligula) and Homo-
noia. At the Iatest under Tiberius, Aphrodite was associated with the imperial family, as
1tpolll]'twP 'tÔlV LEPucr'tÔlv/Venus Genetrix (SEG XXXVI 968) [cf supra nO 225]. Hel' name
appears in the dedicatory inscriptions of the 'Sebasteion' before the names of emperors
and the Demos. After his death, Augustus was worshipped as Zeus Patroos together with
Livia/Nea Demeter. The ElEOt 'OÀÛIl1t101 mentioned in an inscripion of the 'Sebasteion' may
be identified with Augustus/Zeus and Livia/Demeter. Apart from the 'Sebasteion', where
statues of members of the Julio-Claudian and the Flavian house were set up (cf SEG XXX
1247, 1249-1252; a base for a statue of Domitian is still unpublished), the cult of the
emperors was practiced in other parts of the city as weIl (cf SEG XXX 1255: Augustus; P.
PARIS - M. HOLLEAUX, Inscriptions de Carie, in BCH, 9, 1885, 79f. nO 10: Caligula or
Domitian, in the temple of Zeus Nineudios; CIG 2739: Claudius and Dionysos). The infor-
mation on the organisation of the emperor cult is limited to a few references to festivals
(agon of the AugustO [cf supra n° 77] and priests (sebastophantes, archiereus). A still
unpublished fragmentary inscription prescribes the use of certain funds, apparently for
the celebration of birthdays (YEVÉcrw), possibly of Germanicus and Drusus (p. 49, fig. 3);
the text mentions the Caesars, Germanicus, prayers, sacrifices, thank-offerings, a temple, a
temenos, images, and Hygieia; a particular celebration was to be modeled after a celebra-
tion in Alexandria (Troas?). In addition to the renaming of months (Kaisaros, Ioulios) and
tribes (Rhomais), several cuIts of personified ideas associated with the emperors were
established (Homonoia/Concordia, Hygieia/Salus, Amerimnia/Securitas, Nike/Victoria)
Influences on the cult of the emperors at Aphrodisias came both from the koinon of Asia
and from Rome. There is also evidence for private , idiosyncratic dedications (SEG XXX
1253: to ElEI0'tTlÇ A{)'tOKPU'tOpwv, Le., the numen of Augustus and Tiberius, Aphrodite
YEVÉ'tElPU, the Senate, Populus Romanus, and the I1oÂEî'tat, Le., the Demos). [AC]
227) M. RIeL, Les Imraypacpa{ du sanctuaire d'Apollon Lairbenos, in ArkDerg, 3
(1995), p. 167-195 [BE 1996, 240]: Among the inscriptions found in the sanctuary of
Helios Apollon Lairbenos to the north of Hierapolis in Phrygia (dedications, confession
inscriptions, dedications of persons, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D.) R. studies the KU'tUypUq>ut, Le.,
dedications of slaves, alumni, and family members introduced with the verb Ku'tuypâq>w
(attested in Greek law in connection with the transfer of property), followed by the
names of persons. There is no involvement of priests, but the dedication usually followed
a divine commando The katagraphe ment that the slaves became free and hieroi; their
freedom was guaranteed by the god. As hieroi they had certain obligations towards the
sanctuary. R. presents a catalogue of 43 texts Cincluding 19 inedita: nOs 25-43. Two
inscriptions are not KU'tUypUq>ut, but dedications: A man dedicated an àVOplâç and a silver
phiale ('28); a soldier dedicated [......]TA KAIKONTONKAI/[---] (35) [R.'s reading [àVOPlâv]'tu
KâlKOV 'tov KUt [---] does not make a lot of sense; perhaps [---]'tu KUt KOV'tOV KUt.... 1 present a
brief analysis of this materiaI. The dedicants are usually couples (2, 6, 11, 13, 15, 16, 31, 33-
34, 40, 42, 43), but also single men (5, 7, 8, 10, 26, 29, 41) and women (1, 3, 4, 9, 32, 36-39)-
usually with the approval of a male relative (father: 36-38, the same woman; son and her
grandchildren: 39); in one case the dedicants are two brothers (30). Two of the dedicants
were IEpot CS, 11). The dedicated persons were most commonly alumni (2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13,
15, 18, 20, 26, 29-32, 34, 40-43), often members of the family (son: 1, 5; daughter: 16;
children: 4, 31; grandson: 8), and only in a few cases slaves (36-38). The texts object to any
violation of the katagraphe (the terms used are àV'tlÂÉYEIV and E1tEVKUÂEîv: 1-4, 6-8, 11-13,
15, 16, 19-20, 26-27, 29-31, 34, 37-42); the fines for violations were to be paid to the god and
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the fiscus 0-4, 6-8, 11-13, 15, 21, 26-27, 29-31, 37-42) or just to the god (6). The conditions
of the dedication are occasionally stated (30: ｛ｋｵｽｴｵｹｰ｡ｱ＾ｯｾｅｶ ... IEpov KÈ ÈÂE[UeE]pOV, ｾｬ｝ｏｴｖｏ￧
ËXOV'toç àv[epro]1tOU ÈÇOUcrlUV Ku'tà 'toû 'A[1toÂ]Ârovlou otà 't0 o\Î'troç ｾｾ｛Ｇｩｶ｝ oE8âxeat; 32: ｾｬ｝ｏｅｖｏￇ
Ëxov'toç ÈÇOUcrlUV àV'tt1tEtV 'tft ypuq>ft 'tuu'tn (cf 43) ｾ ｾｱ＾｡ｴｪＱｵ｣ｲ･ｕｴ roç oouÂl]ç; cf 9: Èq>' cP im[Èp 'toû
ｋｕｽｴｕￂｅｴｱ＾Ｈ･Ｉｾｖ｡ｴ ｾｅ imoou'tro ｾｬ｝ｏｅｾＨ｛ｕｖ｝ È1tlPUcrtV; 40: ｋｵＧｴｵｹｰ｡ｱ＾ｯｾｅｶ ... EtEp6v). The dedication
took place after divine command (Ku'tà Ｇｴｾｶ ￈ＱｴｴＧｴ｡ｾｶ 'toû eEOÛ: 7, 23, 31, 39, 41), often after a
dream (Ku'tà eEtov OVtpov: 4; KU't' OVEtpOV: 5, 11, 16, 40). A katagraphe was sometimes
followed by further dedications (cf 9: KU'tuy[paq>ro] KÈ aÂ(Â)l]v ･ｰｅＱｴＧｴｾｖＩＮ The god is addres-
sed as È1ttq>uvÉcr'tu'toç eE6ç (30, 35, 39, 43)]. In the same article' R.· ｾｯｭｰ｡ｲ･ｳ the Phrygian
katagraphai with the Macedonian manumissions in sanctuaries (p. 187-189) [cf M. RICL,
Consécration d'esclaves en Macédoine sous l'empire, in Ziva Antica, 43 (993), p. 129-144].
She points out that the verb Ku'tuypaq>ro is used in the manumission records found in the
sanctuary of Ma in Edessa (3rd cent. A.D.) as weil, whereas the Macedonian manumission
records found in other sanctuaries use other verbs Ｈ ｘ ｕ ｰ ｬ ￇ ｏ ｾ ｡ ｴ Ｌ ｯ ｲ ｯ ｰ ￉ ｯ ｾ ｡ ｴ Ｌ ｏ ｬ ｏ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｴ Ｌ ｡ Ｑ ｴ ｯ ｯ ｻ ｏ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｴ Ｌ
￠ ｶ ｵ Ｇ ｴ ｴ ･ ｔ ｝ ｾ ｴ Ｌ cr'tT]ÂÂoYPuq>Éro, ￠ｱ＾ｬｬ｝ｾｴ IEp6oouÂov); therefore, this term must have arrived to
Macedonia together with the cult of the Anatolian deity Ma. [This suggestion is rejected
by M.B. HATZOPOULOS, BE 1996, 240, who points out that the term ｋ ｕ Ｇ ｴ ｡ ｙ ｐ ｕ ｱ ＾ ｾ is used in an
unpublished manumission record found at Leukopetra (éllv Ｇｴｾｶ ｋｕ｛Ｇｴｕｙｐｵｱ＾｝ｾｶ 1tUpÉOroKU 'tft
eEip 'tft ｣ｲｾｾｅｰｯｖ ｾｾ￉ｰ＼ｴＩ and that the cult of Ma in Macedonia is of very early date; cf supra
nO 110]. In Macedonia, exactly as in Phrygia, the slaves were dedicated to different deities,
usually to local deities, especially to Artemis (Agrotera, Digeia Blaganitis, Ephesienne,
Gazoria), Ma, Meter Theon, Meter Theon Autochthone, Nemesis, Enodia, Dea Syria, and
Pasikrata, in isolated cases to a local Heros (Aiane) and to Dionysos (Beroia). The
initiative came from the owner of the slave, from the god, or from a third party. The
manumitted slaves had to serve the god on the days of festivals [cf supra n° 198], but in
exceptional cases they had to remain in the sanctuary for the rest of their life. Only a few
dedications of free persons are attested in Macedonia (SEC XXXIV 657; 1. ROBERT,
Hellenica, 1, 1940, p. 76177). The dedication of a free person did not mean a change of
that person's status, but the obligation to offer services to the gods on festivals. [AC]
228) M. RIeL, Epigrapbieal Suruey in Alexandreia Troas, in ASTXIII.1, p. 7-13 [BE
1997, 468]: 47 new inscriptions were discovered during a survey in 1994 [now in
I.Alexandreia/Troas, to be presented in EECR 1997]. They include two boundary stones of
a sanctuary of (or land belonging to) Dionysos (Neandreia, Hellenistic period,
I.Alexandreia 70-71); a decree of an association for the worship of Asklepios concerning
the sale of a priesthood for life CI.Alexandreia 9); a funerary inscription prescribing the
annual ｰ ｯ ｯ ｴ ｣ ｲ ｾ Ｖ ￧ of the grave with funds provided by the deceased persan (Imperial
period, I.Alexandreia 152); a dedication to Dionysos CI.Alexanreia 73); and three
dedications to Apollon Smintheus CI.Alexandreia 64, 64a, 65); one of these dedications (a
column with cr1tEtpOKÉq>UÂOÇ) was made by a priest of Ｑ ｴ ｯ ￂ ｜ Ｉ ｲ ｯ ｖ ｜ Ｉ ｾ ｏ ￇ Hekate. [AC]
229) KJ. RIGSBY, Asylia. Ten-itorial Inuiolability in tbe Hellenistie \Vorld, Berkley-
Los Angeles-London, 1996 [BE 1997, 2J: R. presents an invaluable corpus of the
inscriptions and the literary testimonia pertaining to the declaration and recognition of
sanctuaries, cities, and territories as sacred and inviolable. After a brief introduction (p. 1-
40: sacred space, declared inviolability, decrees of sacredness, acts of dedication, hikesia,
sacred truce) and a discussion of cases of inviolability before the Hellenistic period
(p. 41-53: Olympia, De1phi, Zeus Eleutherios at Plataia, De1os) , R. present the cases of asy-
lia in the Hellenistic period (p. 54-579; critical edition of the inscriptions, translation,
commentary) and discusses the review of asylia daims in A.D. 22/23 (p. 580-586). The
cases discussed are those of the sanctuaries of Athena Itonia at Koroneia (l), Apollon
Ptoios at Akraiphia (2-3) [see now SEC XLV 434], Dionysos Kadmeios at Thebes (4),
Amphiaraos at Oropos (6), Zeus Basileus at Lebadeia, Apollon Delios at Tanagra [add the
Muses at Thespiai: see supra nO 143], Athena Alalkomenis, Aphrodite Stratonikis at
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Smyrna (7), Asklepios on Kos CS-52), Poseidon and Amphitrite on Tenos (53-61), Apollon
Pythaios at Kalchedon (62-64), Apollon Didymeus at Miletos (65), Artemis Leukophryene
at Magnesia on the Maeander (66-131), Dionysos at Teos (132-161), Zeus Chrysaoreus and
Apollon Isotimos at Alabanda (162-163), Artemis at Amyzon, Leto, Apollon and Artemis at
Xanthos (164), Kore Soteira at Kyzikos (165-170), Apollon Klarios near Kolophon (172-
173), Persike Thea at Bargylia (?, 174), Apollon on Anaphe (175), Athena Nikephoros at
Pergamon (176-179), Asklepios Soter at Pergamon (180-181), Artemis at Ephesos (182-183),
Hera on Samos (184), the Samothracian gods, Plouton and Kore at Nysa (185-186), an
unknown god at Mylasa (?, 187-209), Dionysos Bakchos at Tralleis, Hekate at Lagina (210),
Zeus at Panamara (211), Aphrodite at Aphrodisias (212), Artemis at Sardeis (214), Artemis
Persike at Hierakome/Hierokaisareia (215-216), Demeter at Nikomedeia, Dionysos at
Nikaia, Zeus at Aizanoi, Artemis at Perge, Athena at Side, Mes at Sillyon, Ma at Komana,
Isis and Sarapis at Mopsouhestia, Zeus at Seleukeia in Pieria , Zeus at Baitokaike (218),
numerous sanctuaries in Egypt (219-228), and many cases of cities in Asia Minor and the
Near East with the title iEpà Kai acruÀ.oç. [Cf the observations of Ph. GAUTHIER, BE 1997, 2].
[AC]
230) K,J. RIGSBY, JvIissing Places, in CPh, 91 (996), p. 254-260: The Coptic translation
of the apocryphal Acts of Pau!, narrates the imprisonment of Christians at Sidon in the
temple of Apollon, the city's patron. In the light of the' epigraphic evidence, which shows
that the major cuits at Sidon were those of Astarte and Ashmun/Asklepios, R. suggests
that the story took place in Side, which has a prominent sanctuary of Apollon - probably
to be located in the city proper. At the hands of the Egyptian translator of the Acts Side
was turned into Sidon (p. 255-257). The apocryphal Acts of Barnabas contain the only
ancient description of the sanctuary of Apollon Hylates at Kourion [cf supra nOS 176 and
196]. They show that the name of the site in the vicinity of the sanctuary was not Hyle, but
Hiera. It is not certain that the epithet Hylates derives from the toponym Hyle or from üÀ.T]
(wood); two dedications found elsewhere (at Chytroi) are addressed SEiln tiln 'YÀ.(lto:t
(I.CbyprSyl!. 84-85), and this might suggests that Hylatas was not felt to be a toponymic
adjective. The literary tradition associa tes the sanctuary at Kourion with baying dogs
(AELIAN., NA XI 7: uÀ.aKtoûcrt I!Èv KUVEÇ). The' etymology of the epithet Hylates should
remain open. [AC]
231) N. ROBERTSON, Athena's Shrines and Festivals, in]. NEILS Ced.), Worshipping
Athena. Panathenaia and Parthenon, Madison, 1996, p. 27-77: R. discusses the
various shrines of Athena in Athens and her three most important festivals (Plynteria/
Kallynteria, Skira, and Panathenaia), making ample use of the literary, archeological, and
epigraphical sources (esp. IG 13 474, 476; Il2 334, 5026). R. recognizes in the 'Hekatom-
pedon inscription' (IG 13 4) evidence for the existence of two temples on the Acropolis
around 485 B.e.: the hundred-foot Doric temple and a temple corresponding to the later
Ionie temple (Erechtheion). The oikemata of the inscription should be identified with the
two rooms between the east and west chambers of the great Doric temple. The cult pre-
cinct of Erechtheus should be identified with the 'shrine of Pandion', located at the
southeast corner of the Acropolis, known from literary sources. R. discusses briel1y the
rites concerning Athena Nike (IG Il2 534, 1006 1. 14-15) and Athena Hygieia (IG 13 824).
LJMl
232) N. ROBERTSON, Athena and Early Greek Society: Palladium Shrines and
ProlllOntOJ)' Shrines, in Religion in the Ancient Wo rld , p. 383-475: Detailed study of
Palladium and promontory shrines of Athena in the Greek world (7 Palladium shrines:
Athens [2 cases], Argos, Tegea, Sparta, Pellene, and Thebes; 21 promontory shrines: 5 in
Attika, 2 in Salamis/Megara, 1 on Keos, 2 in Akte, 3 in Lakonia, 4 in Messenia, 1 in Achaia,
1 on Crete, 2 in Italy), in the light of the literary sources and a few inscriptions (e.g. IG 13
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369; Il2 1006, 1008, 1011, 2245, 3177; IG V.1 1552, 1553; IG XIV 342). R suggests that Athena
is the most important patron of seafarers already as early as the Mycenean period. IJM]
233) D.G. ROMANO, Lykourgos, the Panathenaia and the Great Altar of Athena:
Ful'thel' Thoughts Concerning the Pnyx Hill, in Pnyx, p. 71-85 [BE 1997, 55]: R
suggests that Lykourgos built a theater and a stadium for the musical and athletic contests
of the Panathenaic festival on the Pnyx Hill (cf IG Il2 351 1. 16-18, 330/329: Eiç ｴｾｖ ltOtll0W
to\> <nao[t]ou 1 Kat to\> eeatpou to\> IlavaeTl[vaï] 1KO\»; he identifies the great altar on the
middle tefface of the Pnyx Hill with the 'Great Altar of the Athena' mentioned in the
decree concerning the reorganisation of the Panathenaic festival (JG Il2 334 = LSCG 33 B
19-20, ca. 336-330: Èltt téin ｾｷｬｬｲｯｴ tf\ç 1 ['AellVâÇ trot llelYaÀwt). According to this understan-
ding of the text, the sacrifice of cows to Athena Polias took place on the Pnyx Hill; the
meat was distributed Èv hrot <naotwlt (1. 24-25; Èv [KepalletKrolt, ail other editors). [But see
the objections of M. SÈVE, BE 1997, 55 on ail these points]. [AC]
234) 1. ROSSI, Il testamento di Posidippo e le laminette auree di Pella, in ZPE 112
(1996), p. 59-65 [BE 1997, 379]: An inscribed gold lamella found in the east necropolis
of Pella (SEG XLII 619, ca. 300 B.e. or later?: <pepcre<povTlt 1Ilocrdotltltoç llucrtTlÇ 1 ･￹｣ｲ･ｾｾ￧Ｉ has
been associated by M.W. DICKIE (EBGR 1994/95, 104) with the 'Dionysiac-Orphie'
mysteries. Poseidippos, the 3rd-cent. epigrammatist of Pella, who lived in Alexandria but
retained his Pellaean citizenship (JG IX 12 17 1. 24), alludes in an elegy (Suppl. Hellen/st.
705 1. 21-23) to his initiation in these mysteries and to his hope to reach the privileged
section of the underworld (1. 2If.: 1l110É ttç ouv XeuUt MKPUOV' autàp Èyèo / ｹｾｰ｡ｴ llucrnKov
otllov È1tt 'PaoallaVeUV ｴ ｋ ｯ ｴ ｾ ｬ ｬ Ｑ ｶ Ｉ Ｎ D. suggested a relation (perhaps an identification) of the
person buried in Pella with the epigrammatist. R accepts the association of this and other
gold leaves with the 'Dionysiac-Orphic' mysteries [cf supra nO 40 and /nfra nO 238] and
points to the central part played by Persephone in the Orphie literature (p. 59f.). In view
of the wide distribution of the name Poseidippos, she rejects a relationship or identifica-
tion of the person buried in Pella with the epigrammatist (p. 60). R argues that Poseidip-
pos' elegy is not a cr<ppaytç of a collection of poems, but Poseidipoos' testament as a poet
and an individual. In this poem he makes explicit allusions to his initiation and to the
cult of Dionysos in Macedonia. The word llucrnKoç otlloÇ is not an epitheton ornans (W.
BURKERT, Le lam/nette auree da O/feo a Lalllpone, in Att/ deI XIV Convegno dl Stud/ sulla
Magna Grec/a, Napoli, 1975, p. 85), but can be identified with the tepà oooç of the mystai
and bakchoi. In his elegy, Poseidippos speaks of his imminent death and his life in the
underworld. Other allusions to the 'Dionysiac-Orphic' mysteries in this elegy are the
attributes xpucroÀuPTlÇ for Apollon (1. 2, cf O/ph. hYlIln 34 1. 3 Q.; Anth. Gr. VII 617) and
ｴ ｰ ｴ ｅ ｴ ｾ ￧ (1. 4, cf O/ph. hYlIln 53 1. 5 Q.; 30 1. 5). R collects the evidence for the association
of Orpheus and Dionysos with Macedonia (p. 63-65) and agrees with D. that 'Dionysiac-
Orphic' mysteries were celebrated in Pella. [AC]
235) A.-M. ROUANET-LIESENFELT, Remarques sur l'assemblée provinciale crétoise
et son grand-prêtre à l'époque du Haute-Empire, in Ktema, 19 (1994) [1997), p. 7-
25: R-L. presents an exhaustive study of the history and the institutions of the provincial
Koinon of Crete, which was responsible for the provincial emperor cult and the
organisation of a pentaeteric agon. President of the Koinon was an àpXtepeuç; only a few
high priests are known. This office contributed to the rise of sorne Cretan families into
the elite of the empire. It is not clear whether they were elected only by the represen-
tatives of the 15 or 16 poleis-members, or by a larger assembly' which met annually in
Gortyn. The main task of the high priest was the organisation of the pentaeterie provin-
cial agon in Gortyn, known from a few agonistic inscriptions (JG XIII, 77 = IGR IV 1128;
CIG 1719; IG V 2, 662; IG VII 1859). A xystarches assisted the high priest for the organisa-
tion of the athletic competitions (J.Cret. l,xviii 55). In an early period, the provincial agon
was possibly an àyèov icroÀull1ttoç (JG VII 1859: tOV icro[ÀUIl1ttov?]) and became an àyèov
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iO'o1tu8toç; under Tiberius. The prominence of Apollon's cult in Gortyn and the close
association of this god with Augustus may have contributed to the inclusion of musieal
competitions. [AC]
236) P. RUGGENDORFER, Zum Kaisareion von Alexandria, in Fremde Zeiten, II,
p. 213-223: After a review of the literary and epigraphic sources concerning the Kaisa-
reion (the later Sebasteion) at Alexandria, R. suggests that the Fort/Ill IuliulIl was origi-
naUy conceived by Caesar as a secular building complex [but see BEGR 1993/94, 77]; it
was dedieated by Kleopatra to the cult of Antonius. [AC]
237) V. RUGGIERI, Epigrapbic Testimonies from Cbimaera-Yanartas (Olympos) , in
BA, 26 (996), p. 67-70: Ed. pr. of a building inscription recording the dedieation of a
bath (1. 8: tà paÂ.avElov Ka8iEpwO'EV) for the well-being of Sept. Severus, Caracalla, Geta, and
Julia Domna (Olympos, ca. 209-211 A.D,). [AC]
238) c. Russo, Dalla morte alla "vera vita": Revisione autoptica della lamina di
Hipponion, in Epigrapbica, 58 (996), p. 35-59 [BE 1997, 719]: New edition, on the
basis of an autopsy of the famous 'Orphie' text of Hipponion [cf BEGR 1994/95, 28, 148,
308; cf supra nO 33], with ample bibliography, translation, and a brief commentary on
several problematie passages. R. favors the reading MvaJ.l0O'uvuç; tOOE ｾｰｴｏｖ (1. 1); the
lamina is regarded, in a metaphorical sense, as the grave of Remembrance; this opening
phrase was probably a ritual formula. In 1. 2 the verb EÙPlÎO'EIÇ;, used in other 'Orphic'
texts, is missing; instead, the attribute EUllpÉaç; is used with regard to the house of Hades.
The location of the lake of Remembrance varies in the 'Orphie' texts (right side, left side,
near a cypress); but itis located further than the lake of Oblivion; the initiate has to be
put in yet another test and pass by the first lake, before he can satisfy his thirst. The white
cypress near the lake of Oblivion O. 3) possibly symbolises the earthly rebirth of those
who had not been initiated (cf 1. 4: 'lIUXat VEKUWV IjIUXOVtat; the souls of the unitiated drink
the water of Oblivion and thus remain subject ta the cycle of rebirths). In 1. 9 R. reads
o{)pOU (El eVtoç;, i.e., within the boundaries of Hades; Hades is understood as a territory,
where the sacred way (1. 15) starts. In 1. 11 she accepts the reading Mt' CÙ[KU] C'give me to
drink, right away'). The verb epÉouO'I in 1. 13 refers to the guardians of the underworld,
who will report the initiate's answer to the king of the underworld. In 1. 14 R. reads: Kat olÎ
tOI OÔJO'OUO'I1tlEIV tâç; MvuJ.loO'uvaç; cX1tà Â.tJ.lva[ç;]; in 1. 15: KUt oTt Kat O'Ù 1tlÔlV (O'UXVOV, et. sim.,
other editors). The words used to designate those who took the sacred path O. 16), J.lUO'tat
Kat PÛXXOl, differentiate between the initiates and those of them who reached ecstasis (a
suggestion made by W. BURKERT). We present R.'s translation: "A Mnemosye appartiene
questo sepolcro, quando sta pel' soccombere. Verso le case ben construtte di Ade c'è
sulla destra una fonte, e presso ad essa, ritto, un lucente cipresso; Il discendono le anime
dei morti e si rianimano. A questa fonte non devi andare vicino neppure un poco; ma
più avanti troverai la fressa acqua che scorre dal lago di Mnemosyne: i guardiani ci
stanno sopra, ed essi ti chiederanno in sicuro discernimento perché scruti la tenebra di
Ade dentro il confine. Di: 'Sono figlio della Terra e dei Cielo stellato, sono secco di sete e
muoio: ma datemi presto da bere l'acqua fresca dallo stesso lago di Mnemosyne'. E allora
riferiranno aire infero, e ti daranno 'da bere dal lago die Mnemosyne. E cosl to dopo aver
bevuto camminerai pel' la sacra via che anche gli altri iniziati e partieolarmente i genuini
estatici percorrono gloriosi." [AC]
239) A.S. RUSYAEVA, Investigations of tbe Western Temenos of Olhia, in ACSS, 1
(994), p. 80-102: Recent research shows that the Western temenos of Olbia is the city's
earliest sanctuary (6th cent. B.e.). It comprised a temple of Apollon Ietros, Kybele,
Hermes, Aphrodite, and the Dioskouroi. R. reports the discovery of 6th and 5th cent. B.e.
vases bearing dedieatory inscriptions addressed to Apollon, Meter (Theon), and the
Dioskouroi (p. 88, fig. 6). [AC]
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240) Ch. SAATSOGLOU-PALIADELI, NawvevarvÂwv. A Fragmentary Inscription of the
Classical Period from Vergina, in Epigraphes Makedonias, p. 101-122 [BE 1997,
369]: Ed. pr. of a fragmentary funerary epigram for an architect - perhaps Kallimachos,
known as a distinguished sculptor. The text refers to the erection of temple(s) in Vergina
(5th/4th cent., 1. 2: varov eÙ(J"rûÀrov). This expression is found in EUR., !pb. Taur. 128f., and
can be connected with the presence of Euripides in Macedonia. [AC]
241) F. SALVIAT , Document amphictionique CID IV 2: Restitution, in BCH, 119
(1995), p. 565-571 [BE 1997, 259]: S. offers a new restoration of an inscription published
by F. LEFÈVRE, Un document amphictionique inédit du IV" siècle, in BCH, 118 (1994), P. 99-
102 (Delphi, before ca. 360 B.C.). He recognizes three clauses: CO A prohibition against
military actions against certain territories Ｈ ￋ ｖ ｬ Ｈ ｾ ｡ ｬ Ｎ ｬ ｃ ｘ Ｉ Ｌ probably abroad, in accordance with
Amphictyonic decrees preserved in the Palladion, the Delphic sanctuary of Athena (1. 4-
6). Cii) Certain persons who arrive and depart on a mission Ｈ Ｑ ｴ ｯ ｾ Ｑ ｴ ｡ Ｉ Ｌ Le., the hieromne-
mones, the pylagorai, and those who accompany them, are exempted from the payment
of the harbor tax. The victims of a violation of this privilege could place charges in the
Amphiktyonic Council, on the same conditions as the theoroi (1. 6-11). (Hi) A fragmentary
clause concerns deposits in coins and metal (silver and gold) in the bank of the Delphic
sanctuary and the possibility of repayment of the metal deposits in coins of the same
weight, without any withholding (1. 10-17). The text proves the importance of monetary
transactions and banking activities in the Delphic sanctuary as early as the first haIf of the
4th cent. [On the last point, cf the reservations of F. LEFÈVRE, Note additionelle, in BCH,
119 (1995), p. 573: Ph. GAUTHIER, BE 1997, 259). [AC]
242) L.J. SAMONS II, The "KaWas Decrees" (lG I3 52) and the Inventories of
Athena's Treasure in the Pm'thenol1, in CQ, 46 (1996), p. 91-102 [BE 1998, 148]: S.
points to discrepancies between the provisions believed to have been made by the
second decree of Kallias concerning the dedications to Athena (JG 13 52 B 26-29) and the
inventories of the Acropolis at Athens. If the decree did contain provisions for the regular
weighing of the objects which should be preserved, then one cannot explain why so
many valuable dedications are designated as Ｆ ｣ ｲ ｾ ｡ ｓ ｾ ｯ ￧ (JG 13 2861. 6, 3091. 16, 3171. 5).
According to the decree, the weighing and the counting of the dedications should be
carried out by the tamiai and the four àpXai, yet, the inventories mention only the archaL
Thus, this decree does not concern a regular procedure to be repeated in the future, but
only one particular group of dedications. According to S., the first decree of Kallias (JG 13
52 A) concerns the registration of the property of the other gods, which was kept in the
Opisthodomos of Athena's temple. In the second decree, the word ｸ ｰ ￉ ｾ ｡ ｾ ｡ (1. 26) is to be
connected with the money kept in the Opisthodomos (1. 20-25); from this, S. infers that
the second decree provides for the registration of property (money and bullion) which
was kept in the Opisthodomos, but had not been weighed and counted [cf ID., A Note on
the Pal1henon Inventories and the Date ofIG J3 52 B, in ZPE, 118 (1997), 179-182). UM]
243) M.H. SAYAR, Kilikyada epigrafi ve tarihi-iografya arastinnalari, 1994, in AST
XIII.3, p. 55-75: Report on the discovery of new inscriptions in Anazarbos and its vicinity,
including texts pertaining to the cult of Asklepios and Hygieia, Demeter, Herakles
Kallinikos, Theos Agathos, and Theos Ouranos. [AC]
244) J. SCHEID, Le 8eŒJ.laç de Gaionas. Observations sur une plaque inscrite du
sanctuaire des dieux syriens à Rome (lGUR 109), in MEFRA, 107 (1995), p. 301-
314 [BE 1997, 23]: An enigmatic Greek inscription on a marble plate with a hole (JGUR
109, Rome, late 2nd cent. A.D.: ｬＱ･｣ｲｾ￠￧ 01troç ｋｰ｡ｾ･ 1 pàç ｓ￻ｾ｡ Seoîç 1tapÉxol 1 DV fatrovâç
Oet1tVO 1 Kpl1T)Ç ￋｓ･ｾｯＩ has been interpreted in various ways (cf sorne of the translations of
the text: "qu'un lien mystique puissant offre aux dieux un sacrifice que Gaionas le
deipnokrites a institué" [R. DussAuDl, "afin qu'un lien solide, traduit-il, qu'a imposé
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Gaionas, juge des festins, procure un sacrifice aux dieux" [F. CUMONT], "Ie lien puissant
que voici, Gaionas, l'ordonnateur des repas l'a établi, afin qu'il permette le sacrifice aux
dieux" [Y. HAJJAR], "lien, afin que, puissant, il fournisse une victime sacrificielle aux dieux,
qu'ici Gaionas a fait installer" [G. MONTESI]). In the light of the common use of the
expression 8EOllàç; KplX'tEpOÇ; (cf HOM., Il. V 385f.; ad. VIII 335) S. demonstrates that the
stone was used for the fastening of sacrificial animais; such installations are known in
Greek sanctuaries [cf now A. LINFERT, Prunkaltare, in M. WORRLE - P. ZANKER (eds),
Stadtbild und Bürgerbild ill1 Hellen iSIl1 us. Kolloquiu 111, Miinchen, 24. bis 26. funi 1993,
München, 1995, p. 135 (Klaros)]: "attache puissante, que Gaionas a fixée afin qu'elle
procure une victime aux dieux." Gaionas was responsible, as 8EI1tVOKpinlÇ;, for sacrificial
banquets in the sanctuary of the Syrian gods at Villa Sciarra (cf the office of the
cruft1tocriapxoç; 1roV 10Ù 8mù tnàç; ｂｾￂＬｯｵ tEpÉOOV at Palmyra). [AC]
245) R. SCHMITT, Bemerkungen zu dem sogenannten Gadatas-Briej, in ZPE, 112
(1996), p. 95-101: S. argues that the letter of Dareios to Gadatas, concerning the sanctuary
of Apollon at Aulai (I.Magnesia 115) [cf EBGR 1987, 121] is the Greek version of an
Aramaic original, Aramaic being the language of the Persian administration. For Apol-
lon's name the original may have used the Semitic name Reshep, weil attested in the
Phoenician-Cyprian bilingual inscriptions. The word (hpÉKEW should be explained
against the Greek background of the inscription, as 'prophecy'. This 'prophecy' had been
given to Cyrus, when he conquered Lydia and, then, the whole of Asia Minor. Further
literary testimonia and representations on the coins of Magnesia on the Maiander con-
firm the existence of an old cult of Apollo AÙÂ,a·i'tfJç;. The cpu10'lJpyoi of the letter (1. 22)
should be identified with the 'sacred men' who uprooted huge trees (cf PAUS. X, 32, 6)
and the 8EV8pocpopoI of the Magnesian coins. [ES]
246) G. SHIPLEY, The Epigraphic Material, in W. CAVANAGH Ced.), Continuityand
Change in a Greek Rural Landscape. The Laconia SU/vey II' The Archaeological
Data CABSA, Suppl. 27), London, 1996, p. 213-234: S. presents a catalogue of the
inscriptions found or rediscovered during a survey in Lakonia as weil as inscriptions
recorded by earlier travellers or scholars. Only four texts are of a religious interest (new
texts are marked with an asterisk): CO A votive stele 0', Phagia, late 6th cent.: (à]vÉ8E[KE or
crav]); (ii) a dedication to Antoninus Pius Soter, identified with Zeus Eleutherios (lI':
[Za]vl 'EÂ,EUI[8]Epiol 'Avl1ooVElvO[I)1 crOO1fjpl); many copies of the same text have been found
in different parts of the city of Sparta; they were probably erected on a single occasion,
but inscribed by different people - some of them not very literate. JG V 1, 419 is the
closest parallel to this text. (Hi) A fragmentary roof tile of a sanctuary of Athena 07', 3rd
cent.: [8a)ftocrwç; 1['A8)avâç; N[1---D. (iv) Sherds of a cup dedicated to Zeus Mesapeus (22,
Tsakona, 6th cent.: SEG XXXIX 376) [cf EBGR 1989, 18; 1990, 51; 1991, 39]. (TM]
247) U. SINN, The Influence of Greek Sanctuaries on the Consolidation of Economie
Power, in Religion and Power, p. 67-74: S. argues that frontier sanctuaries providing
asylum made it possible for people to come together for trade and to pass safely from
one territory to another. He discusses the economical significance of sanctuaries, such as
those of Artemis in Ephesos and Magnesia on the Maeander, Poseidon and Amphitrite on
Tenos, and Amphiaraos in Oropos. He interprets some Arkadian frontier sanctuaries as
symbols which signalied protection to travellers. (TM]
248) M.F. SMITH, An Epicurean Priest fram Apamea in Syria, in ZPE, 112 (1996),
p. 120-130: s. presents a new edition of the dedicatory inscription of Aurelius Belios
Philippos, priest and 8HX80xoÇ; Èv 'A1taftElq: 1roV 'E1tlKOUPElOOV (J.-P. REY-COQUAIS, in Annales
Archéologiques Arabes Syriennes, 23, 1973, p. 39-84), in accordance with an oracular
instruction given by the 'mightiest holy god Bel'. S. proposes a date not later than the 2nd
or 3rd century A.D. (not as late as Julian's reign). The title 'successor (or head) of the
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Epicurean community in Apamea' is attested for the first time outside Athens. The fact
that Aurelius Belios Philippos was priest of an oracle and at the same time leader of the
Epicureans was certainly incompatible with Epicurean philosophy, but not entirely un-
usual. Three further examples show that leaders of Epicurean communities or Epicurean
philosophers occupied priestly offices (priests of the emperor in Amastris: ClG III 4149;
priest of Asklepios and Hygieia in Rhodiapolis: TAM II 910; propbetes in the oracle of
Apollon Didymaios: I.Didyma 285). [ES]
249) K. SPORN, Apollon au! Kreta: Zum Problem der Iokalisierung der Kultorte
des Apollon Amyklaios, in Griechische Heiligtiimer, p. 83-93: S. reviews the literary
and epigraphic evidence for the cult of Apollon Amyklaios at Amyklaion, a dependent
community of Gortyn (J.Cret. IV 172) [cf CHANIOTIS, supra n° 37, p. 394-399; N. CUCUZZA,
Considerazioni su alcl/ni culfi nella Messarà di epoca storica e sui rapp0l1i territoriali Ira
Festas e GOl1ina, in RAI, Ser. 9, 8 (997), p. 64-70]. She rejects with conclusive arguments
the Phoenician origin of the cult of Apollon Amyklaios (a view suggested by W.
BURKERT). The mention of a sanctuary (Amyklaion) in the 'law code' aCret. IV 72 col. III
7-8) and the existence of a homonymous month aCret. IV 173 1. 12; 182 1. 23) [see now
TRÜMPY, op. cit. (supra n° 42), p. 19H.] underscore the importance of this cult in Gortyn.
[]M]
250) G.R. STANTON, Somelnscriptions in Attic Demes, inABSA, 91 (1996), p. 341-364
[BE 1998, 170]: S. draws attention to the seanty epigraphical evidence for the deme of
Sounion and suggests that a deme with the size of Sounion probably had more tban one
centre of population. The administrative focal point of the deme must be located in the
region where the deme decree lG Il2 1180 was found (ca. 400-350?, ca. 4 km up the
Agrileza Valley from the cape). S. discusses a dedicatOlY inscription of the deme to Zeus
Archegetes, eut on the thigh of a male statue (IG 13 1024, ca. 550). The community acted
as the LOUVtEîç even before its incorporation in the Athenian state as a deme. In the last
part of his article, S. discusses various horoi from Attic demes. (TM]
251) J. STAUBER, Die Bucht von Adramytteion (IGSK, 50), Bonn, 1996 [BE 1998,344]:
The first volume is dedicated to the topography of the golf of Adramytteion and the
antiquities of this region. 1 single out the discussion of the sanctuaries of Artemis Astyrene
(Astyra, p. 21-23), Apollon Smintheus (Chryse, p. 290, Apollon Killaios (Killa, p. 32f.),
Apollon Hekatos (p. 185-187, I9H., 197), Apollon Pornopios (Pornopia, p. 187f., 216f.),
Asklepios (Asklapiakon, p. 189f., 216f.). The second volume consists of a catalogue of
inscriptions, literary testimonia, and coins (no new texts). Dedicafions: A dedication to
Gmt Ｑ ｴ ｬ ｩ ｖ ｾ ｅ ￇ Kat 1tlXcrat for Attalos III (3, Kokylion ?, ca. 138-133); three dedications at
Andeira (?) are addressed to a Mother Goddess called Ｇ ａ ｶ ￹ ｴ ｐ ｬ ｬ ｖ ｾ Ｌ eEàç ｡ｹｶｾ 03, by a
woman in fulfillment of a vow; CCCA 1 339), eEàç 'AVÙEtp(Ç 04; CCCA 1 286), and ｛ ｍ ｾ ｾ ｬ ｬ ｐ ?]
Ｇａｶ￙ｅｴｐｬｬｖｾ OS). A priest for life dedicated anllour and a sword Ｈ ｾ ￠ ｶ àùallavm ｾ ￠ ｶ
1tEptKElllEVOV Kat ｾ￠ 1';(q)Oç) to Alexikakos, i.e., Herakles (23, Andramytteion, Imperial pe-
riod). The Asiarch Eunous dedicated eÉat (gladiatorial games?) for his son 0, lGR IV 263,
Astyra, 2nd/3rd. cent.). Emperor cult: S. restores the name of Trajan, the refounder of
Andramytteion (and not Nero), in a dedication (22, Andramytteion). Festivals: A decree
of Adramytteion mentions a panegyris and an agonothetes (17, 1. 27; SEG XXXVII 1006 =
EBGR 1987, 105). The demos of the Nesiotai honored its citizen and benefactor Thersip-
pos (34, Hekatonnesoi, ca. 318; GGIS 4); the honors included a festival for his rescue (A
41-44: ｣ｲｷ･￉ｶｾｯ￧ ｡￹ｾＦ ｅ｣ｲｾｅ＼ｰ｡｛ vo]<pôPllcrEv allÉpatç ｾ ｰ ｴ ￧ Kat EùayyÉÀta Kat ｣ｲｷｾｾｰｴ｡ Ë[e]ucrE Kat
1tav[ayup]tV cruvayaYE ￹｡ｬｬｯｾｅ￀ｦＩｖＩ and a ｾ｡｣ｲｩｦｩ｣･ (B). Funeraty Cl; li: Epitaphs mention the
ｾ ｕ ｬ ｬ ｐ ｷ ｰ ｵ ｸ Ｈ ｡ ￧ ËYKÀl111a (7, ａ､ｲｾｭｹｴｴ･ｩｯｮＬ 3d cent. A.D,), a fine for the violation of the grave
02, Aurialene ?, Imperial period), and funerary structures Ｈ ｾ ￔ Ｑ ｴ ｏ ￧ 1tEptKElllEVOÇ ｾＰ pW1l0; 20,
Andramytteion, Imperial period). Sanctuaries: A list of fines collected by magistrates (36,
Hekatonnesoi, 4th cent., lG XII 2, 646) includes a reference of fines owed to a sanctuary of
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Asklepios (1. 37-38: àpyuptoV 'AmcÀumuKov). A block of stone is probably the boundary
stone (rather than the altar) of a sanctuary of Artemis Orthosia (47, Atarneus, 4th/3rd
cent.). Oaths: The oath of a treaty between Hermias of Atarneus and Erythrai (45,
Atarneus, ca. 350-340; Staafsvertriige 322). [AC]
252) G. STEINHAUER, Neôrepa OT01Xeîa yux ràv };aÂa/11vlO (}{acJO rfjç Bev8î8oç, in
AEpbemeris, 132 (1993) [1995], p. 31-47: Ed. pr. of an honorific decree of the
Salaminian cult association of Bendis for the officiais of the association (epimeletai,
grammateus), who performed the traditional sacrifices to the gods (Salamis, ca. 253-243).
The decree was passed on the 2nd Skirophrion, which was already attested as the date of
the main assembly of the association. A detailed analysis of the epigraphic evidence for
the cult of Bendis in Salamis (SEC II 9-10; lC II2 1317 and 1317 b) leads to the conclusion
that there were two cult associations of Bendis in Salamis (JC II2 1317 + SEC II 10; SEC II 9
+ the new text). The foundation of an association in Salamis (before 272 B.C.) - exactly as
the transplantation of the Bendideion from Mounychia to Zea - may be related to the
Macedonian occupation of Piraeus, a major center of the cult of the Thracian goddes.
The promotion of the cult of Bendis in the period ca. 280-240 should be seen in the
context of the Athenian aspirations to regain control over Piraeus and to revive the
economic contacts with Thrace. [AC]
253) H. TAEUBER, Inscbriften aus dem Bereicb des oberen Kaikos, in ArkDerg, 3
(995), p. 145-163: Ed. pro of two funerary altars found at Sidelik (1, lst/2nd cent.) and
Yirce (11, 2nd cent. A.D.), near Stratonikeia. In an interesting funerary epigram (12, Yirce,
Imperial period) a woman expresses the idea that she continues to live after her death
through her sons (ÀElrrco ÙUt MooXlav[i!l cpî] 1ÀCf! àVÉpt rru'iùuç o/lo[î] 1ouç KUt ÙtO: 'toû'to ÙOK& 1
Sl1v rrupo: rraOt ｾｰ｣ｯＧｴｯＧｩ￧Ｉ［ she concludes that death is unavoidable (OÙÙtç à8avu'toç, rraOt
vO/loç 8uva'tou) and urgers the passers-by to enjoy life. [AC]
254) C. TANRIVER, Mysia'da epigrafi arastirmalari II, in ArkDerg, 3 (1995), p.105-
109: A deceased woman in called ｾ ｰ ｣ ｯ Ｇ ｻ ￧ in an epitaph at Daskyleion (6). [AC]
255) P. THEMELIS, Meaaf}vl'/, in Ergon1995, p. 27-36: Th. reports the discovery of new
inscriptions in Messene. Two synhedroi are honored for restoring the statues (àvÙptav'tEç)
of the Augusti and the fountain Arsinoe (1st cent. A.D., p. 27). Three inscriptions on the
epistyle of a propylon found near the gymnasion inform us that the propylon was dedi-
cated to GEat nav'tEç and the Polis by the gymnasiarches Charikles, that the gymnasion
was repaired (8Ea'iç Kut 'tat rroÀEt) by the gymnasiarches Dionysios, and that a wealthy man
provided the amount of 10,000 denarii to be used for sacrifices to the Augusti and for the
distribution of olive oil in the two gymnasia (1st cent. A.D., p. 31). Another inscription in
the gymnasion reports that two citizens dedicated a temple of Hermes and Herakles
(KU'tE(JKEUUOUV 'tov vuov 'EPJ.lat KUt 'HPUKÀj1 KUt 'tat rroÀEt, lst cent. B.C.!A.D., p. 35); the
statues of the gods were made by two sculptors from Alexandria (cf PAUSANIAS IV, 32, 1).
[AC]
256) G. THÉRIAULT, Le culte d'Homonoia dans les cités grecques, Lyon-Québec,
1996 [BE 1997, 1381: T. studies the development of the cult of Homonoia in the Greek
world and presents a catalogue of the literary, numismatic, and epigraphical testimonia
(text, translation), distinguishing the following categories: CD the cult of Homonoia and
concord within the polis; (ii) the cult of Homonoia and concord between Poleis; (Hi) the
cult of Homonoia and the Greeks; Gv) the cult of Homonoia and concord in the family;
(v) the cult of Homonoia in the Imperial period. The cult was particularly popular in
Asia Minor and in Magna Grecia, and to a much lesser degree in Greece. The cult of
Homonoia made its first appearance in the 4th cent., as a result of the political and social
sfaseis in the cities; its popularity increased in the Hellenistic period, along with ana-
logous cuits of a political character. T. answers affirmatively the question concerning the
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religious charaLlcr of the personification of Homonoia by ascribing this cult to Greek
polytheism. [ES]
257) G. THÉRIAULT, L'apparition du culte d'Homonoia, in EC, 64 (1996), p. 127-150
[BE 1997, 139]: T. discusses in detail the origins of the cult of Homonoia based on the
different testimonia, arguing that there is no evidence for the existence of the cult earlier
than the 4th cent., and more specifically the last quarter of the century (cf the coins of
Kimissa on Sicily, an Apulian vase of ca. 340-330, and the decree on the concord of
Mytilene, ca. 340-330: SEC XXXVI 750). [ES]
258) H.]. THISSEN, KMH(jJ- ein uerkannter Gatt, in ZPE, 112 (1996), p. 153-160: The
theonyms ｋ ｶ ｾ ｣ ｰ Ｌ ｋ ｦ Ａ ｾ ｣ ｰ Ｌ Kf!l1CPlÇ, Kaf!l1CPlÇ are not related to Chnoumis, although Kmeph can
also be represented in the form of a snake. ｋ ｶ ｾ ｣ ｰ Ｌ ｋ ｦ Ａ ｾ ｣ ｰ Ｌ should be distinguished from
Kaf!l1CPlÇ, an epithet of an ithyphallic god. In the light of these distinctions T. discusses a
series of magical texts in which these theonyms occur (Suppl. Mag. II 70, PMC III 142 140
ff.; IV 1705). [AC]
259) C.M. THOMAS, At Home in t!Je City of A rtemis. Religion in Ep!Jesos in t!Je
Litermy Imagination of t!Je Roman period, in Ep!Jesos, p. 81-117: T. discusses the
references to the cult image of Artemis Ephesia and the asylum offered by her temple in
the novels and the literary sources, in general, of the Imperial period. In a brief note, T.
suggests that as early as the mid-4th cent. B.C., the megabyzoi were no longer eunuchs
(cf I.Priene 231). UM]
260) R. THOMAS, W'ritten ln Stone? Liberty, Equality, Orality, and t!Je Codification
of Law, in BICS, 40 (1995), p. 59-74: T. tentatively suggests that "the monumental
inscription of law was intended not only to fix it publicly in writing, but to confer divine
protection and a monumental impressiveness on just those kinds of law which did not
receive the time-honoured respect accorded to the unwritten laws and customs" (p. 71-
74); this view can be based on the primarily religious nature of sanctions for the violation
of law, the role of oaths in the enforcement of law (cf MEIGGs-LEWIS, CHI 10, 13, 17, 30),
the invocations of gods, and the association of early public writing with temples. [Cf H.
VAN EFFENTERRE - M. VAN EFFENTERRE, Ecrire sur les murs, in H.-J. GEHRKE (ed.), Rechts-
kodifizierung und soziale Normen im interkulturellen Vergleich, Tübingen, 1994, p. 87-96,
who wonder "si le vrai motif qui a fait apparaître ce genre de législation ainsi écrite
n'était pas l'idée, encore quasi magique, de faire parler le dieu dans la loi" (p. 94); cf K.-J.
HOLKESKAMP, Tempel, Agora und Alphabet. Die Entstehungsbedingungen von Cesetz-
gebung in der archaischen Polis, ibid., p. 135-164, who underscores the importance of the
agora and the temple in the early written registration of laws; the writing down of statutes
with precise formulations gave them permanence, made reference to them possible made
them binding, and limited the margin of interpretation; the 'monumentalisation' of the
laws through their inscription on the walls of temples contributed to the protection of
their content, since it created the necessary distance from the polis which generated the
laws and hindered future interventions. Cf W.V. HARRIS, Writing and Literacy in the
Archaic Creek City, in Energeia, p .. 57-77, for the use of writing for religious purposes
from the 8th to the 6th cent. (esp. dedications, sacred laws, curses, and oracles)]. In a
study of the various officiaIs responsible for 'remembering' (p. 67-70) T. comments on the
role of the hieromnemon in imposing fines (sacred law of Tiryns, 7th cent.: SEC XXX 380,
p. 67), the task of the scribe Spensitheos in writing down and remembering the secular
and divine affairs of the community of Datala on Crete (SEC XXVII 631, ca. 500), and the
imprecations of Teos (SEC XXXI 985, ca. 480-450). [AC]
261) H. THÜR, Der ep!Jesisc!Je Kt/stes Androklos und (s)ein Heroon am Embolos, in
]0AI, 64 (1995), p. 63-103: T. presents the literary, archaeological, and epigraphic
testimonia pertaining to the Ephesian ktistes Androklos (I.Ephesos 501, 644, 647; SEC
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XXXIV IIO?), discusses the usual location of graves of ktistai (both in the center and
outside of a city), suggests the identification of Androklos' grave ('Av8pOK",roVEtOV) with a
heroon on the south side of the processional street ('Kuretenstrasse') near the agora, and
studies the reliefs of the monument (representation of Androklos as a rider). The heroon
of the legendary founder may have been erected after Ephesos had regained its autonomy
in the mid-2nd cent. [see, however, H. ENGELMANN, Das Grah des Androklos und ein
Olympieion (Pausanias VII 2, 9), in ZPE, II2, 1996, p. 131-133]. [AC]
262) E. TRAKOSOPOULOU-SALAKIDOU, 'Anà riç avaaKarpèç rfjç 'AvaroÂ1Kfjç XaÂKI-
OIKfjÇ, in AEMTh, 7 (992) [1997], p. 413-428: T. reports the discovery of yet another
defixio in the cemetery of Akanthos [cf EEGR 1988, 175]. It is a lead tablet, rolled together
in the form of a cylinder, pierced by a nail (p. 415, fig. 6, no text). [The defixiones found
earlier at Akanthos are now published by E. TRAKOSOPOULOU-SALAKIDOU, Karrx8eapol anD
"')V ''A Kav8o, in A.Ph. CHRISTIDIS - D.R. JORDAN (eds), T:J..maaa Kai payefa. KefpEva anD "'IV
apxarorT)Ta, Athens, 1997, p. 153-169; this volume will be presented in the next issue of the
EEGR]. [AC]
263) V. TRAN TAM TINH, Les empereurs romains versus Isis, Sérapis, in Subject and
Ruler, p. 215-230: T. sketches the development of the attitude of Roman emperors
towards the Egyptian gods in the light of the ｾ ｰ ｩ ｧ ｲ ｡ ｰ ｨ ｩ ｣ and numismatic evidence.
During the Julio-Claudian dynasty, although the emperors .supported traditional Roman
religion and were opposed to the diffusion of the Egyptian cuits in Rome, in Egypt, they
were integrated into the pharaonic traditions. The cult of Sarapis was actively supported
by the Flavian emperors, whose example was followed by later !=mperors. [AC]
264) M. TRUE - K. HAMMA, in A Passion for Antiquities, p. 61-63 [SEC XLIV 1543; BE
1996, 93]: Ed. pr. of a bronze olpe dedicated to the Dioskouroi by the hipparch
Alkimachos (Eretria ?, ca. 500-480); the dedicant, Alkimachos, who held the office of the
general of the cavalry, naturally addressed his dedication to divine twin horsemen. [AC]
265) Ch. TZOUVARA-SOULI, AarpeÎEç mi iEpà ad]V "HnElpo, ad) MEyaÂ1] 'EÂÂaoa mi
ri) L1KEÂÎa, in Dodone, 20.1 (1991) [19941; p. 151-216 [SEC XLV 657]: The similarities
in cult between Epeiros and the Greek colonies of Sicily and South Itaiy are primarily
due to the Korinthian influence on its colonies (esp. with regard to the cuits of Apollon,
Athena, Aphrodite, Dionysos, and Hestia). Epeirotic influences can be detected in the cult
of Zeus Dodonaios in South Italy, which was supported by the Mollossian kings
Alexander and Pyrrhos. [AC]
266) Y. USTINOVA, Orgeones in Phratries: A Mechanism of Social Integration in
Attica, in Kernos, 9 (996), p. 227-242: U. argues that the Attic private cult associations
(orgeones) developed from the need of those immigrants who came to Attika befme the
Solonic reforms and were not incorporated into clans to establish their own hereditary
groups for the worship of local deities. In the classical period the cult associations
contributed to the Integration and the unity of the civic body; brief discussion of the
epigraphic evidence for the cultic activities of the orgeones (p. 230-233). [AC]
267) 1. VELÂSQUEZ (ed.), Hispania Epigraphica, 5, Madrid, 1995: V. discusses a gold
amulet from Spain (p. 289-290 nO 944, Jerez de la Frontera?, 4th/5th cent.: F. GASCO - J.
ALVAR - D. PLACIDO - B. NIETO - M. CARRILERO, in Gerfon, II, 1993, p. 327-335 [non
vidimus]; SEG XLIII 684; AE 1993, 1007). The allthor of the phylaktery asks the destroyer of
Sodoma and Gomora to eliminate a sinister spirit (wç ｾＶＸＰｦｬ｡ Kat f61 flopa ùnÉ'"Ca 1çaç,
ou'"C(ro)ç 1 Kat '"Cô nVEûfla) and invokes angels and divine names Ｈ ｂ ｡ ｰ ｋ ｴ ｾ Ｂ Ｇ Ｌ Ｇ ａ ｰ ｴ ｾ Ｂ Ｇ Ｌ l 'AKU"'flta,
Iaro, 1 ｦ｡ｾｰｴｾＢＧＬ ｍｴｋ｡ｾＢＧＬ l 'A8rovuï, ｐ ｡ ＼ ｰ ｴ ｾ Ｇ Ｂ 1 [---J). V. also presents A. RODRiGUEZ
COLMENERO'S readings of the inscriptions in the rural sanctllary of Sarapis at Panoias in
Portugal (p. 328 nOs 1060-1063) [with no knowledge of G. ALFOLDY'S edition: see EEGR
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1994/95, 7]. R. restores CIL II 2395 c as follows: 'Y'I'Îcr't(p Iepa,mot cruvvao(K)apCfl Kat Iltcr'tOlptotÇ
[A. reads: crùv ya,cr'tpç>: Kat llucr'tapÎotç]. [AC]
268) G. VELENIS, l:v/lnpaY/larSVOj1ëVOl PW/laîoz aÈ /lzà véa émypacpr, rfje; BsaaaÂov{ICT)e;,
in Tekmeria, 2 (1996), p. 8-14 [BE 1998, 260]: Ed. pr. of an honorific inscription
dedicated by the Roman negotiatores in Thessalonike (lst cent. B.C.!A.D.); the inscription
is dated with reference to the iepeùç Kat a.YOlv08É'tT]ç KaÎcrapoç Eleoû uioû ｉ ･ ｾ ｡ ｣ ｲ Ｇ ｴ ｯ ￻ Nikolaos,
son of Demetrios (for his title cf lG X 2.1, 31). V. discusses the possible location of the
tempel of the emperor cult. [AC]
269) A. VENERI, L'Elicona ne/la cultura tespiese intomo al III sec. a.c.: la stele di
Euthy[kl}es, in La Montagne des Muses, p. 73-86: see supra nO 124.
270) Y.G. VINOGRADOV, New Inscriptions on Lead jrom Olbia, in A CSS, 1 (1994)
p. 103-111 [BE 1996, 297]: Ed.pr of two defixones from Olbia. In the first defixio (late 4th
cent.) a person curses 15 oponents in a trial as weil as Kat oi iXÂ,Â,ot oi Èva,v'tÎOt Èllol; the
second defixio is a list of five names in the nominative (4th cent). [AC]
271) J. VOKOTOPOULOU, Archaic Cifles and sanctum;ies in Chalkidike, in ABsA,91
(1996), p. 319-328: Report on the excavations of a sanctuary of Poseidon at the promon-
tory of Poseidi [cf supra nO 272]. Poseidon's name is partly preserved on three Attic
potsherds of the 6th cent. [EBGR 1992, 236; 1993/94, 261-262; 1994/95, 367]. Many of the
vases bear dedicatory inscriptions in the Ionian dialect. Poseidon was the only divinity
worshipped in this sanctuary. On the central peninsula of the Chalkidike, near the village
of Parthenonas, a sancturary was discovered on an inaccessible peak of Mt. Itamos in
1990. V. was able to read the name L'naç on a the sherd of black-glazed vase; other dedica-
tory graffiti are very fragmentary. aM]
272) 1. VOKOTOPOULOU, llOaelOl 1993, in AEMTh, 7 (1993) [1997], p. 401-412 [BE
1997, 404]: The continuing excavations in the early sanctuary of Poseidon at Poseidi
(Chalkidike) [cf supra n° 271, with further referencesl brought to light an inscribed altar
which reveals the god's epithet (Poseidon Pontios, ca. 400-350, p. 404); V. mentions
inscribed sherds of vases dedicated to Poseidon (p. 402f: EMOI or EMOI, late 8th cent. -
the earliest inscription of the Chalkidike; p. 404: ｩ･ｰｾＬ sc. KÛÂ,tÇ, ca. 450-400; p. 406:
'EmXa,P% a.vÉ8[eKe], written in the Chalkidic alphabet, late archaic period; p. 406: <I>puylÂ,6).
[AC]
273) E. VOUTIRAS, Un culte domestique des CO/ybantes , in Kemos, 9 (1996), p. 243-
256 [BE 1997, 394, 480]: Ed. pr. of a kantharos dedicated by a woman to the Kyrbantes,
found in a house in the Toumba of Kalamaria (near Thessalonike, ca. 350-325) and
discussion of the private and domestic character of the cult of the Korybantes in the
Classical period, esp. in the light of a lex sacra concerning the sale of the priesthood of
the Korybantes at Erythrai (I.Elythrai 206, late 4th cent.). [AC]
274) E. VOUTIRAS, A propos d'une tablette de malédiction de Pella, in REG, 109
(1996), p. 678-682 [BE 1997, 378]: V. makes some additional remarks on a defixio from
Pella, which has been discussed by 1. DUBOIS on the basis of V.'s preliminary publication
[SEG XLIII 434; EEGR 1994/95, 113]. The defixio was found in a grave at Pella, which can
be dated to ca. 380-350. V. rejects D's interpretation of the sequence of letters
f1ArINAfAPIME (oa(1t)tvà yàp {IlÉ = ＧｴｯＺＱｴ￪ｴｖｾ yàp êÎIlO, and prefers to leave this question
open. The words 'to 'tÉÂ,oç Kat 'tov ya,llov K1Haypa,<p0l indicate that the subject of the curse
was not simply a frivolous affair, but the prospective marriage of the cursed persons,
Dionysophon and Theotima. [AC]
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275) G. WAGNER, Les inscriptions grecques d'Ai'n-Labakha (steles - graffites -
depintO, in ZPE, 111 (996), p. 97-114 [BE 1997, 694]: Preliminary publication of
several inscriptions found in the temple of Piyris in the oasis of Aïn Labakha in Egypt
(2nd/3rd cent.). Four dedicatory stelai use common formulae, such as È1t' àyae0 (II-IV),
U1tÈp croHllpiaç (III), and ｅ ｕ ｣ ｲ ￉ ｾ ｅ ｴ ｡ ￇ x6:ptV (IV): Piyris is explicitly mentioned only in one text
(IV): one text attests the proskynema of the worshipper (II) [for the metrical dedication
n° 1 see supra nO 43]. 11 out of 19 graffiti und depinti are proskynemata (1, 5-7, 9-10, 12-13,
15-16, 19) [on the notion of the proskynema see EBGR 1994/95, 29], two are dedications
Œ: ｅ￹｣ｲｅｾｩ｡￧ XaptV È1t' àyae0: 17: croHllPiaç X6:ptv È1t' àyae0); there are references to the 161toç
of a certain olbios (3) [for the term 161toç see EBGR 1993/94, 19] and the lÉI.lEVOÇ of Pyiris
(11). (TM]
276) G. WAGNER, Nouvelles inscriptions funeraires grecques de Kom Abu Bellou,
in ZPE, 114 (996), p. 115-140 [BE 1997, 674 bis]; Ed. pr. of 103 epitaphs (Kom Abu
Bellou, Imperial period), which attest numerous (rather common) theophoric names:
'Ayaeôç Llal/.l<OV (42), 'Aellv68ropoç (57, 93), "Al.ll.lrov (54), 'AI.lI.lÛlVtoÇ (67, 89), 'A1tÂ,rovaptv (66),
'A1t6Â,Â,rov (30), 'A1tOÂ.Â.ÔlÇ (29, 72), "AplEl.ltÇ (49), LltoVucr6:ptv (15), LltoVucrla (27), Llt6(1](O)poç
(1), 'Epl.lâç (13), 'Epl.llaç (6, 92), 'Epl.lt6vll (101), 'HpwcÂ.&l.ll.lrov (59), 'HpwcÂ,âç (33), 'HpaKÂ,Eta
(38), 8crovocrîptç (65), 'lcrt8ÛJpa (43, 86), NEI.lEcrâç (18, 25), NEI.lE<1lrov (56), ｔ ｡ ｶ ｯ ｵ ｾ ｴ ￧ (21),
Tacrxîvtç (22), ｔ ｡ ＼ ｰ ｅ ｾ ￔ ｬ ￧ (23), 'QplroV (70), ?Qproç (68). Among the attributes which characte-
rize the deceased notice the terms &ropoç (2, 11, 16, 46, 54-56, 66, 69, 72, 80, 85-86, 88, 91,
95), ｅ￙｣ｲｅｾｾￇ (25), and Ｑ ｴ ｴ ｣ ｲ ｬ ｾ (43); notice also the formula EÙ\jlUXEt (6,21,25,50,53,54,57-59,
100, 102). A woman is characterized as Écrlll (cf the Egyptian hsy, "Iucky, to drown in the
Nile"). (TM]
277) M.E.H. W ALBANK, Evidence for the Imperial Cult in Julio-Claudian Corinth, in
Subject and Ruler, p. 201-213: Review of the evidence (primarily epigraphic and
numismatic) for the beginnings of the emperor cult in Korinthos. The cult of Caesar, the
colony's founder is weil attested (Corinth VIII.3, 50 and 68); a temple represented on
Korinthian coins may be identified with the temple of the Gens Iulia; a temple of Aphro-
dite/Venus ('Temple F'?) was possiblyerected because of the close connection between
Venus and the Julio-Claudian house; the cult of Dea Roma may be inferred from the
numismatic evidence; there is also evidence for the cult of Apollon Augustus (Corinth
VIIl.2, 120), Divus Augustus (Corinth VIII.3, 53), the Lares Augusti, Providentia Augusti, and
Salus Publica (Corinth VIII. 2, 13 and 86-90) [for the cult of Salus see now 1. WINKLER,
Salus. Vom Staatskult zur politischen Idee. Eine archaeologische Untersuchung, Heidel-
berg, 1995]. \Yf. suggests that the provincial cult was not celebrated at the Isthmus, but in
Korinthos. [AC]
278) M.B. WALBANK, TLVO Notes on Leases of Sacred Praperty in Attica, in ZPE, 116
(996), p. 39-40: W. adds to the known Attic leases two further records of leases of
sacred property in Attica: (i) IG 13 462-466 (437/6-433/2) mention among the recurring
items of income for the construction of the Mnesikleian Propylaia the "rent of the Sacred
House" without further indications as to the location of the building, the lessee or the
lessor, or the terms of the lease. According to the complete record for the year 436/5 the
rent amounted to 82 drachmai (IG 13 463 1. 74); the same figure can be restored with sorne
probability for the other years as weIl. W. supposes that as a reliable source of income,
this sacred llOuse was leased for a period of five years (or longer). The designation of the
property is enigmatic, since the Propylaia to the Acropolis do not seem to have had any
sacred character. Cii) IG Il2 598 (late 4th cent.) is probably the decree of a phyle or a deme
(Koile, Kollytos, or Melite ?) recording the lease of a sacred temenos. The restriction on
erecting any building within the temenos suggests that the lessee couId use the temenos
only for agricultural or pastoral purposes. This lease accords weil with the trend in the
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later 4th cent. for such citizen bodies like the phyle or the deme to assure regular income
from the property controlled by them. [ES]
279) M.B. WALBANK, Greek Inscriptions from the Athenian Agora: Financial
Documents, in Hesperia, 65 (996), p. 433-465: Ed. pr. of 24 fragmentary inscriptions
found in the Athenian Agora (5th-4th cent.). Most of them are possibly fragments of
inventories (2, 4-6, 8, 11-15, 22-24); in n° 8 1. 2 and 4 (o1ttcr8oMflO?), there may be a
reference to the Parthenon; nO 15 joins SEG XXV 180. Several texts 0, 3, 7, 9, 10, 25) may
be accounts. N° 16+17 is possibly a list of objects related to a sacrifice, donated by several
persons. The content of n° 18+19 (= IG HZ 1667) is not clear; nOs 20 and 21 (part of IG HZ
1594 ?) may belong to the series of the l'aNones centesimarum. lfM]
280) R.E. WALLACE, Etruscan Inscriptions on an Attic Kylix in the Paul Getty
Museum: Addenda et Corrigenda, in ZPE, 111 (996), p. 291-294: Remarks on two
Etruscan dedicatory inscriptions on the foot of a red-figure Greek kylix (ca. 500-490, un-
known provenance); the foot was broken and repaired in antiquity. From the first frag-
mentary inscription (on the bottom of the foot of the kylix, along the outer portion of the
rim) the praenomen and the gentilicium of the dedicant and the name of the deity
(Heracles?) are missing (IT[U]N TURUC[E], before ca. 450). The second inscription is
inverted with respect to the first and runs parallel to it, along the inside of the rim. W.
reads [ECN.TUR]CE. CAVI. CR[AI]CULI. HERCLES ("Cavi Craiculi dedicated this (kylix) on
behalf of Heracles") and suggests that the second inscription was added after a repair of
the vase. lfM]
281) ].e. WALTERS, Egyptian Religions in Ephesos, in Ephesos. Metropolis of Asia,
p. 281-302: W. examines the evidence for Egyptian cultic activity in Ephesos using literary
sources, archaeological data, and epigraphic material (I.Ephesos 199, 298, 1231, 1230, 1213,
1244-1247, 1503, 2912). Although limited, the evidence suggests that the Egyptian gods
were worhipped' in the city at least from the early 3rd cent. B.C. through the 4th cent.
A.D., with a gap in the evidence from the late Republic to the early Imperial period,
which corresponds to the general pattern of the chronological diffusion of Egyptian
cultic activity.The Egyptian cuits regained prominence in the early 2nd cent. A.D.; they
seem to have experienced a revival during the period of the spread of Christianity in
Ephesos. lfMl
282) A. WASOWICZ, Artémis Chtyselakatos de Philippes? Sur l'intelprétation des
reliefs rupestres, in A. BURSCHE - M. MIELCZAREK - W. NOWAKOWSKI Ceds), Nunc de
st/ebis dicendum est. Su/dia archaeologica et historica Georgio Kolendo ab
amicis et discipulis dicata, Warsaw, 1995, p. 251-255: W. interprets a series of 40
rupestral reliefs with the representation of a goddess with long dress, polos, and spinning
implements, found in close proximity to representations of Artemis on the slope of the
Akropolis (sorne of them inscribed), as representations of Artemis XPUcrT]ÀâlW'tOÇ, known
only from the literary tradition. Representations of women with distaffs on one of the
stelae of Prinias (Crete; see A. LEBESSI, 01 arryÂEç; roû IlPIVlâ, Athens, 1976, p. 21 nO Al) and a
fragmentary plate From Perachora are also interpreted as images of this goddess. [AC]
283) H. WETZEL, Das Hephaisteion in Athen und seine Umgebung. Studien zur
Funktion eines Peripteros im 5. jh. v.Chr., in Griechische Heiligtümer, p. 31-42:
Review of the inscriptions and the literary sources concerning the existence of a Hephai-
steion near the Kerameikos in Athens (IG 13 82, 472; nZ 223 B). W. accepts the identifi-
cation of the Peripteros near the Agora with the Hephaisteion, but expresses doubts on
the cultic function of this building. lfM]
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284) M. WORRLE, Ein Weihaltar aus Kilepe / Yesilk6y, in Fremde Zeiten, I, p. 153-
160: Ed. pr. of a fragmentary inscription on an altar dedicated to TUXT] AU1:0Kpa1:0pOç
Kcdcrapoç (probably Augustus) by Hieron, demarchos, priest of Zeus Nikator EV 1:jj 1tÔÂ.EL,
and priest of another deity - possibly Ares (Yesilkoy, near Arykanda, lst cent. B.C./A.D.).
This is the first attestation of the cult of Zeus Nikator in Lykia. [AC]
285) S. YILMAZ, Hierapolis antik kenti Tripolis Caddesi Temizlik ve Düzenleme
çaslis/malari, in VI. Müze Kurtarma Kazilari Semineri, 24-26 Nisan 1995,
Didim, Ankara, 1996, p. 131-161: The grave inscription of a tribunus militum and his
wife was found in Hierapolis (Phrygia, 3rd cent. A.D.); they had served as high priest and
priestess respectively. The epitaph is headed with the invocation 'Aya8jj Tuxn. The
deceased persons were related to an association of gladiators: U1tôJ!vT]J!a <pafHÂ.taç J!OVO-
J!axrov Kat K\lV11YWtrov Kat 1:aupoKa8a[IjI]î[ro]v. [AC]
286) T. ZAWADZKI, L'inscription de la basilique du Saint-Sépulcre, in Festschrift
Lieb, p. 347-356: The Latin graffito next to the drawing of a ship in the Holy Sepulchre
Church at Jerusalem (4th cent. A.D.) does not read Isis Mirionimus (the name of the ship),
but Dominus ivimus; thus, the earlier interpretations of the graffito (pagan graffito, allu-
sion to the travels of pilgrims, allusion to a mystical journey, etc.) should be disregarded.
[AC] .
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